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ANOTHER ULTIMATE FROM J0TUL...NO.4

r

JjOtuI No. 4 is made of solid
cast iron, finished in dark
green fireproof Jcrtul ena
mel. It is also available in
black without enamel. The
door is fitted with an ad
justable flue damper, insures
efficient and economical
round-the-clock heating when
the door is closed.
A specially designed fire
screen is supplied. The fire
place can be connected to a
chimney or installed as a
free-standing fireplace. The
fireplace can also be supplied
with fittings for the instal
lation of an insulated stove
pipe on top. This is a space
saving and highly practical
arrangement.

Kfci$TiA
p.o. box 1461 fm
P o r t l a n d , m a i n e 04104
Send for free dealer list or send $1 for
complete new Jdtul catalogue.
Kristia Associates has the exclusive rights for
sales of Jdtul stoves and fireplaces in Eastern
United States.
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WOOD HEATERS
COAL BURNERS
COKE BURNERS

PEAT BURNERS
F R E E S T A N D IN G F IR E P L A C E S
COOKSTO VES
C O M B I- F IR E S
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Pigs,

ol

course,
and chickens, goats,
and rabbits, too.

can bo very rewarding
all me more reason to know your Blue seal Dealer, in Maine mere has to be one near you!
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SOUTH CHINA
George Starkey

AUGUSTA
Bill’s Market & Hardware
C. & S. Market
H. K. Webster Stores of
Maine, Inc.
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Davis Supply, Inc.

FORT FAIRFIELD
Aroostook Milling Company
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Village Hardware, Inc.

NORTH WINDHAM
Casco Stores
Pets and Things
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Paris Farmers Union
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FREEPORT
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Clark's Pet Shop
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Crossroads Equipment

GARDINER
Chelsea Market
Gardiner Feed and
Garden Supply

MADISON
Campbell’s Hardware
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Richard Burgess
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BATH
Twin Maples Saddlery
BETHEL
Groan & McGurn
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Garden Center
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Trading Post
BROOKS
Reynold’s Store
BUXTON
Plummer’s Store

DEER ISLE
Ralph Roskom
DIXMOUNT
Nason’s Store
EAST HEBRON
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EAST LIVERMORE
Randall's Country Store
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Bailey Bros.
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Norton’s General Store
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Casco Stores
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Stanley Bowen
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Ellsworth Feed & Seed Co.

CLINTON
L. L. Gerald and Son

EXETER
Clyde Smith

LA GRANGE
Bruce’s Store

NORTH JAY
North Jay Grange Store

COLUMBIA FALLS
Moore’s Feed Store

FARMINGTON
Farmington Farmers Union

LINCOLN
Claude Doane

NORTH WATERBORO
Andrew C. Woodsum, Jr.

PATTEN
Ken’s Nation Wide

SOUTH WINDHAM
H. K. Webster Stores of
Maine, Inc.

PEMBROKE
Kendall Hatch

TURNER
Gene Pratt

PORTLAND
Allen Sterling and Lathrop
Chrysties Hardware Store
Dog House
Mizo Pet Shop

TURNER CENTER
Turner General Store

PRESQUE ISLE
Maine Potato Growers, Inc.
RICHMOND
Knight’s Farm Supply
RUMFORD
Roanne Grain Store
SANFORD
Sanford Feed & Grain
SEARSPORT
Paul Peterson, Inc.
SHERMAN
Cedar Spring Stables
SKOWHEGAN
Art's Lawn & Garden

WALDOBORO
Keith Winchenbach
WARREN
Hill-n-Dale Stables
WATERVILLE
J. E. McCormick & Son, Inc.
WEST PARIS
National Co-op
WESTBROOK
O. E. Sherman & Son
WINDSOR
Hussey's General Store
WINTERPORT
Kermit Clements
WINTHROP
Maxim’s
General Supply Center

FEEDS
Lawrence, Mass. • Augusta, Me.
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33 Farnsworth, Boston, 02210
617-542-1358
We want to see Maine grow...
organic beans, grains, and produce

We’re interested in buying these items from
local farmers for distribution throughout New England
If you have organic grains and beans to market,
please contact Keith Varnum.
If you have organic produce to market,
please contact Rob Barker.
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May I comment on three articles in your Summer
edition?
1. Page seven had a letter on potato growing in seaweed
beds. Why dig an 18-inch trench and lay your potatoes in
seaweed ? We cover a section of grassy meadow land with
a foot of hay in the Fall, put down our potatoes on this hay
at planting time in the Spring, cover them with a shovelful
of compost, add more hay and say goodbye to the potatoes
until the plants are high and the potatoes ready to pull up
in the Fall. No digging; no weeding; no hoeing: what
could be easier?

L

e t t e r s

It’s seven a.m., the morning after the first fall frost. I
tried John Vivian’s method of sprinkling the garden to
avoid frost damage. I’ve been out there sprinkling from
five a.m. until a few minutes ago.
I just spoke with the editor on the phone. I hope he
was sound asleep when the phone rang. I hope he forgot
his slippers and the floor was cold.
He advised me to write a letter to the magazine, explain
ing my reaction to Mr. Vivian’s article. Here is the best
I can do without swearing:
Don’t use Mr. Vivian’s method. *It’s not reliable.
Sharon Smith
Hartland, Maine
The cold water treatment does work if applied soon
enough and in cases where frost damage is minimal. It
shouldn't be counted on as a cure-all. Editor

2. Page twelve had an article on slugs. We’ve had next to
no slugs in our garden since building a five foot high stone
wall around our 100 foot by 100 foot garden. The slugs
which used to come in from the neighboring woods and
lawn apparently get tired at the thought of climbing so
much wall. We now are slugless.
3. The writer of the article on page 44 “Canning Fruits
and Vegetables” seems very scared of open-kettle canning
and advocates only pressure cooking. For forty odd years
I’ve brought applesauce to a rolling boil and bottled (with
out sweetening) in sterilized bottles and never got botulism
and hardly lost a bottle thru spoilage.
May I congratulate you on your Shetterly illustrations.
They are delicately and rarely done. Very enjoyable
artistry.
Helen K. Nearing
Harborside, Maine

NEED FEED and GARDEN SUPPLIES?

CARTER

F e e d & F a r m S u p p l y Co
Shop A n y o f Our 3 Convenient Locations:
Outer Broadway
Bangor, Maine
945-3693

FEEDS:

61 Railroad Street
Bangor, Maine
942-8620

13 Lincoln Street
D over-F oxcroft , Maine
564-2581

Carter, Wayne, Blue Seal, Purina

GARDEN SUPPLIES:

Seed in Bulk and Packages
Fertilizers - Tools - Fencing

PET SUPPLIES & WELL EQUIPPED TACK SHOP
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With my subscription renewal for a magazine that I
truly enjoy, let me point out an oversight in the Summer
1975 issue.
In Barbara Prud’hommeaux’ article “Home Brew”
(p.59), she says mix the ingredients “...with your spoon
and beat it until it starts to boil. Pour the mixture into
the crock, give it a stir and add about a tablespoon of
yeast.”
Don't do it! A step has been left out, and that is to
cool the mixture to lukewarm before adding the yeast.
It may seem an implied step to you, but to the beginner,
following the recipe as it reads, the yeast goes into a mix
ture just off the flame, thereby killing the yeast and
ruining the batch.
My best beer was made with only half a can of malt,
four pounds of sugar, yeast, and no hops at all. I don’t
like the bitter hops taste, which is so subdued in Ameri
can domestic beer, that you can hardly taste it anyway.
Finally, I don’t see three lb. malt cans “at most
grocery stores”, so I get them from a local specialty shop.
Lacking a local source, you might write for their price
list —Soft As A Grape, The Garage, 36 Boylston St.,
Cambridge, Ma. 02138, or visit them when you’re in
Boston —they’ve got just about everything.

I have something that might be of interest to your
readers, a shredder mulcher that I’ve built.
I First got the idea last year when feeding cornstalks
to my cow. She would eat the leaves & tender parts and
then kick the rest behind her. Have you ever tried to
pitch out manure that was intertwined with cornstalks?
I had an old lawnmower engine around and a 50 gallon
drum, so I began experimenting. I mounted the engine
on the drum and fed the cornstalks down through the
drum inlet hole. Presto, instant fodder for bossy. Then
I began to wonder if I could make it discharge out the side
somehow. It took awhile to figure out how to make an
elliptical chute to fit the inside diameter of the barrel, but
how nice it works. The natural engine vibration forces the
fodder down the chute into a collecting bin or basket. I
began to wonder how it would work on leaves, so I added
a hopper for them, but it didn’t work too well. Then I
added a top chamber and stationary knives mounted
under the lid top. The leaves discharged out the top chute.
You simply open a trap door and corn fodder comes out
the bottom chute.
This unit can be made out of easily obtainable items.
Who doesn’t have an old lawnmower around? And you
can buy a barrel for a few dollars.

Don Wismer
Cambridge, Mass.

Wayne Peters
Meadville, Pa.

CLIVUS
MULTRUM
(In c lin in g C om post R o o m )

The Swedish Composting
Waste Treatm ent System

A Natural System... Clivus Multrum is a self-contained
system for the treatment of organic household wastes. It
places toilet and kitchen wastes in an environment where
they decompose slowly by composting, producing a humus
which can be returned directly to the soil. Multrum uses no * ood
water, no energy and no chemicals of any kind. It is not
scraps
connected to sewers as it has no liquid effluent. It has no
moving parts, so requires virtually no maintenance.
Capacity ranges from 2-3 people for small unit, to 10-12 for
the large unit with mid-sections.

NonFlush
Toilet

The Clivus Multrum may be installed in new or existing
homes and farms, seasonal cottages and camps, as well as
public facilities.

State Plumbing Code
officially sanctions
the installation
o f the Multrum.

Sales and In s ta lla tio n by :

Container

D avid B erry
Th o m as A . F e ld k a m p
Post Road
R F D 1, B ox 1 3 6
B o w d o in h a m , M a in e 0 4 0 0 8
S u rry , M a in e 0 4 6 8 4
(2 0 7 ) 6 6 6 -5 5 8 9
(2 0 7 ) 6 6 7 -9 0 8 0
Peter H . D uston
M ilb rid g e , M a in e 0 4 6 5 8
(2 0 7 ) 5 4 6 -2 2 6 6 ________________________
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We received the fo llow in g c o p y o f a le tte r originally sen t
to G overnor L on gley from Safe P o w er fo r Maine. We feel
th a t it's im p o rta n t and w ill be o f in terest to our readers.
E d ito r

Pottery, Jewelry,
Woodworking, Batik
Stained Glass, Weaving
Pictoral Art,
Vegetable T-Shirts

An Exceptional Store
Shared & Tended By
Professional Maine
Crafts People

THE
LARGEST
INVENTORIES
OF
HARDWARE
AND
BUILDING
MATERIALS
IN
EASTERN MAINE

HEADQUARTERS
FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL
AND
THE DO-IT-YOUR-SELFER
FREE DELIVERY
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

ELLSWORTH BUILDERS SUPPLY IN C .
CHERRYFIELH HRRDWRRE
S BUILDING SUPPLIES
6 6 7 -2 S 0 I
5M B -730*1
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The purpose of our letter is to respond to your com 
ments as quoted by the news media in reference to our
petition drive, and further, to make you aware of the fact
that we share your desire to see Maine become energyindependent and capable of supporting existing and in
coming industry, thus providing jobs for Maine people.
The question, however, is whether nuclear power is, in
fact, the means to that end, and whether the end justifies
the means.
Safe Power for Maine is not an anti-industrial organiza
tion. We are not anti-anything. We are simply a group of
concerned citizens who feel that there are some serious
fundamental questions regarding the safety and economic
viability o f nuclear power. Until such time as satisfactory
answers can be found to these questions, the expansion of
the nuclear economy should be postponed. Our concerns
about the safety and economic viability of the nuclear
power issue are shared by many people throughout the
nation. The Union of Concerned Scientists recently pre
sented to Congress and the President a declaration signed
by 2,300 respected members of the scientific, technical
and industrial communities, including nine Nobel Laureates.
Indeed, to some extent, our views are shared by Mr.
William A. Anders, Chief of the Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission, who recently stated: “There are some tough
questions to be addressed that would give pause to any
one with a social conscience, and we can’t regulate in a
vacuum.”
Further, many states throughout the union share our
concern. California has already completed their initiative
drive for a nuclear power referendum, and will vote in
June, 1976. Oregon collected the necessary 60,000
signatures for a referendum in a six week period, and will
vote in November 1976. Massachusetts, as well as Maine,
is in the process of collecting the necessary signatures.
Colorado and Oklahoma have prefiled and are awaiting
approval from their Attorney General’s Office. Montana,
Wyoming and North Dakota are about to file. Washington
will file in January, which is the soonest their state law
permits. Missouri, Arkansas, Illinois and Nebraska are
presently organizing their initiative campaigns. Vermont
has already passed regulatory legislation, and Governor
Carey o f New York has declared his support for a nuclear
moratorium.
We invite your attention to our petition which describes
“An Act to Postpone Further Nuclear Development”
which provides for you, as Chief Executive of the State
of Maine, to rescind the seven year postponement as soon
as the answers are available to some very reasonable
questions. For example, the bill proposes that homeowners7
and farmowners’ insurance policies provide adequate
coverage for nuclear accident. If nuclear reactors are as
safe as proponents claim, then surely it is reasonable and
prudent to assume that there should be no opposition to
this insurance coverage. Also, the demonstration of a
suitable permanent disposal technique for the highly
radioactive waste products should be easily demonstrated

by the actual construction of such a facility, and the
entombment of the first cannister.
After one year of continuous investigation and exhaus
tive research, based mostly on AEC and NRC documentation,
it is our conclusion that there are serious questions in
terms of safety and economics, and that the push for nuclear
power appears to be based on the desire of the Westinghouse Corp. and General Electric to manufacture and sell
reactor hardware. What is at stake is one trillion dollars
worth of business for these two companies between now
and the year 2000. The Energy Policy for the State of
Maine, prepared by the Public Affairs Research Center
of Bowdoin College is frequently quoted by Central
Maine Power Co. in support of nuclear power. The quote
they have used is: “Our conclusion is that Maine should
not discourage the construction of nuclear power plants
to meet base-load requirements.” This is the first sentence
of a paragraph which continues: “We would accompany
that conclusion with a recommendation that the State
urge its utilities to explore the feasibility of using other
type reactors. For the continued choice of water reactors
is a classic instance of decisions made on the basis of min
imum private costs (to the utility) without regard for
associated environmental costs. If we are serious about
internalizing some of these hitherto external costs. . . the
choice of power plants is a good place to start.”
We can find little evidence of either the necessity or
desirability of committing the nation and the State of
Maine to a nuclear economy. We urge you, as Chief
Executive of the State of Maine, to seriously reconsider
your position on the nuclear issue, and we would be most
responsive to any desire on your part to discuss this matter
at your convenience. The irreversible nature of a commit
ment to a nuclear economy requires that ypu investigate
and evaluate all sides of this issue.
Cali Hollander, President
Safe Power For Maine
James R. Bruce’s letter, which appeared in the Summer
issue of FARMSTEAD, missed the point of my “low cost
chicken” article. I don’t believe that article states that I
do not depend upon what once was living for my own sus
tenance. Quite the contrary: since I fully realize that I
must take other life in order to maintain my own, I choose
to do so with the least amount of discomfort or suffering
attendant to my victims. And since it is obvious to all that
animals can readily feel pain and know fear, while plant
research has not demonstrated such a capability clearly
(although there is some evidence that they are more respon
sive to their surroundings than we had suspected), many
persons have turned to vegetarian and vegan lifestyles in
order to remove themselves from the confinement-slaughterhouse pattern of treatment of animals.
My main point in the article was that cage layers (and
veal calves raised in the dark, and pigs in confinement, and
other horrors) are uncomfortable, often in pain, usually
dirty, and in no way are living lives approaching normal. If
Mr. Bruce wants to eat chicken, and he is hardened enough
to chop off their heads, he may certainly do so. But I
suspect that even he would offer his animals a decent life
up until he readied them for the pot.
Christopher Cooper
Aina, Maine

WOOD
BEAT
Oulu the Jine5t
in iyood 5tovts

tUaV a rewarding
Dint to
Central tllamc'5
tavacsi Complete
Home TwrnxsUtrs

Frank Pbmerleau. I nc.
43 Bridge St., Augusta 622-3765

"Just ask anyone in Augusta where we are"
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In an article by Judy Jenkins, in the Fall 1975 issue,
entitled “Rabbits On Your Farmstead”, there are a few
things with which I disagree. Through my experience and
my reading, I believe it is always best to take the doe to
the buck’s cage. If the doe is ready for service, mating
will be accepted in a matter of minutes. Leaving them
together longer than a few minutes may result in the
two fighting or the buck losing interest. Here are some
reliable sources that we have found to be very helpful.
1. Care and Management of Rabbits, by Charles C.
Sherlock, Copyright 1920, David McKay, Co.
2. Raising Small Livestock, available from Countryside
Magazine.
3. Commercial Rabbit Raising, Agricultural Handbook
No. 309, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402 (35 cents).
Diane Smith
Street, Maryland
I’m pleased that you were able to use my last article on
“Making Jams and Jellies.” I do have to clear up one mis
take and that is, the credit for the art work. The drawing
was done by Arline Thomson, a staff member at the
Public Information Center here at the University.
Nellie Gushee
Nutrition Specialist
University of Maine, Orono

Large Selection o f
Flowering G ift Plants
Hanging Baskets & Foliage Plants
AH Sizes

The
‘G reen T h u m b

I recently followed my nose to a different way of mak
ing a little extra money. Driving through New York’s
western apple country I stopped at a hardware store for
dry ice. A couple of steps inside I sensed the old farm
smell of a chopped apple tree and sniffed right and left.
The near-forgotten fragrance came from foot-long green
mesh sacks of apple wood cut into four-by-six inch blocks.
I picked up the nearest bundle and got a breath of an old
country Fireplace snapping with green and yellow flames.

The owner explained that a college student made
regular deliveries to the hardware and to a furniture store
in the same town. The red price tag said three dollars a
bundle.

Instead of dragging old trees away to rot, this alert
young man sawed them into short chunks and split these
into smaller blocks. They were just the right size for
making a quick fire to last only an hour or two, or to
toss into an evening’s fire every now and again to bring the
snap and green and yellow flames that only apple wood
can produce.
Henry L. Farr
Garnerville, New York

Farnham’s
Equipment

SKILSAW
PARTNER
LOMBARD
JONSEREDS
CHAIN SAWS

Castine Rd. Tel. 326-8264 Penobscot

SNAPPER - BOLENS - YARDMAN
Lawn and Garden Power Equipment and
Snow Throwers - McCulloch Generators
SALES

SERVICE

ACCESSORIES

Come Browse Through
Our Greenhouses

^Uvrapnics

WEST ROCKPORT
MAINE 04865
Route 17

I (Printing & Photography)

Tel. 594-5070

Weddings /Portraits / Passports / Commercial
Film /Photographic Equipment & Supplies
Developing / Offset Printing / Xerox Copies

114 Main S tE lls w o rth , Me.
Telephone 667-8844 ________

____
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I must confess that we’re frankly envious of all of you
people that have water —not running water mind you,
for we would gladly pump it by hand if we had a well.
We think you are lucky to have it at all —for our’s must
be hauled in five gallon cans for ten miles, so naturally
we must make every drop count. We live in a mining
camp, deep in the desert.
Still —we manage to grow something —and this in the
heat of the summer when things will grow very well
indeed if they have water and are shaded from the strong
rays of the sun during the hottest part of the day. We have
our plants in containers —such as old washing machine
tubs —since the ground sops up water like a sponge. And
drainage is provided because we broke up a dead sahuaro
cactus and put it on the bottom layer —to a depth of
about eight inches —before putting on the dirt.
Since we have no electricity —hence no air conditioner —
we keep cool by pouring pitchers of water over our cloth
ing, thus making ourselves walking “air conditioning units”
when the slightest breeze blows. And of course, so that
we won’t waste water, we stand over our pots and cans of
plants so that we can water them and ourselves at the
same time.
Our “shower baths” too, are of the outdoor type on
summer nights. We find that bar soap doesn’t seem to
hurt the plants, so we will stand over our “garden” and
pour a pitcher of water over us, and then soap down —and
then another pitcher to rinse us and water the garden
some more.
We must also shade the garden. This consists of either

an old, light blanket thrown over the plant, as in the case
of some domesticated prickly pear cacti which a friend
gave us and which we hope to eat (as the Mexicans do),
or an old window drape strung on a line over our collard
greens and tomatoes.
We are proud that our garden is growing, such as it is,
for we are a long way from the market and find it a source
of security to have growing food so close at hand —espe
cially on days when the temperature reaches as high as
128°; then we hibernate in the shade and do as little as
we can.
Ruth Payne
Quartzite, Arizona

ro w a n trees
p o ttery
blue hillt m ain e 0 4 6 1 4
Blue H ill's Pioneer C raft Shop
Handmade by Village Craftsmen

Hours: 7:00 am to 3:30 pm
Monday thru Friday
PLEASE WRITE FOR PRICE LIST
Tel. 207-374-5535 Laura S. Paddock - Proprietor

Hawke&' Farm & Greenhouse
Wholesale & Retail
Route 1, Wiscasset, Maine

Telephone 882-7917

*Unusual House Plants
*Dish Gardens
*Dried Flowers
*Terrariums
* Hanging Baskets
All Occasion Cut Flower Arrangements

(fU'tnme't

* J ite 6 id e
Stoves, Fireplaces,
Metalbestos Chimney
Systems. Our business
is strictly devoted to
wood burning equip
ment and accessories.
See our selection of
domestic & imported
quality stoves.

m orse
Bar H a rb o r Road

&

a

/ l

fyfin te'i
GIFTS, FABRICS,
YARN, & NOVELTIES

12 m iles fro m E lls w o rth T ria n g le )
E lls w o rth , M aine 0 4 6 0 5
(2 0 7 ) 6 6 7 -8 8 8 8
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Ask Farm stead
We encourage questions from readers. Also if you have
a better or another response to a question already answer
ed send it in! Many o f the questions will be answered by
experts from the University of Maine Extension Service.
Is there a federal agency which keeps track o f weather
statistics for individual counties or small regions across the
U.S. on a year-to-year basis? What is the name of the
agency, the exact nature of their statistics and how is ac
cess to the information obtained?
Dr. Stewart M. Goltz, Chairman of the Plant and Soil
Sciences Department at the University of Maine, Orono,
answers: “Up until a couple of years ago, the Weather
bureau had a group of State and Regional Climatologists
who maintained local records and who could offer informa
tion to interested individuals. For Maine, our Regional
Climatologist was housed in Boston and he had a wealth
of information available at his fingertips. Unfortunately,
the Federal Government in its infinite wisdom, chose to
abolish the positions of State and Regional Climatologists.
Access to information is now limited to an impersonal data
bank located in Asheville, North Carolina. The National
Weather Service (previously called the Weather Bureau)
does publish some information contained in the data bank.
Possibly the most valuable publication emanating from
them is CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA-NEW ENGLAND,
U.S.D.C., National Weather Service, a monthly and annual
bulletin available from the National Climatic Center, Ashe
ville, N.C. 28801, at $2.50 per year or 20 cents a copy.
This bulletin contains daily and monthly temperature
and precipitation data for approximately 55 locations in
Maine. In addition, it contains some intermittent infor
mation on windspeed, relative humidity, and evaporation.”

Is it okay to throw garden wastes, tomato vines, etc. into
a compost pile if the wastes have been infested during the
growing season? Will eggs and larvae survive the compost
ing? I am particularly concerned about white fly. I have
the same questions about seeding weeds in the compost
pile.
Walter Thompson, Hancock County Extension Agent
replies:
A properly maintained compost pile generates enough heat
to kill off the harmful organisms, including the white fly.
Use an adequate amount of soil and an added nitrogen
source. The weed seeds will also be killed. What seem to
be indestructible however, are tomato seeds. They will
sprout and grow in your compost pile and everywhere the
compost is spread.

FARMERS -

HOMESTEADERS

Also (solid black) (olive stripe) (rad, white,
& blue stripe). IV 2 Wide-Heavy Duty, Adjust
able Length, Specify Clip End-(illus.) or But
ton End-$3.95 pr. plus .60* p.p.

YANKEE WORKBENCH
Dept. FS Harvard Rd., Littleton, Mass. 01460

JaiuL
NORWEGIAN

WOODSTOVES
A N D FIREPLACES

DRKGORFLY inc.
Friendship Street
P0. Box 338
Waldoboro, Maine
Tel.832-4041
04572
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HEA V Y CAST IR O N construction for even heat
and long life. A IR T IG H T FIR EB O XES and baffle
systems insure top efficiency & hold fire overnight.
B ro ch ure A va ila b le or See O u r Stoves A t :

PEACEMEAL FARM
B O X 7 4 N . D IX M O N T M E . 0 4 9 3 2 (2 0 7 ) 2 5 7 -3 9 4 3

I f a goat doe goes through a one month period o f having
an off-taste in her milk (about four months after freshen
ing), what might this indicate?
Dr. Gibbs, Department of Animal and Veterinary Sciences,
UMO replies:
One of the more common causes of off-flavor in milk is the
consumption of plant material with a strong odor to it.
Another cause of off-flavor is mastitis, caused by the in
flammatory - induced change in the udder secretion.
Yet another possibility might be a transient form of ace-,
tonemia —a metabolic upset due to problems with carbo
hydrate utilization.
Enterotoxemia — What is it? How prevalent is it in Maine?
Enterotoxemia is a bacteria-induced toxic condition. For
a number of reasons, as yet largely unknown, certain types
of bacteria which are commonly found in the intestine of
the animal will multiply abnormally and produce a very
potent bacterial toxin. This toxin, in turn, will often kill
the animal. The term enterotoxemia is derived from enteron (gut) toxemia (poisoning). It is often associated
with overfeeding and changes in feed, and is one reason
why I recommend that all feed changes be gradual and
the kids and lambs not be overfed. It can occur in young
animals when nursing, or in growing animals, but is not
often a problem in older animals. It is possible to vaccinate
against it but unfortunately there are different types of
organisms responsible and you may vaccinate against one
type and have another type cause problems. It does occur
in Maine since, as I have said, the organisms are commonly
found in essentially normal animals.
Should chickens and pigs automatically be wormed if they
look and act healthy?
Dr. Gibbs replies:
Animals should only be wormed if there is evidence that
the animal is infected with worms.

New Moon N A T U R A L
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For those of you who have questions concerning the pH
of soil and what it means, Floyd Moore of Stevensville,
Montana, has written us a clarifying piece which we think
will be of interest to you.
The first test you should always make when having grow
ing problems is the pH of the soil. pH, of course, is the
measure of the acidity or alkalinity of the soil. It is mea
sured using a scale from 4.0 to 9.0, with 6.6 to 7.3 con
sidered neutral. In most soil, the nutrients are available
but the plants are unable to use them because of the pH.
As the alkalinity of the soil increases, iron, zinc, manganese,
copper and other nutrients become tied up and unavailable
to the plants. As the pH goes toward the acid side, nut
rients are again tied up, with the exception of iron.
There are many test kits available on the market, making
it quite easy for a home gardener to check their soil.
Also, the University Extension Service provides a soil
testing service for a small charge.
Dolomite limestone or wood ashes are often used to make
acid soil more alkaline. Pine needles, sawdust, or peat moss
are good materials for lowering alkalinity. Whichever im
provement your soil may need, it should be done gradually
over a period of time, not all at once.
As you can see from the following list, most common gar
den vegetables grow best within a range of 5.5 - 7.0.
Asparagus
Beans, Lima
Beans, Snap
Cabbage
Carrots
Corn
Cucumbers
Lettuce
Onions
Parsnips
O

122Cottage Street

BAR HARBOR
Maine, 04609

L

D

6.0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
6.0
6.0
5.5

7.5
6.7
6.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.7
7.0
6.5
6.7

I C

E

Peas
Peppers
Potatoes, Sweet
Potatoes, White
Radishes
Spinach
Squash
Strawberries
Tomatoes

W

O

R

K

6.0- 7.0
5.5 - 6.5
5.0-6.0
5.0-5.5
5.5 -6.5
6.0-7.0
5.5 - 6.5
5.5-6.5
5.5-6.7

S

Furniture & Restoration Center
Services in stripping, repair, & refinishing
Sargentville, Maine 359-8523

BAR HARBOR BANKING
& TR U S T COMPANY
Bar Harbor
Blua Hill
Daer lala
Lubao

The PACESETTERS

M ilb r id g a

IMorthaaat Harbor
SouthwMt Harbor

W E U ND ER STA ND PEOPLE
Deposits Insured to $ 4 0 ,0 0 0 by F .D .I.C .
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/ know that Praying Mantes are helpful in the garden as
they feed on pests, and that you can order the eggs from
out of state. Will the Praying Mantis survive the Maine
winter?
Arthur Gall, Extension Entomologist, Cooperative
Extension Service, University of Maine, Orono, replies:

My hens have stopped laying. How can I get them to
lay?
The following is a short “solution check-list” for non
laying chickens. If you’ve tried other things that work,
we’d like to hear about them.

“Basically we are concerned about three species of
mantids. 1) The Carolina mantids that are purchased
from southern states, which do not survive Maine winters
at all. 2) The Chinese mantid is the species most frequently
purchased from out of state. They may, but only rarely
overwinter on the very southern coastal areas of the state.
3) European mantids have become established in southern
and east central parts of Maine and are known to have
survived some winters as far north as Old Town.

Grit —baked, crushed egg shells
Minerals —put a box of dirt in their pen, or let them roam
outdoors.
Food and Water —garbage, scratch
Fresh Hay in Laying Boxes
Treat For Parasites — dust with rotenone
Treat For Worms —medicine
Treat For Coccidiosis —medicine
Psychology —talk to them and threaten if necessary
Rooster —It’s true that a rooster in the flock will keep
the ladies happy.
Wait Patiently.

The lower temperatures and shorter season as one pro
gresses northward is the greatest factor effecting survival
of mantids. There is not enough time for them to go from
egg to the adult stage of development in Maine before win
ter. That is, the mantids never reach the winged or adult
stage with enough time for mating and egg laying before
they die off in early winter. Because they overwinter in
the egg stage and if there are no eggs there will be no off
spring. This is the greatest factor why mantids do not
survive in Maine!’

To whom can I write for information on Beefalo?
Write to: Solo Beefalo, Fairfield, Maine, or to Beefalo
East, P. O. Box 331, Roslyn, New York 11576. See also
“Feeding Maine with Beefalo” in the Nov. 7, 1975 issue
of Maine Times.

GLIDDEN PAINTS
CUPRINOL STAINS
PRE-FINISHED PANELING BY
GEORGIA PACIFIC
U.S. PLYWOOD-MASON ITE-ABI TIBI

PBRTNER
PARTNER CHAIN SAWS

McEACHERN & HUTCHINS, INC.
COMPLETE BUILDING SUPPLIERS
SOUTHWEST HARBOR,
MAINE 04679
244 - 3994
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BAR HARBOR, MAINE 04609

BASS HARBOR, MAINE

288 - 5508 or 288 - 5295

04653
244 - 3509 or 244 - 5412
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I have a huge boulder on my property which I'm trying
to clear. The back-hoe couldn't do anything with it. Is
there anything I can do to get rid of it?
Assuming that you don’t have a team of oxen to help you
out, there is still a chance for you. Dig a healthy trench
around the boulder in the Fall before the land freezes and
fill it with the gleanings from your clearing chores (alders,
brush, etc.). When Winter comes and the rock has had
time to become throughly frozen, set fire to the brush.
When the rock gets hot (and it may already have cracked),
throw cold water on it. It should split and you can haul
away the smaller pieces. You may have to do this several
times, doing a small section at a time. But be cautious.
Different kinds of rocks have different consistencies and
reactions and it’s possible that the rock may explode,
scattering fragments.
Another method used for removing large boulders is to
drill holes in the rock near the edges and fill them with
water. When the water freezes, it expands and should
break off chunks of the rock.
Where can I locate a sturdy, hand-operated apple peeler?
Mother’s General Store Catalogue offers an apple peeler.
It is cast iron and will pare, core, and slice an apple in one
operation. Order: Number 0263 Apple Peeler, $12.95,
plus $1.20 for shipping. Mother’s General Store, Box 506,
Flat Rock, North Carolina 28731. The Countryside &
Small Stock Journal Catalog offers an apple peeler for
$12.95, plus $1.20 postage, as well. Write Countryside,
Rt. 1, Waterloo, Wise. 53594.

BABSON & DUFFY
207-374-5501

Blue Hill, M a i n e

Supplying
farmstead families
for over 80 years
with
everything
for home & garden.
Heating
Plumbing

The
MaineTextile Center,
Inc.

Supplies 8c Installation

M AINE'S LARGEST SELECTION OF*

FABRICS
G a ss

S a le s

S t a b le s

M A I N R D . . M .R .A .
O R O N O . M A IN E 04473

BRIDAL, DRAPERY, UPHOLSTERY
and CRAFT SUPPLIES
10-5:30 Weekdays &
1-5:30 Sundays
U.S. Route 1 Tel. 338-3930
Belfast, Maine

Everything for
the Draft Horse
Saddle Horse,
Race Horse,
and Pony
Horses For Sale
T e l. O ro n o 8 6 6 -2 0 7 5
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P ro m the
E d ito r’s
Desk

by Leland Witting,
Editor

here is a grim clipping that has been on my desk
now for more than a year, shuffled from cubby
hole to cubby hole, but always turning up to cast
an ominous shadow over even the lovliest fall day. It’s
from the Oct. 11 1974 New York Times,and since I
haven’t been able to throw it away. iSn going to share
most of it with you here. It’s headlined “Plutonium
Found In Plant’s Roots,” bylined by Walter Sullivan,
and says in part:

T

Researchers near the plant where plutonium was first
produced as atomic bomb fuel have discovered that, with
surprising efficiency, this highly toxic element is picked
up from the soil by plant roots.
The Finding is of concern because of the fear that plu
tonium, in this manner, may make its way into foods.
By the end of the century, according to current projec
tions, thousands of tons of this element will be cycling
through the world’s atomic power industry. Fears have
been expressed that the release of even small amounts to
the environment would have serious effects.
The researchers said that plutonium “is among the
most toxic substances known to man.” They suggested
that its uptake by roots might have gone so long unob
served because of reluctance to work with such dangerous
material.
It had been thought that the uptake of plutonium by
crops was slight, particularly at the low concentrations
expected from a typical reactor accident. From the new
findings, it appears that the percentage of uptake is
greatest when only very small amounts of plutonium are
present in the soil.
The new findings are reported by Dr. Raymond R.
Wildung and Thomas R. Garland of Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratories in the September-October, 1974
issue of the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry.
14
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The laboratories are at Richland, Wash., near the pluton
ium-producing works at Hanford.
The authors said that, with the increasing worldwide
dependence on nuclear energy, “the potential for environomental dispersion of Pu [plutonium] isotopes may
increase.”
“It is, therefore, essential that the potential for Pu
entrance into the food web at soil-plant level be assessed,”
they added.
Their experiments, made with barley, may also explain
earlier findings that successive clover crops become in
creasingly contaminated with plutonium. The concentra
tion in barley is largely in the roots, raising the question
whether other root crops such as potatoes, carrots, beets,
and onions are also affected.
In the past, it had also been assumed that plutonium
did not spread rapidly through the soil because, being
relatively insoluble, it was not readily transported by
water. The Battelle researchers propose that their find
ings may modify this in these respects:
As the roots grow downward they carry with them
plutonium picked up near the surface. Then, when they
die, their plutonium-laden decay products may be soluble
and thus subject to long-range transport.
This, the researchers said, could explain why, in an
earlier study, it was found that successive clover crops,
grown in soil contaminated by plutonium fallout, become
increasingly laden with the substance. The decaying
roots of each crop may add soluble material to the soil
that is more readily taken up than is the raw plutonium.
he implications of this small article are brought
home by each additional story that crosses the
desk. I could fill the magazine (as I’ve filled my
file) with them, but we have other things to do. I will
provide a few additional quotes, however:
“Plutonium 239 has a fantastically long half-life of
24,000 years. It will have to be contained for at least
250,000 years.” —Smithsonian, April, 1974.
“The destructive potential of plutonium is awesome.
Microgram quantities in skin wounds cause cancer, and
in the body plutonium is a bone seeker where, once de
posited, it can cause bone cancer.” —Environomental
Action, Nov. 23,1974.
”It may be that nobody but God could write the insur
ance policy we need on nuclear power plants . . . the
only adequate insurance against catastrophic loss from
nuclear accidents is to stop building more nuclear power
plants and to begin closing down the ones we have now.
It’s that simple.” —Herbert S. Denenberg, former Penn
sylvania Insurance Commissioner.

T

We’d like to explode
some myths
about wood heat
There aren’t enough
trees for fuelwood.
With proper forestry management there is right now
enough fuelwood to heat at least half, and probably
all, the houses in the country without depleting the
forests. In fact, done properly, it would improve
the forests and lead to greater production of high
quality lumber. Learn more about wood, the only
renewable energy resource in The Complete Book
of Heating With Wood.

Wood is too
cosdy to heat with.

Wood is
dirty fuel.

Even if you have to buy your wood, it’s still
cheaper than electricity, oil or gas.

In sharp contrast to fossil fuels, the burn
ing of wood does not lead to a net in
crease in environmental pollution. Deadly
sulfur dioxide and carbon dioxide, both
by-products of coal and oil, are virtually
non-existent in the burning of wood. The
Complete Book of Heating With Wood
offers an ecologically sound alternative
energy with full detail on its practical
application in every home. A must for
fireplace owners. Perfect for vacation
home owners.

Cost of One Million Useful BTUs
Electricity (2.5C/kilowatt hour) . . $7.34
Oil (35C/ gallon) ..........................$3.85 -—
Beech Wood ($50.00/cord) . . . . $3.24
With a well stocked woodlot you can count
on about 1 cord of wood from each acre
every year without over-exploiting the
forest as a resource. And new designs
in equipment have taken much of the work out
wood heat. You owe it to yourself... to your
earth ... to explore the potential of wood with
The Complete Book of Heating With Wood.

Learn more about WOOD . .
the ECONOMICAL and ECOLOGICAL
Energy Alternative. Send for
The Complete Book of
HEATING WITH WOOD

128 pp., Quality. Paperback Edition
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes:
Woodlot Management
Improving Fireplace Efficiency
Environmental Impact
How-to Fell, Haul, Split, Stack,
Choose and Buy Wood for fuel.
Wood Stove Evaluations
Wood Heat Efficiency
Wood Heat as a Supplement

GARDEN WAY PUBLISHING C O .
Dept6ll71-BCharlotte, Vermont 05445
Sirs: I want to find out more about the potential of wood heat.
Enclosed is $___________for ___________ copies of The C om 
plete Book of HEATING WITH WOOD @ $3.50 per copy, plus
50C postage and handling. Please rush my order.
Mr./Ms. _

To order, please send $3.50 per copy
plus 5 0 t postage and handling to:
Garden Way Publishing Co.,
Charlotte, Vt. 05445

Address . State-

-Zip_

[~~| Please send me your FREE 1975 Book Catalog. Money Back Guarantee.
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STRONG
CRAFT GALLERY
LEADING AMERICAN CRAFTSMEN
Arnold & Madeline’s

Blue H ill
Greenhouse
& Flower Shop
207-374-2216 L
tlA litA V

_lt:
flower and vegetable ^seedlings

featuring: 'Hoffman's' all organic
fertilizers
'Star' hybrid tea roses

FLAMEWARE
A comparatively new development by American
Potters, Flameware can be used on open flame
or electric stove. Superior cooking qualities.
Cook, serve and refrigerate in same piece. ^ ^ 4 ® ^
Saucepans, casseroles, skillets, fondue j o m
pots, etc. A complete collection of S /t* vo
beautifully designed cookware.
,c

A

.W

^ ’‘

4

BUILDING MATERIALS AND HARDWARE
PLUMBING & HEATING INSTALLATION & SUPPLY
L.P. GAS
PEA T MOSS AND LIME
SEEDS AND FERTILIZER
GARDEN TOOLS
FISH SALT AND CALCIUM CHLORIDE

L .A .G R A Y CO.
In Business Since 1927 Hancock-Sullivan Bridge 422-3268 / 422-3321
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hristmas is coming, and now is the time to think about
those many friends who would enjoy a subscription to
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE. For only $4.00 your friend
will receive the next four seasonal issues of FARMSTEAD, plus
the 1976 ANNUAL. We’ll begin your friend’s subscription with
the forthcoming Winter Issue; a card announcing your gift will
also be sent. Simply fill in the coupons below and mail them with
your payment of $4.00 for each subscription today.

C

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
Box 392, Blue Hill, Maine 04614
Please enroll the person listed below as a subscriber
to FARMSTEAD. Enclosed is $4.00 to cover the
cost of four issues plus the 1976 ANNUAL.
Name______________________________________

N a m e_____________________________________

Address

Address

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
Box 392, Blue Hill, Maine 04614
Please enroll the person listed below as a subscriber
to FARMSTEAD. Enclosed is $4.00 to cover the
cost of four issues plus the 1976 ANNUAL.

Zip
Sign Card From

Zip
aj Sign Card From .
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to FARMSTEAD. Enclosed is $4.00 to cover the
cost of four issues plus the 1976 ANNUAL.
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FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
Box 392, Blue Hill, Maine 04614
Please enroll the person listed below as a subscriber
to FARMSTEAD. Enclosed is $4.00 to cover the
cost of four issues plus the 1976 ANNUAL.
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Address.
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Maine Gardeners’
Favorite
Seed Varieties
With seed-ordering time not too far away, we thought you might like to
read about what other people, throughout the state, prefer in vegetable
varieties. We wrote to a number o f gardening friends asking them to tell us
what their favorite seed varieties are, how they're particularly suited to their
soil and climate condition, and why they are such favorites. Their responses,
presented herewith, were extremely interesting and enlightening. There were
lots o f stand-bys mentioned, and suggestions for less common crops that
sound wonderful.

The first letter comes from Darrell Rolerson. Darrell
lives on Islesboro, and grows a large variety of uncommon
yet very practical crops.
he two most practical vegetables which grow in
my garden, and a couple of my favorite staples in
wintertime, are the little sugar pumpkin (which
can be trained to a trellis for whoever is doing intensive
gardening), and the hollow crowned parsnip. The little
sugar pumpkin is an excellent keeper, very versatile, too:
it can double as a main course vegetable or as a dessert.
The parsnips also have this versatility, and parsnip pies
are very nice. Parsnips are convenient because they can
be left in the ground all winter; come spring, when the
parsnips are dug and sliced to the size of scallops and
sauted in butter, they are as sweet and tender as young
bay scallops.
As there are so many wild vegetables in this part of the
world to forage throughout the spring and summer, I am
concerned mainly with producing an abundance for win■ ter; this preference is reflected in my gardening plan. My
favorite for huge shelled beans which dry well for winter
is the Scarlet Runner. Although the seeds I use have been
in my family for generations, they can be purchased now
from about any seed rack. The Scarlet Runner, so named
for its beautiful flower, is a very meaty, satisfying bean for
winter appetites. Its pods often reach a length of one
foot, although the pods themselves are too tough to eat.

T

This wealth o f seed variety suggestions was compiled by
Susan Manning. She would like to thank all the garden
ers who have shared their favorite seed varieties with us.
The old woodcuts are taken from the new book, Food
Gardens, which is reviewed on page 70.
18
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Another very nice root crop for winter use is the Ele
phant Garlic. It grows easily with no special care and
produces clusters of cloves which sometimes weigh more
than a pound. This is a milder garlic than the little one,
and for this reason it can be steamed and eaten as a totally
distinct vegetable. Probably introduced into this country
by the Bohemians, the cloves for starting a patch can be
purchased from Nichols Garden Nursery at 1190 North
Pacific Highway, Albany, Oregon.
Anybody who has a spare corner of ground should try
a patch of ground cherries, also available from Nichols.
A member of the tomato family, this little fruit ripens
in a husk, similar to the Chinese Lanterns which gardeners
grow sometimes for decoration. The ground cherry has a
sweet and distinct taste which usually pleases everybody.
They are very hardy and produce abundantly in the same
patch, year after year. They are ideal to dry in quantity,
like raisins, for muffin-stuffers and ground-cherry pie.
They make the best preserves, simmered awhile with honey
and a little spice.
I
always include a row of mixed greens in my garden,
chosen for their resistence to summer heat and autumn
frosts. Kale is my all-round favorite; once it starts pro
ducing it hates to quit, so I am sure to end up with enough
to supply my family as well as a flock of bantam hens.
Endive is another especially good green, and Swiss Chard,
particularly the thick-ribbed kind, which satisfy my
appetite for celery. I don’t care to grow spinach because
of its tendency toward bolting after a few days of hot
weather, although the popular new New Zealand spinach is
quite another thing. It’s a surprisingly vigorous and abun
dant cropper and its flavor has more character than regular
spinach. It branches out and travels, so that three or four

plants will result in greens enough for salads, or to eat
creamed under cheese and egg sauce, or in Greek pie if
you happen to have a piece of feta cheese.
There is one other vegetable I would like to call to the
attention of eggplant lovers, and that is the dwarf golden
eggplant, also available from Nichols. About three of
these plants will grow very well in a bucket which has
been filled with rich soil, left out in the sun all summer,
and carried in when it begins to get cold. They will begin
to ripen off in early November. (The same, by the way,
holds true for a pailful of Tiny Tim tomatoes.) A sunny
window is all they require to produce eggplants up until
Christmas. The dwarf-golden eggplant matures to about
the size of a lemon, and has a nicer texture than the pur
ple varieties.
This is the first year I have grown any kohlrabi, some of
a purple variety. It is of such an easy culture and so deli
cious for late fall eating, after most else has passed, that
I can hardly imagine planning another garden without it.
Darrell Rolerson

Roy Barrette lives on Amen Farm in Brooklin, Maine
ust in passing, my three favorite vegetables are
(1) English broad beans (Fava), very hardy and
very early. (2) Chinese cabbage, Michihli or
Wintertime —from Stokes. We are eating them now
(Oct. 12) for salad. (3) Lima beans. (Dr. Martin; Enormous
beans). Very tender and tasty. We start them in the green
house and grow them on ten foot poles. Our favorite beet
is Winter Keeper from Harris.
Roy Barrette

J

Bill Homestedder raises his crops in Bryant Pond, Maine,
where frost comes late in the Spring and early in the Fall.
haven’t had good luck with any certified potatoseed: Out of 50 pounds bought last spring, half
were rotten inside, outside, or both. I ended up
planting, from my own raising, a random mixture of Kennebecs and Green Mountains.

I

From a box of 100 Red Pontiac potato-eyes that I sent
away for, about 20 pieces grew and yielded potatoes. These
were good, I liked them, and the spoilage of the seed-eyes
was due to shipment intended for April planting (here I
can’t plant until late May). I plant all potatoes on hen
dressing. I furrow rows deep, put in manure, kick soil on
over it, drop seed-pieces and cover them fairly deeply with
a hoe.
I’ve had best luck with exchanging potatoes with a neigh
bor who also wants to freshen his seed. The potatoes are
acclimated well, and if no signs of blight or other disease
is found, I set some aside for seed, enough-and-to-spare,
so that I can share with someone else if he’s needing.
Onion sets, I find, are best bought from some local
farmer’s store. These seem to do better.
My tomato plants are chiefly Fireball, that I start from
seed in little flats, allowing they’ll be six to eight weeks
old at field transplanting time —for here, about June
tenth. If set-out earlier they usually get frozen, however
nice the late May weather. A moderate pine-needle mulch,
applied just before the plants sprawl, helps prevent blerm
ishes due to the ground, and it also keeps the mud-splash
caused by rain from getting onto the fruits. Fireball produes a medium-sized smooth fruit, rich red color, and
excellent flavor. They do especially well on the ripeningrack, which is about the only way I can get them enough
ripe for canning.
Carrots that do best here are Danvers Half-Long, and
beets are Detroit Dark-Reds. Chards, planted for chicken
feeding chiefly, are the earlier varieties. I have tried most
of the extra-early sweet corns, such as Pride of Canada,
Fourth O’July, and Sugar-and-Gold, and Seneca Beauty,
which I find is only two or three days later in getting
ready. It grows taller, bears twin ears of good size, has
excellent flavor, and stands cold very well. It’s also excel
lent canned.
Peas that do best for me are Thomas Laxton and Freezonians. They have large pods, well filled, and yield over a
long period if kept picked. They’re harder to shell than
some, but resist birds’ beaks, which is an advantage here.
Tall peas need to be trellised. I use stakes and salvaged
bailing twine. I plant in double-rows about eight inches
apart in one planting row. They cultivate better that
way as my planting rows are 30 inches apart. The peas
hold color well when canned or frozen.
For snap beans, I like Contender best. They’re ready
early, yield heavily, and if kept picked they’ll produce
several canning-batch sized pickings until late in the
season. They have a nice flavor and good color that holds
well. Contender is offered by most seed companies and
by some farmer stores in bulk.
Jacob’s Cattle are my favorite beans for drying. An ex
cellent winter dry bean, very similar to Red Kidney, but
they ripen two weeks earlier. Usually they’ll make it here,
though Red Kidney seldom does. They’re good for baking,
stewed beans, and may even be used as a shelled bean
before ripening time.
In shelled beans, Dwarf Horticulture do best, and Bur
pee’s have the best ones. They usually make it here, but
sometimes get frosted early. Baby limas are a gamble.
I get some about once in three years.
In squash, Buttercup does best, but needs the shelter
of corn, so that’s where I put it. I leave the corn standing,
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* John Vivian grew these vegetables in Petersham, Mass.,
which he described as similar to interior Maine: “high, cold,
and black-fly country. ”
otatoes: Only two varieties are worth the time,
White Cobbler (Irish) as an early potato and
“Green Mountains” for the late crop. Both turn
out odd-shaped tubers in a wild variety of sizes, and bruise
easily, so therefore don’t ship well. Also the larger spuds
are prone to go hollow, and all have deep eyes. Cut out
the eyes, trim the thin skin from the hollow inside and
store the potatoes more or less by size, so cooking them
whole can be done easily. You will have a potato that
tastes like a potato ought. The Kennebecs and other
modern varieties have been bred for good storage and
shipping and a high shelf life in the supermarket. Only,
they taste like plastic and have a texture like wax.
Asparagus: Dig out the wild ones; they have twice the
flavor of any commercial variety, though the spears will
be small —but will come on by the hundred, not the score,
per plant. This spring, mark the location of, say, a halfdozen wild plants per family member. Don’t harvest more
than a spear or two per wild plant. In the fall, when the
mature fronds have gone brown and dry, dig out a bushelbasket-sized clump of soil, going as deep as you and the
rocks are willing. Back in the garden, set the clumps, sod
and all, three feet apart each way and down a good six
inches deeper than they were in the wild. Water well and
add a mild fertilizer. A weak manure tea is good. Then
keep weeds down and don’t harvest at all the first year,
just a spear or two the second year and from then on, cut
the best tasting asparagus in the world from first spear up
till July 4th.
Beans: Kentucky Wonder pole beans are the best snap
variety and I think the “beaniest” flavor by far. King of
the Garden is a pole lima variety that has twice the flavor
of any bush variety. Bush snap or limas are just to fill
in until the later pole varieties come on. Purple pod and
like exotic beans are for hobby gardeners.
Beets: Long-Season or Winter-Keeper takes more than
two and a half months to mature and is long and hairy
and nobby looking. But, as my Missouri-born Motherin-law puts it, “they sure eat good.” Keep good too.
Thinnings make excellent greens, though by fall harvest
time the leaves are tough and red and best reserved for
the goats.
Brussels Sprouts: Jade Cross is a hybrid that is almost
as productive and easy to grow as the seed catalogs say.
Broccoli: We have gone exclusively with the Japanese
hybrid Green Comet. Plants started inside in April pro
vide fresh broccoli from July to killing frost. The later
freezing crop is seeded directly in the ground once the
spring rush is over. It takes about 75 days from setting
out to first harvest, and the smaller secondary heads
keep on coming till winter is on us for sure.
Cabbage: Chieftan Savoy, or the hybrid Savoy King,
turn out those crumpled-leaved heads that are sweeter,
more tender and have a good, but not too strong cabbage
taste. It’s the best there is; the hybrid is more vigorous
and worth the small added seed cost.
Carrots: Canuck, from Stokes Seeds, Inc. (only) is a
great carrot for deep Northland soils. If you are in the
rocky areas, as we were for years, try Red Cored Chantenay
—big around, but short and sweet all the way through.
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even after the leaves have frozen. Sheltered by the corn
stalks, the squash just make it to harvest with no time to
spare!
For melons, I use the earliest offered seeds, and plant
close to corn or other tall plants for protection. Some
will make it far enough to finish indoors. New Hampshire
Midget watermelons usually make it if protected as above.
For cucumbers, I find Straight Eights do best and they're
excellent. I’ve also tried Burpless from Burpee. They did
well, and they really are burpless!
Salad-bowl lettuce is my favorite, though I usually plant
Black-Seeded Simpson and Cos or Romain. Good seeds
from Gurney’s, Burpee’s, and any of the store packet
displays. I like Salad Bowl especially well for its delicious
flavor, crispness, and because it doesn’t get bitter, as some
do, later in the season. Cos is a loose head type, and very
nice when young and tender. All of those leaf-lettuces need
frequent cutting back, and will grow up new fresh leaves if
the roots are left intact.
For my soil, Cherry Belle radishes do best and are avail
able from any seed display store rack. These are mild, crisp,
and don’t get woody and strong tasting as early as other
varieties. When small, the leaves make delicious little
salad leaves. I use radishes for row-markers, and plant some
in all the rows that have slow-to-sprout seeds in them. It’s
a help with the first-time cultivating as I can see the rows
better.
Billy Homestedder
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Cauliflower: If you’ve had success with one, I’ll be
happy to learn its name. No luck here on our place, except
with the Purple Head variety that turns green on cooking
and has a more broccoli-like flavor than standard cauli
flower. But it takes over 100 days and often refuses to
head up. So, why not grow broccoli?
Celery: Same problem as cauliflower, but worse.
Sweet Corn: Silver Queen, a hybrid from Joseph Harris
is the best sweet corn there is, bar none. To fill in before
it comes on ( in 95 or so days) we plant good oP Golden
Bantam.
Cucumbers: Wisconsin S.M.R. 12 is not a fancy hybrid,
so we plant it without worrying about a lack of pollenators. It’s a good picking or slicing variety in good quantity
and is tolerant of all the major cucumber diseases.
Eggplant: Comes in two shapes, fat or skinny. We like
the long, thin kinds such as Stokes’ Royal Knight for no
particular reason. Just remember to pick the first set of
fruit early, when only four inches or so long. Then heavier,
multi-fruit sets will follow.
Kale: Again, two kinds, the yellowish Scotch types and
the lush, dark green Vates types. We prefer the latter, but
only after the first real hard frost of the fall. Frost sweet
ens and tenderizes it wonderfully.
Lettuce: Oak leaf for early and late frost-challenging
crops, and the wonderful butter head variety Buttercrunch
for the in-between.
Onions: Stuttgarter sets from local Agway. A grand
storer and will not go to seed. And don’t believe the
catalogs that tell you to grow'it only on sandy soil. We
do have a few bulbs rot if left in our good organic (and
sand-free) loam too long in the fall, but that’s my fault,
not the onion’s.
Peas: Lincoln for earliest crop. We don’t bother with
the super-early varieties any more, as production and
quality is poor for us. Tall Telephone or Alderman
staking pea for the freezer. Both of superb quality and
Alderman, given support and a good shot of hi-Nitrogen
plant food just as the blossoms set will produce amazing
crops.
Spinach: Cold Resistant Savoy is a fine spring variety.
Then, come September, we plant a batch to winter over
and produce greens early in spring. Unless we have too
little snow cover during the spring, the plants survive and
do marvelously.
Squash: Cocozelle or “Italian Vegetable Marrow” is
our favorite summer variety for its flavor. Same with
Buttercup (not Butternut) winter squash.
Tomatoes: Presto for the early salad-sized fruit, and
also for inside culture in winter. It’s a super-sweet tomato.
For the main eating and freezing crop, we use Moreton
Hybrid as it’s the best quality tomato we’ve found. Both
are from Harris.
John Vivian

Ariel and Ben Wilcox farm on Peacemeal Farm in North
Dixmont, Maine. Their comparison studies, besides being
interesting, offer information on a wide variety of seeds.
ince we are friends with Johnny’s Selected Seed
Company, we’ve had the opportunity to try out
some foreign varieties not previously available
in the U. S. The best will be carried by Johnny’s Selected
Seeds in their new catalog. I’ve indicated those varieties
thus available (J.S.S.). The catalog is available for fifty
cents to anyone not already on their mailing list, from
Johnny’s Selected Seeds, Foss Hill Road., Albion, Maine.
Carrots —Our sandy soil is an easy medium for carrots
and we can concentrate on varieties that have sweetness
and flavor, not types developed for their ground-breaking
abilities. Actually, we want one that won’t tend to get
too long. Nantes have always been our top choice. Last
year and this, we did trials of over fifty varieties of carrots
for JSS, and each year found better varieties from foreign
sources (which of course went into the JSS catalog).
Peppers —We grew ten varieties for trial and all were
good producers. Ace was initially earliest, Canape a
good main season producer. Staddon’s Select, not a hy
brid, is a large block-type standard. It was just as early
as the others and produced well. Another favorite is
Italian Sweet. This type of long, pointed pepper is very
early and prolific, not a hybrid.
Cabbage — Golden Acre Special from Denmark was
again really outstanding. This is the second year we
grew it. It’s very vigorous, fast-growing, and early, farm
ing good-sized heads that are succulent and sweet and
not bothered too much by insects. Available from JSS.
For storage cabbage, we like the evergreen types from
Denmark like Amagh Freen (JSS). They attain good
size, are very firm, and keep their green color and good
condition in storage.
Onions —Since we grow ones from direct seeding and
from transplants, earliness is a factor along with storage and
sweetness qualities, We’ve had success for several years
with Exporter, from Stokes.
Tomatoes — Sub-arctic tomatoes (JSS) were fantastic
producers, and they did very well without much care.
Beets — Formanova beet (the cylindrical one) grew faster
and sweeter than the globe types, even in the dry conditions
that seemed to prevail this summer. They seem to perform
more dependably than the Detroit and other round beets,
and their greens were tasty, too. (JSS and others ). We
grow Long Season for winter storage, they always grow
and store quite nicely (Harris).
Cucumbers —We like Oriental Long cucumbers for their
sweet flavor and digestibility. They are heavy producers,
too. A variety we tried this year had a ribbed and prickly
appearance but a wonderful delicate sweet flavor —Suyo
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Long (JSS). It didn’t tend to blow up seedy and watery
like other cucumbers that aren’t picked at the right psy
chological moment.
Green Beans —We grew several varieties for comparison.
Greencrop was the best performer, giving crop after
crop, even in the drought. (We didn’t have rain for most
of the summer this year.) It has a flattish shape and an
excellent flavor. We liked it better than the standard round
varieties and the flatter bush Romano. (JSS, Stokes)
Soy Beans —Green soy beans are as rich and delicious as
a shell bean. Green Bush Boy from Stokes grew well for
us this year. An early variety, it matured to shell bean
stage in early September, green and fully developed, but
not dry. They shell out easily after boiling the pods in
salt water for ten minutes. Green soy beans offer a nutri
tious and flavorful addition to many kinds of dishes and
they store well by freezing. Deer and rabbits like to graze
on soy bean plants, so you may need to fend them off in
order to get a crop. I understand Jim Luthy has a good
variety for dry soy beans, quite early since it’s acclimated
to Maine. (JSS and Jim will have seed.)
Dry Beans — Charlevoix Dark Red Kidney Beans grew
very well. They yielded about twice as much as other
varieties, and they have marvelous flavor. They mature
very early and yield well under adverse conditions. I
think they could be a good market variety for Maine, if a
market was developed for them. Pinto beans also matured
quite early, before the soldier beans. Their flavor as com
pared to commercial beans prove once again that home
grown is best! (both from JSS)
Watermelons — Sugar Baby has always performed well
for us, producing heavily although ripening just before
frost in the first week of September. We tried Earliest
Gem this year also and it yielded a couple weeks earlier.
It has smaller fruits and a lighter flavor. (JSS)
Eggplant —We had great success with eggplant this year,
(Rita please note —editor) just the right combination of
fertility, mulch, good transplanting luck, and lots of irri
gation. We grew Early Black Eggplant (JSS) and got
several fruits from each plant, kept the potato bugs at
bay, and finally had to let the plants dry up when our
spring ran out.
Lettuce —Ithaca Head lettuce is our favorite for early
season lettuce. Transplants are quite hardy and we try
each year to put them in earlier to see how early we can
get our lettuce. So far, it comes in around late June. The
heads stand well, but it’s important to keep the leaf hop
per population down to preserve the good condition of
the leaves. (Leaf hoppers come with the warm weather
and can make a large infestation, causing riddling and
browing of the succulent ribs.) From direct seeded rows
we harvest bushels of delicious thinnings before the heads
are ready. (JSS)
Wheat — We grew Chris wheat, a red spring type, and
we’re very glad we did. In spite of the dry conditions
and low fertility of the new land it was grown on, we got
a fair yield and excellent quality of the kernels. It makes
marvelous flour for baking; it has good structure for bread.
We hope more people will try growing wheat, too. Make
sure the variety you get is a bread type if that’s what you
want it for. There are many good varieties through the
state universities of the northern plains states.
Ariel & Ben Wilcox
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Rita Stainton is from Machias, Maine.
I think many of my favorite seed varieties must be
favorites of thousands of gardeners, but here they are:
Sweet Corn —Early Sunglow, a yellow hybrid from Bur
pee, is ready in 63 days and assures me a corn crop, and
the quality is as high as an 85 day variety. It has fairly
large ears, usually two to a plant, sweet, well-filled, and the
plants are vigorous. Pumpkin —Small sugar (Burpee)
100 days. This pumpkin bears small fruits just right for
one or two pies. It bears well and matures early.
Lettuce —Oakleaf and Buttercrunch. Both are early,
Oakleaf just 40 days for early Spring salads. Both stand
Summer heat without bolting and stay sweet and tender.
But for even earlier salads, try garden Cress (Jung). It
can be cut just two weeks from sowing. We like it in
salads and in sandwiches, along with the earliest radishes.
Speaking of radishes, I plant only French Breakfast and
White Icicle, both about 28 days. They are mildly pung
ent and very crisp and sweet. White Icicle gives you a
good sized radish, up to eight inches, and is especially
crisp.
Cucumbers —I like the hybrid burpless varieties, which
nearly every seed company has by now. They are very
sweet, small seeded, and don’t need peeling. The only
disadvantage is, if you’re too lazy to trellis them (like
me), they will curl instead of remaining long, thin, and
straight. Still delicious, however.
Tomatoes —We find Scotia the best for our short season,
and they are hardy in mild Spring frosts. We haven’t
been able to find seeds however, so we buy the plants
locally. Golden Delight is an excellent yellow tomato;
meaty and less acid than many reds. These we also buy
as plants.
Peppers —We love the Cuban or sweet frying peppers sold
by many companies. They are light yellow-green, thinwalled, longish peppers, and delicious fried with onions.
They keep a little longer than the green bells, and the
plants bear well. Help! I need a reliable eggplant! I’ve
been trying to grow them for three years, and so far
haven’t had so much as a whiff of ratatouille.
Beans —Blue Lake Pole beans (60 days) did very well;
we had bushels of beans of very good quality. I think
they taste better than bush beans. (Jung).
Peas —Blue Bantam. These are sweet wonderful peas,
large pods, very heavy bearers, and early . . . we had them
by July Fourth.
Carrots —Touche, a hybrid from Jung. This is a Danvers
type carrot, very vigorous, sweet, large, and are excellent
for storage. Some of mine grow to three inches across
and ten inches long.
Rita Stainton

My Favorite Seed Catalog
by Darrell Rolerson

ut of about twenty catalogs which I have been
through, while planting a garden in my mind, the
one which I keep going back to is from the Red
wood City Seed Company (P. O. Box 361 —Redwood City,
California 94064) —well worth the quarter they ask. This
company offers the best variety of seeds for both practical
and fantastic use which I have seen anywhere. They import
from around the world, and to add to the excitement of
shopping with them, the majority of their packets cost
only twenty-five cents, although for seeds which are very
rare they may go as high as a dollar. Their packets are un
usually generous. Here are a few things they stock which
seem to be especially suited for growing in climates simi
lar to Maine’s:
Balsam pear is a perennial vine of ten feet, coming from
tropical Asia and Africa; it bears a yellow fruit, seven inches
long, with edible scarlet pulp; fast growing in a sunny loca
tion.
Six varieties of carrots are offered —one which grows
more than two feet long and is good for winter storage.
Redwood City offers more than fifty varieties of herbs,
among them four strains of chicory, one especially deve
loped to use as a coffee substitute. Also, you can grow
your own tobacco with seeds this company will supply.
They have four varieties of open-pollinated (non-hybrid)
corn, for people who like to save their own seeds from
year to year.
They offer a sweet-fleshed radish which grows occasion
ally to weigh sixty-five pounds —“Good for boiling or
pickling, also fodder for animals,” they say, and follow
up with descriptions of about a dozen other radish varieties
of Chinese, Japanese, and European origins.
omething which is certain to grow in Maine (even
for people who find the radish difficult), is edible
burdock —developed by the Japanese, one of the
most expensive vegetables being sold in macrobiotic foodstores. It keeps exceptionally well and tastes delicious.
Another possibility this catalog offers from Japan is
Mizuna, an extremely winter-hardy biennial which is resis
tant to moist ground. It’s used as a mild-flavored salad
green or a pot herb.
Ginseng and goldenseal, the herbalists’s two most revered
plants used for medicinal purposes are sold here, for 75^
a root —ideal for transplanting in the woodlot where a
small colony of them will soon naturalize.
Ever wonder what kind of poppy produces these little
seeds for cakes? The broadseed poppy: .25</ a pack. The
variety of poppies offered here are native to the Alps,
Australia, the Orient, and Syria.
There are some seeds in this catalog which are as familiar
as Queen Anne’s lace, and some which are as exotic as
The Hawaiian Baby Woodrose.
And to top it all off, Redwood City operates a seed ex
change, for those who prefer not to do business with money.
It is possible to trade for many seeds which aren’t even
listed in the catalog. Redwood City explains, “We hope by
making this service available, that the valued seed from
your garden or from the wild can be distributed to others. ”
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by Paul Birdsall

n the first issue of FARMSTEAD (Spring-Summer
1974), a greenhorn (myself) tried a single work
horse named Lady for farm and woods work. Since
then, another horse, a 1600 pound Belgian mare named
Trixie, has been paired with our old roan mare to make a
team. If Lady had given such good service, why did we
go to the added expense and trouble of acquiring an addi
tional horse, and the different harness and equipment
required for a team? What benefits might compensate for
the added trouble and expense? What is it like to work a
team as compared with a single horse?
It was probably natural that, having acquired some
experience with one horse, I should want to see what it
was like to use two. Perhaps it is more exciting to see a
good team pull together, and there is the added challenge
to the teamster of making certain that the horses pull
smoothly rather than seesaw. Perhaps, too, the fact that
Trixie had spent part of the previous winter in the barn
with Lady, that they had been worked in company with
each other, and finally that in the spring Trixie became
available —all had something to do with the decision to use
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Paul and Molly Birdsall live and farm in North Penobscot.
The photos are by Nancy Woodward
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a team. As a matter of fact, Trixie’s owner and I had often
speculated as to what kind of a team they would make,
and one day, we had even reined them in side by side
and had been impressed with how well matched they
seemed in size and gait.
It might seem that these were my only reasons for
taking such a step, but this was far from being the case.
All along, there were good solid reasons for going to a
team operation. A neighbor, with a team which he uses
on his woodlot, had told me that only with a team would
I have the necessary power to get the wood to a point
where it could be loaded on to a truck. From almost
every direction on our place, wood must be taken up
hill before it can be loaded. In addition, slopes have a way
of icing, and two horses as a team learn to lean a little
on each other where a single horse will slip and fall.
There were other reasons why a team would meet our
needs better than a single horse, I thought. In field work,
there is some machinery which comes fitted only for
team use, such as a manure spreader, grain drill, two-row
planter, and riding or sulky plow. Thus a team would
enable me to perform a greater variety of tasks, and some
double machines such as a mowing machine with a six-foot
cutter bar are far more efficient than their single horse

counterparts such as a single horse mower with a threefoot bar. Some tasks are simply beyond one horse, such
as pulling a hay wagon with a wheel driven hayloader
behind. Two horses are company for each other and
therefore are usually more contented and easier to deal
with. A team is less likely to take off, because with
double reins connecting them, they both must go at the
same time and in the same direction or not at all,(though
I’ve had it happen, both single and double).
y reasons for trying a horse, originally, were that
a horse would be more compatible with the goals
of our farm than a tractor. However, it seemed
worthwhile also to see whether a greenhorn could learn
to use a team, for any significant revival in the use of work
horses as a low energy alternative would have to involve
the use of teams on larger farms.
The day came when we were ready to try Trixie and
Lady together. Harness parts had been secured with which
their single harnesses could be converted to double horse
use. In addition, and more important, I had an experienced
horseman, Trixie’s former owner, to help me out. Lady,
at 17, was still in good shape, though Trixie outweighed
her by a couple of hundred pounds and was half her age
as well. On the other hand there was not so much dif
ference in size and conformation as to make it appear
difficult for them to work together. (Sometimes the most
ill-assorted seeming pair will work out very well as a team.)
Also, differences in strength and pulling power may be
compensated by adjustment of the trace chain length and
by moving the point'at which the evener is pinned toward
the stronger horse. In any case, we harnessed them,
hitched them to a stone boat, and held our breath. Some
how the chemistry was right, and the two walked off as
though they had worked together for years. By that
afternoon, they were hard at work pulling the manure
spreader. Better yet, very soon we were able to use them
on the sulky (two way) plow, something which often
must be postponed for a new team because of the extra
precision required. One factor which must have helped
to make this transition as smooth as it was was that each
horse had had team experience at some time in the past.
The team got off to a good start, harrowing and spread
ing a six acre field which had been plowed earlier that
spring before the team was available for such tasks. I
had little to complain about, or so it seemed, as the team
finished off work on the field by pulling the grain drill
which seeded oats and timothy at the same time. The
horses were obedient, easy to handle, and were good
about standing when left alone. So I was looking forward
to haying season in which the new team could play a
major part, but it was not to be. The difficulties which
we experienced early that summer, show that owning and
working horses is not always an easy thing. Some things
are learned only through rather painful experience.
he incidents which limited our haying with the
horses were two, the first of which put Trixie out
of commission for several weeks. The second
almost cost us Lady’s life, and it resulted from my own
carelessness. Early in haying season, after having had a
chance to mow only a little with the team, Trixie turned
up lame. To consult the section on lameness in a horse
book is to open Pandora’s box. There are pages and pages
devoted to the subject, and none of them did us any good
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so far as a diagnosis was concerned, until by tapping the
hoof lightly with a hammer we determined that Trixie
had a hoof infection. The cause was either a horseshoe
nail in the quick or a small piece of gravel which had
worked its way up between the inner and outer hoof
layers. In any case, there was little to do but remove her
shoe, give her injections to combat pain and infection,
and soak the hoof daily.
Meanwhile, haying continued with one horse. We
pulled the mower with a tractor, but used Lady to pull the
hay rake and the wagon, sometimes alternating her from
one to the other. Then one night, I failed to latch the
stall door properly, and Lady was lost to us for a week.
The two horses got into the main part of the barn and into
various kinds of grain that were stored there. If you ever
get horses of any kind, for goodness sake make certain
that they never get into grain. It is a rare horse who
knows any restraint where grain is concerned, and stomach
overfilled with the heating grain, the horse cannot regur
gitate what he has eaten. If a blockage develops and the
grain cannot pass through, the horse will die. In addition,
the horse may develop black water, a muscular involvement
which causes lameness which may be permanent. Beyond
that, a horse’s hooves may founder or delaminate up to
several months after such an incident.
What followed was a nightmarish experience which
included getting Lady up (it took four of us), walking her
for several hours to get things moving, we hoped, and then
staying up with her all night to make certain she did not
lie down for very long. My penance was capped by a trip
to Belfast the next morning to get medicine. By this time
it was clear that Lady was going to survive, but right along
she showed clear signs of blackwater in a rear leg. So,
when late the next afternoon Lady got up and walked
off without showing any signs that anything had happened,
we cheered our good luck at getting off so easily.
e finished haying with one horse, and by early
August, Trixie had recovered from the hoof infec
tion and had been shod again. And here, by the
way, might be the place to discuss hoof quality. Generally,
the horn of horses’ hooves is either dark or light, and the
color is usually an indication of how hard the hoof material
is, and of how well it will hold shoe nails. Lady’s hooves
are dark and they are so hard that her shoes usually stay
on the regular three month term with very little re-nailing
required. (This is the kind of hoof to look for when you are
buying a work horse. And make sure that no one has used
some artificial coloring to obtain this effect, either.)
Trixie’s hooves are quite light, and the horn does not hold
nails well. This also means that she must be kept shod all
the time, for otherwise she will break up her hooves, making
it more difficult to nail a shoe on.
It was for this very reason that it had been difficult
to reshoe Trixie after the hoof infection, and the farrier
told me that we would be lucky to keep the shoes on for
six weeks. Sure enough, the first shoe came off, and I
called to see about having it put back on. Now, it is
good to know how to do this sort of thing yourself, so
when it was suggested that I give it a try, in fear and
trembling I did so. That first time it took fully three
hours to reset that shoe, and I was in a lather by the time
it was done. What took so long and was so exhausting
is now more or less routine.
continued next page
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fter fourteen months or so of uninterrupted
service by the team, it is time to review what they
have accomplished. Plowing and harrowing, es
pecially the latter, are the most difficult tasks they face,
and certainly they wouldn’t win any races with a tractor.
In 1974, we plowed four acres of new ground with horse
power and seven acres with a hired tractor, but of the
latter amount, five were plowed in the early spring
before the team was available for service. This year the
team has been used to plow six acres of new ground, some
away from our place. A borrowed tractor with tiller was
used to break up five acres of blueberry ground which, in
view of the difficulty of the task and the time limit of a
government cost shares program, could not have been done
by the horses. In addition, the horses are now hard at
work turning over land which was under cultivation this
year, having done some three acres so far. This is a task
which horses accomplish more easily and rapidly than
breaking new ground. We feel that the sulky plow we use
compares favorably with a tractor plow in turning a neat
furrow. We stick pretty much to horse harrowing, too,
because the difficulty of the task is offset by the fact
that with about five feet covered with each pass, it doesn’t
take long to do a field. Moreover, we avoid that com
paction of the sub-soil which results from tractor use.
Also, there are times when we can get on our fields with
horses to plow and harrow when it would be too soft and
wet for a tractor. Now that all the tillable ground on the
farm, except horse and sheep pasture, has been broken
at least once, we foresee using horses exclusively (except
for outside fields, where for logistical reasons, we will
probably have to rely on a tractor some of the time).
While the ground is being prepared for planting by use
of the plow, disc harrow and spring tooth harrow, the
horses are also used to pull the manure spreader, perhaps
the single most important piece of equipment on the
place. We try, when bringing back an old field, to ferti
lize all at one time by putting an even layer each of rock
phosphate and granite dust on top of each spreader load
of hen manure, so that the contents of the spreader are,
we hope, mixed and distributed evenly over the field.
With the ground all prepared, it is time to plant the
crops. This year we used a horsedrawn grain drill to plant
eight acres of oats. (Last year this machine was used to
plant timothy with oats as a nurse crop on a five acre
piece.) It is a pleasant feeling to sit on the back of the
drill as the horses move steadily along. All the hard work
of plowing and harrowing is over, and this is easy and
relatively fast. The drill covers over seven feet at a pass.
You can see the grain spilling out of the metal shutes into
the furrows just made by the discs only to disappear
instantly under the heavy plank drag which buries the
seed. It takes about thirty minutes to drill an acre of
grain, and with the newer grain drill it will be possible to
fertilize as you sow if desired. Another occasion this
year on which we used the drill was to sow a newly tilled
piece of blueberry ground with winter rye as a cover crop
for green manure which we hope to plow under next
spring.
ast spring the horses found themselves planting
a little over two acres of dry beans with a two
row “King of the Cornfield” planter. As the
name implies, this machine will also plant corn as well
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lthough I had now learned to keep Trixie’s hoof
problems under control, I had not reckoned with
the consequences of the hoof infection which
were to ensue almost a year later. Where the infection
had broken out above the hairline there later developed
a horizontal crack which appeared on the side of the
hoof as it grew down. This was perfectly normal, but
represented a shoeing problem, as we had to make cer
tain that, in shoeing, the crack would be prevented from
continuing around the hoof with the possibility of break
ing away much of the outer horn. We managed to work
around this problem until late in the Spring when the
crack had grown down almost all the way. Then what
we had feared happened, the shoe loosened, and before
we could take steps to reset it, it broke away, taking
much of the outer hoof material with it and leaving
very little to nail a shoe onto. There was very little
protection left for the inner sensitive portion of the
hoof, so it was either come up with a special shoe that
would protect the hoof while it grew out, or face the
distinct possibility that she would go lame and be unable
to work.
I won’t go into all the details of making a model shoe
out of wood and sheet lead, fitting it to her foot, and then
duplicating this arrangement as nearly as possible by
having clips welded to the shoe. To these clips were
attached sheet metal clips which practically covered the
hoof, and which bolted together across the front. This
special shoe with a few changes and reset a couple of times
has been on ever since —with the result that the hoof
is now practically normal. Part of the general hoof
problem here is related to diet, and we are feeding a diet
additive called “Drive” to promote hoof growth. Thus
Trixie’s hooves are growing out, and I do not see this as
a serious problem from here on. I tell this story not
because I think that many people will encounter this
sort of thing, but because it is a good idea to check hoof
color and condition when you look at a work horse.
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as other row crops. Here the rate is about forty minutes
to the acre, and the machine is easily managed by the
team. As with the newer drill, fertilizer can be put down
with the seed. The planting done, the horses pulled a
riding cultivator through the bean patches to keep the
weeds down. The horses and the two banks of cultivators
straddle the row, and in addition to guiding the horses
with the reins, the teamster must steer the cultivator with
foot pedals. Occasionally, if hand and foot coordination
are not good, you are likely to wipe out part of a row of
corn or beans before getting back on course again. (It
helps if the teamster guided the planter on a straight
course to begin with.) Our plans call for expanding the
acreage in dry beans, for we feel that the horses will
make it relatively easy to plant and take care of a much
larger crop than before.
With a sound team for haying this year we got a better
idea of what horses could do. Using a double horse mower
we cut eight acres of hay on the farm twice. Each cutting
took less than a day. In addition, the horses did almost
all of the tedding and raking. For picking up the hay in
the field we used a hay loader for the first time this year.
(With this marvelous machine you can even pick up the
hay without windrowing it if you are pressed for time.)
We established that the horses could pull the hay wagon
with loader on behind so that all that was needed was
someone to build the load on the wagon as the hay came
cascading over the back. For unloading hay in the barn
we set up a hay fork on block and tackle. This too may
be horse powered, although last summer we used a pickup
truck. Thus the entire haying operation may be performed
by horses. In practice, however, we found that in extremely
hot weather and if we were pressed for time to get the hay
under cover, it was better to use the hayloader behind the
truck. I might add that putting up hay with a hayloader
and hayfork compares favorably with the modern method
of baling so far as time and effort are concerned, unless
in addition to the baler you own equipment to handle the
bales automatically both in the field and in the barn. We
plan to use horsepower, at least to the extent described,
in future haying operations on the place, but, as in the
past, haying off the place will involve some use of tractor
power.
,
hile we feel that considerable progress has been
made in bringing tillable ground back to fertility
and crop production in the last two years, it is
the woods work in the winter time which has generated
most of the farm income, and in this the horses have also
played a vital part. Last year two of us cut and brought
out with the horses some 85 cords of pulpwood between
early December and early April. In addition, we spent a
week on a salvage cut of pine logs representing trees which
were dead or dying. We also spent a week removing a
blowdown of spruce trees some eight miles away from the
farm. We rigged a loading ramp for the one-ton truck and
took the horses down and back every day. We heat (and
cook, in the wintertime) entirely with wood, and it is with
the team that we get the next year’s supply out during
the winter.
We feel that the horses give us a great deal more effective
power and flexibility in woods operations and for a much
lower cost than would be the case with a farm tractor.
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Farm tractors are dangerous in the woods unless rigged
with a protective frame over the driver; they cannot match
horses for traction or ability to negotiate rough terrain;
and they tend to suffer damage in such use. The skidder
has great traction and will take out great amounts of
wood, but the small woodlot owner will think twice before
he lays out $25,000 or $30,000 on a machine which will
tear up his land and destroy much of the timber which
should be left, and which will be expensive to keep in
repair. Much has been said recently about the increasing
value of wood as a resource. The efficient utilization
of our woods resources can only occur if the small and
medium sized woodlots are properly harvested and
managed. I believe horses may have a part to play in
this because the skidder operator depends on clear cutting
large lots as the only way to achieve enough volume to
meet the time payments on his machinery. As a matter
of fact, we hope to offer our services and those of the
team as an alternative to skidders in harvesting small and
medium sized woodlots, and I fully believe that as the
cost of machinery and the required fuel continue to go
up, more and more horses will appear in the small and
medium sized woodlots of Maine.
n the early part of the Winter, if there is no snow
on which to use a woods sled, we use a scoot, a
small sled with hardwood runners flexibly assem
bled so that it goes easily on bare ground and over stumps
and rocks. With stakes, a good load of four-foot wood,
pulp or firewood may be taken out this way. On .the
wood sled four foot wood may also be carried, and, with
the removal of the body, logs may be rolled up length
wise on the sled bunk and held with stakes, and chain
and log binder for removal to the skidway or yard. A
good sled load would be one or one and a half cords
(they used to take two in the old days), and 500 or so
board feet of logs (perhaps six or eight of thejn). In
addition, when logging, the team may be unhitched from
the sled and used separately or together to twitch the
logs out —depending on the size of the logs involved.
Far from the roar of the skidder, a man has time to
think a little while the horses pull the loaded sled toward
the yard through the sunny woods, their heads tossing and
their nostrils steaming in the wintry sunshine. How have
we gotten so far from our heritage of using draft animals
in the woods and on the farm? In part, at least, the
answer has to be cheap energy. Machines can do the work
and then stand silently rusting and unattended until used
again. No one has to feed them, water them, brush them,
or give them pieces of apple or lumps of sugar. To work
with and care for a team is a continuing, and to me, re
warding commitment, one that cheap energy has enabled
fewer and fewer to enjoy. Whether we have gained any
thing in the process is of course a matter of opinion.
Now that the future of cheap energy seems uncertain,
is there anything useful to be derived from our heritage
of using draft animals? This depends a lot on your
economic situation. For those who, like us, have a farm
and woodlot and thus can use the horses productively
year round, and at the same time raise their feed, such a
course is most likely to make sense. If you should decide
to try horses you will find that some of us greenhorns
have taken the plunge, and that we, as well as some of the
oldtime teamsters, will be glad to help you all we can.
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Zee H a r v e s t &
by Lyz Buell
here was a time when my gloomy approach to
winter was to hang purple curtains across the
windows and settle sullenly between two woodburning stoves with a stack of old National Geographic
magazines, lingering longingly over photos of Morocco,
Malaga, Mazatlan . . . anyplace that does not surrender
annually to the chill of snow and ice. While I’m still not
about to lace into Mukluks and seek out farther reaches
of the North, I’ve at least come to accept the inevitability
of our freeze-phase of a year’s turning.
Being of frugal, sound mind and not much of a sport,
the activities that have drawn me from my rocker are
grounded in practicality. They provide summer’s “refri
geration” and winter’s hearty chowders. Happily, husband
David is of an energetic breed who makes no distinction
between work and play, so its easy to tag along when it’s
time for cutting ice and ice-fishing.
In the recent dark ages before the dawn of push-button,
pop-out cubes, cutting ice was a rural ritual of winter. In
the cities, the neighborhood ice-man, lugging his dripping
wares up tenement stairs was a familiar sight. In Hancock
County it was a booming seasonal industry, with many
of our large, clean lakes and ponds providing thick, crystal
chunks of ice to be loaded onto barges and taken down the
bays to schooners bound for city ports, near (Boston, New
York) and far (New Orleans, India!). The tools of the
trade were simple and included long, coarse-toothed saws,
chisels for snoring, ice-picks for shaping, “pick-poles”
for maneuvering, and tongs. An adventurous few, later
set up motorized circular saws.
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Lyz Buell and her husband weather the Maine winters,
without electricity, in North Sullivan.
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y good fortune, we happen to live on the edge of
an abandoned, water-filled granite quarry. Here
we associate closely with winter’s phenomenon
of glaciating waters. At night we hear the groan and snap
of the expanding and deepening ice as it heaves and grinds
against itself and its confining walls of stone. It’s an awe
some power to witness as we prepare to harvest.
Timing is important and conditions are ideal usually just
before the January thaw (or “Woodpecker Thaw”, named
for its harbinger), when several, consecutive clear nights
have temperatures nearing minus 20°. Such steady freez
ing puts production into full swing, since ice grows an inch
thicker each day at 0°. Anticipating this, one should
shovel off any snow from the area to be cut because snow
insulates and slows down the penetrating freeze-up. Sea
sons vary, and one year the ice may be “clear enough to
read a newspaper through”, while another year might
bring punky ice from irregular freezing and thawing.
The latter produces several stratifications of frozen slush,
diminishing its keeping qualities.
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Our ice-box takes a 12”x l2 ”x l6 ” block, so when the
quarry ices over to 18” (allowing for some loss in storage)
we mark out squares with a heavy chisel on the shoveledoff patch. Usually a 10’ x 8’ area will yield 80 suitable
blocks, which keeps us supplied ’til the following October.
Slicing through ice by hand is like sawing green oak with
a dull crosscut. Here is where a bit of modem power
comes in handy. With a chain saw, we cut along the lines
no deeper than two-thirds depth. If the saw tip reaches
into the water underneath, there is an awful slushy mess
sprayed about. The first row of blocks is cut with tapered
sides to facilitate its removal. We use the hand saw to
free the sides of the following rows. Then, with the chisel
held like a spear, we whack off each separate block; they
split with amazingly even edges. The blocks bob around
as if cubes in an enormous punch bowl. It’s hard to resist
fooling around with these floating jewels. We push a
chunk deep down and under the icy ledge with a long
pole, wait for it to seek its escape, and watch it surge up
into the open with “sploosh” that makes the children
giggle.
The blocks are then hoisted up and out with tongs.
They are heavy (about 75 lbs.), but slide around easily
on the slick surface to the sled (or wheelbarrow or truck,
depending on where you are), and are then taken to the
ice-house at the North side of our woodshed. Here they
are stacked closely together on a two-foot high bed of
sawdust, with one and one-half feet more along the sides,
and finished with a two-foot layer on top.
It should not be difficult to find a good source of ice
anywhere in the county and to obtain permission to cut.
If ice is harvested from a public body of water, the hole
remaining should be carefully marked with a log or brush
barricade, lest some unwary, night-riding snowmobiler
drop out of sight.
he time-proven insulation for storing ice is old
sawdust gotten from discontinued sawmills.
Fresh sawdust or shavings will do but are not
quite dead enough. The book, Five Acres And Independance by M. G. Kains, gives a neat plan for an ice-house
built with double walls filled with shavings, requiring
only 6” of loose sawdust packing around the blocks.
(This book also gives interesting facts and figures on
using stored ice for dairy farm or homestead). His plan
includes a roof which is controversial amongst the oldtimers, some of whom say that a roof would keep the
sawdust from getting rained on and dry sawdust won’t
keep in the cold.
There is room for improvement, though, with so many
new materials on the market such as vermiculite, styro
foam and fiberglass. These are especially worth trying
in an ice-box. The old models with the snappy brass
latches were usually made of oak lined with zinc, the
space in between filled with seaweed, straw or batting.
Unfortunately, like coffee mills and pitcher pumps, these
old coolers have had top prices attached to them with the
demand for quaint planters, lamps and liqour cabinets,
respectively. One might just as well build a useful unit
from scratch or possibly by lining an old wood cabinet
with two-inch panels of styrofoam and tin. Or two tin
walls filled with fiberglass. The ice compartment should
always be at the top since cold travels down. We have
improved on our oak/zinc SUPERB oldie with a lining

of 1” styrofoam panels and an application of squeezetube silicone bead along the doors to assure an airtight
close.
My mother recalls how thrilled she was to finally get a
modern refrigerator, because it was such a choreTo empty
the drip-basin underneath or to mop up the floors when
overlooked. I’m sure we are not the first to think of
drilling a hole through the wall near the floor to let the
melt-off drip outdoors, via tubing.
fter building an ice-house, getting the sawdust
and finding or making an ice-box, the major steps
toward a self-sufficient cooling system are done.
This leaves only the pleasant wintertime chores of ice
harvesting and storing.
Such a set-up may not be as convenient as the gadgets
available when one has electricity (which we don’t), or
even the propane gas models (which empty the pocket),
but a long list could be made of the simple pleasures
given up or missed for convenience and efficiency.
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When the temperatures soar during a hot summer’s day
there comes as exhilarating feeling of independence and
delight with digging out a block of January’s ice to chip
into a pitcher of herbed tea and honey or to use for
making ice cream. Suddenly the rhythm of the seasons
makes sense. You’ve become a part of it and the harmony
settles nicely on the soul.

ICE*
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by Lyz Buell
e might just as well be on another planet. The
sense of isolation and space is distant enough.
Once we are standing out on that vast stretch of
frozen lake, absorbed in its pristine spell, it seems to make
no difference what the reasons were for getting us here.
Still, the reasons remain: Although we live near the
Maine coast, fresh fish is an expensive luxury not always
available. We enjoy meals of fish mostly in the late
Spring when the streams are thick with smelt surging
against the flow to spawn; or in the late Summer when
schools of mackerel swarm within reach of fishing from
harbor wharves; and in mid-Winter when perch and pick
erel lie in darkness under the season’s bridge of ice.
Another reason is that of escape. Our house is little and
tight and easy to keep warm and cozy for months of
hibernation. It gets a bit too cozy, though, with three
little and two big people pressing toward a high degree
of cabin fever.
I’m usually the first one up in the morning to start the
fire and breakfast, and can guess by scanning the remain
ing twinkle of stars in the dark pre-dawn sky that the day
will probably be spent out on a sun-sparkled frozen lake.
So I have the fixings for lunch packed by the time the
crew wakes up. While David is rounding up the gear and
has gone to ship out a minnow-trap from the quarry for
bait, my fingers go “zip, button and snap,” securing many
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layers of clothes on three eagerly-wriggling-to-go young’
uns.
ur destination is usually one of the many “ponds”
in Franklin. Webb’s Pond or Georges Pond for
mostly perch; Great Pond or Donnell’s Pond for
mostly pickerel (w e’ve yet to catch a salmon there). I
can’t understand why, with the exception of Great Pond,
these large expanses of water are merely called “ponds”.
Tunk Lake is aptly named.
We arrive wherever, and the sled is loaded with gear
and babies and w e’re off across a flat, fairy-tale land. It’s
rare that we will see another person throughout the day.
I find it odd that our civilization requires energetic young
sters to sit in flourescent-lighted classrooms when there’s
so much spirit and mind strengthening enjoyment out
here. The older, salaried folks seem to succumb to expen
sive week-end gadgetry. David once made the mistake of
going fishing on a Sunday. He came home early with a
horror tale of crowds of noisy snowmobilers with their
raucous, motorized ice-augers and transistors.
Unless we are familiar with the lake w e’re on or have
inquired from local oldtimers where the deeps and shallows
might be, we are at odd ends of disagreement on where
to set up until a compromise is reached; somewhere out in
nowhere, we proceed. The equipment is simple: a
fishing license, a long-handled heavy chisel for chopping holes
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(this takes a long time when the ice is two feet thick),
and “Tip-ups ” (each licensed fisherman is allowed five),
A tip-up is a fishing rig consisting of two scissored sticks,
one of which has a reel of fish line on one end and a
strip of springy metal (corset-boning will do), topped by
a tiny red flag, on the other. The cross stick holds the
rig atop the ice-hole. The baited hook is lowered down to
reach bottom then raised a foot or two from the bottom.
The flag end is curved down and lightly secured to a loop,
through which passes the fishline (the reel is submerged
so it won’t freeze up). If and when a fish bites, “sproing!”
the metal strip is released, watching eyes catch sight of the
waving red patch and shouts of “Flag! Flag!” ring o u t.
The excitement of running, slipping, sliding and hauling up
the quivering, wet line follows. David likes to space his
tip-ups at great distances from each other. He wears
skates for speedy tip-up tending when the ice is smooth.
Our older son is now able to tend his own five tip-ups,
increasing the potential action.
e set up camp on the nearest shore, if the tip-ups
aren’t too far out, and have a fire for cooking and
drying out mittens. We take turns tending the
fire, snacking on granola and fruit or keeping watch over
the tip-ups, eyes darting from first to fifth, then back
again, squinting through the glare.
Sometimes I pack along onions and potatoes, butter and
powdered milk in a pot, for making chowder with the
first-caught perch by lunchtime. Sometimes we catch no
perch, but plenty of pickerel and I must settle for a tedious
chore of boning when we get home. I have deboned many
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a pickerel and have yet to find a rhyme or reason to its
jumbled structure. There’s a mess of bones tangled every
which way but its goodness makes it worth the bother.
We’d be overjoyed-by a catch of Togue (a cross between
trout and land-locked salmon) but happiest with perch. We
once caught a bass and proudly showed it to a patrolling
game warden who kindly informed us that it was out of
season but wished us a hearty meal anyway. We’ve
learned to consult the booklet of Fish & Game regulations
more carefully.
We are aware of the dangers on ice from experience.
David will take keen interest in the article elsewhere in
this issue on ice safety. He fell in last year during a long '
trek to shore. It was through a thin spot hung-over from
a January thaw, and only inches from where our fouryear-old stood safely. He lost a good chisel, axe and min
now bucket and got awfully wet besides.
The weather plays its own tricks and it’s better to take
extra sweaters and blankets no matter how blue the sky.
We had walked out more than a mile onto the center of
Webb’s Pond one day, and had all the tip-ups in when a
sudden snow squall blew in on us. Luckily we brought
our own kindling for a fire and set up a blanket shelter
and had a good time playing at survival.
We sometimes have a bountiful catch that allows for
sharing with friends. . . and sometimes return home with
nothing more than sore muscles and aching eyes from
staring at flagless tip-ups. But always we bring back the
good feelings of having mingled with the elements in
search of nourishment. The tip-ups are dried near the
stove and kept in readiness for our next adventure on ice.
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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Zee R e s c u e
by Raymond Schuessler
long Maine’s lakes, ponds and rivers the boats are
covered and in storage. The danger near water, how
ever, doesn’t disappear just because the ponds and
streams are frozen. In fact, the danger increases because
we are apt to be off guard, and the means of rescue is
much more difficult and dangerous.
A person falling into frigid water goes into a stage of
physical and mental shock. Frigid water quickly saps
body heat, leaving one exhausted and numb. Tests show
that in sub-freezing water a person may collapse and
drown within 15 minutes. Unless you know how to save
yourself you may be paralyzed with fear.
Many would-be rescuers become as panicky as the vic
tim and try heroic but useless measures that could result
in their own deaths.
Everyone, including children, should know the proper
way to make an ice rescue to save both himself and others.
Upon seeing someone plunge through ice, the worst thing
you can do is run to the spot and try to pull him out with
your hands.

A

irst of all, let’s examine the best way to avoid going
through the ice. It’s especially important to choose
a safe place to skate. Small supervised bodies of
water, such as pools, ponds, flooded hollows, slowly flow
ing streams or small lakes are best.
How can you know that the ice is safe? There is a sim
ple way. It should be at least four inches thick. To deter
mine this, chop a hole in the ice with an axe close to
shore and measure the thickness, bearing in mind that the
thickness may change as you move further out.
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Raymond Schuessler lives in Bemus Point, New York
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Stay off ice that is crystallized or ice that’s snowy and
sun rotted. (Light magnified by snow crystals can melt
ice.) The ice may be strong one day and weak the next.
In the spring, the ice may be safe in the morning and not
strong enough in the afternoon.
If possible, skate where the water below the ice is not
more than waist deep. Also be sure there is no hidden,
swift flowing current that could carry you under if you
fell through the ice. Ice under bridges is always weaker.
As winter comes to an end, the first hints of spring
bring the dangers of old or rotten ice. At this time, the
structure of the ice changes and it changes underneath
where it cannot be seen. What looks like solid ice may be
so full of water that the slightest weight will cause it to
crumble.
he temperature may be below zero and the ice still
has no strength at all. That is because there may
have been a warm spell for many days before and
the water has barely had time to freeze.
The temperature may be as warm as summer, and the ice
strong enough to hold an automobile. That is , if there has
been a long cold spell right before and the ice has frozen to
one or two feet of thickness and has not had time yet to
start melting.
After a snow storm when the “no school” bell has rung
and you are taking a cross country walk don’t set out
across a beautiful flat field of snow. It may be a pond
with ice under it not strong enough to hold a sparrow.
When someone has fallen in and more than one person
is present, you can form a human chain which is very effec
tive and ususally does not jeopardize the rescuers’ lives.
Simply lie down, grasp the ankles or skates of the person
ahead, then worm your way toward the victim. The leader
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grabs the victim’s wrists and the whole chain squirms back
ward over the ice, drawing him out. There’s little danger,
for in the case the weak ice collapses, dunking the first
man, the others can pull him out.
Recently, what could have been a mass drowning, ended
happily because of the efficient action of four sixth-graders.
When they saw a little boy break through the ice on a river
they did not panic and run across the thin ice to his rescue.
Remembering what they had learned in scouting, they
formed a human-chain across the ice and swiftly pulled
the little child to safety.
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f a rope is used, the end should be knotted or tied
to a piece of wood, a gallon can or a hockey stick
so that the victim may grasp it easily. Should he
be unable to hold the line at all, a thirty-inch noose at the
end will help. He can slip his head and one arm through
the loop and can then be pulled out. A completely helpless
victim can best be rescued by someone going out for him
with a rope fastened under his armpits, while the other
t
end is secured on shore.
Also, an inflated spare tire from the trunk of a nearby
car can be skidded across the ice to the victim. It will
support him in the water.
These are makeshift devices. It is better that every
farm pond or area should have special rescue devices handy:
an ice cross ladder, ice sled or a ring buoy, that can be
slid across the ice to the victim with amazing accuracy.
If you are along and your buddy has fallen in, approach
the victim by lying on your stomach to spread your
weight and not get close enough to fall through. Slide the
victim a screwdriver or file which he can jab in the ice,
moving himself forward gradually. Or extend a board,
ladder, or your coat.
Never ever dive in the water after the victim, admonishes
the Red Cross. Few persons have the skills to swim in
heavy clothing or the stamina to withstand freezing temper
atures which can bring on quick shock and collapse. What’s
more, should you venture under the heavy layer of ice,
your chances of finding the hole again are very slight.
Research has proved that when under ice you often can
not see the hole, even though it’s only two feet away.
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f you have fallen through the ice, you have a chance
to clamber back onto the ice —provided you have
fallen through a weak spot surrounded by strong ice,
and provided you are not wearing a coat with a belt buckle
in front which will catch on the edge of the ice when you
try to climb back onto it.
But if you have sped out over a length of thin ice, with
nothing but thin ice around you, your best chance to save
yourself is to try to wiggle out sideways, so that the length
of your body rolls out onto the ice all at once —and then
try to keep rolling faster than the thin ice can break under
you, with your body distributed at full length over the
widest spread of ice. Don’t grab the edge of the ice and
immediately try to climb out. Your weight will break off
another chunk of ice, and you might jackknife under the
rim.
Extend your arms forward over the unbroken surface
and kick your legs which should bring you to nearly level
swimming position. By kicking and lunging, work your

way onto the ice. If it breaks, your only recourse is to
keep trying. When you eventually get onto firm ice,
squirm and roll away from the hole.
Never kneel until you are well away from it. Thin ice
will often support the weight of the body if you lie on
your front in a spread eagle position, but will give way
under body weight that is concentrated on the knees or
feet.
Another means of self-rescue may be applied where you
are close to the shore and the ice is too thin for the method
described above. Support your body as much as possible
with one hand placed lightly on the ice. Using the other
hand or elbow, break a pathway for yourself to the shore,
at the same time kicking your feet.
est of all, always carry small, commercially available
ice awls to hang around your neck. With these you
can rescue yourself from a hole in the ice by jabbing
them into the ice to gain a handhold. Ice awls are to the
ice sportsman what life preservers are to boatmen, says
the Red Cross, and all skaters should carry these on deep
ponds. In a pinch, a screwdriver, large nail, spike, knife,
or skate blade will do.
Learn these rules well and show them to your friends.
They could mean the difference between life and death
this winter, and certainly add more fun and less worry to
your outdoor activities.
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On Clearing Land
by Chuck Boothby
f you’re expanding or reclaiming an old farm or if
you’re starting fresh in the woods, then it’s likely
that you’re going to clear land. The urge to push
back the jungle is in us all. Common sense tells us that
the first step in clearing land is to cut and remove the
trees and large bushes. At first you might do this to open
up a fine view or just to give more open space. However,
experience soon teaches us that we must do more if we
are really going to clear the land. If the trees you’ve cut
include such broad-leaf varieties as ash, aspen, apple, alders,
locust or cherry, then these trees will soon sprout again if
their stumps are not removed. Furthermore, after two
years the tangle of new growth from the original stump
will be harder to remove than the original tree. So clearing
the land means removing what was on the land and re
placing it with something that is more manageable. The
land is never empty —like a cleared table in a busy house,
things fill it as soon as your turn your back.
Once your usable wood is removed, and the slash is piled
in cleared areas for burning, or piled in low areas for fill,
you face the age-old problem of removing stumps. As far
as I’m concerned, there is only one acceptable way to ex
tract stumps. Obviously, however, there are other ways,
so I’ll list them first. In countries where labor is cheap,
stumps of trees that grow back again are removed by hand.
A pit is dug around the stump and the stump is chopped
until there is no more stump in the pit. Then the pit is
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Chuck Boothby farmsteads in Sedgwick, Maine.
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filled with dirt and it takes a good while for the roots that
are still in the ground to send up new sprouts. Another
way to pull stumps is with a vehicle such as a tractor.
Tractors are better than trucks, but a strong old two ton
truck can pull stumps —not with straight constant pres
sure but with continued jerks. This method is hard on
your vehicle and takes a long time. It can be facilitated
by cutting the tree several feet above the ground to act as
a lever rather than cutting just above ground level.
Another way to remove stumps is to use explosives, but
I don’t know anything about this method.
n my opinion, the only sensible way to pull stumps
is to hire a backhoe. A backhoe clears stumps
faster than any of the above mentioned techniques
and does so for a reasonable price. A backhoe cleared
our 75’ x 100’ garden in four hours, but the time depends
on the density, size and types of stumps. If you’re a farmsteader and you’re not acquainted with backhoes then,
in my opinion, you can’t be an efficient farmsteader. Go
watch one in operation, realize their possibilities, and be
converted! Around here they charge $14.00 per hour plus
travel time, but they can get more done in an hour than
you alone can do in a week. Work for carpenters is slow
now and more men are turning to backhoe work, especially
with tighter septic system regulations; so it’s possible you
might hire a backhoe operator with more experience dig
ging leach fields than clearing land.
There is a definite technique to clearing land with a
backhoe. First you pull out the large stumps —and you
just won’t believe the strength of that one arm claw.
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Then you stick the arm out with the bucket held like a
rake and make wide sweeping arcs skimming through, but
not removing the top three inches of soil. This loosens
the little stumps and detects hidden obstacles such as
boulders which should be removed as well. This second
step is as important as the first, but you might have to
make a special request for it as it differs from merely ex
tracting stumps.
Now what do you do with the stumps and boulders?
Stumps can ultimately be burned either in your stove or
in the garden for the ashes. But a stump fence also is use
ful even if not particularly beautiful. Deer think twice
about jumping over the tangle of fence made of several
layers of stumps. But have the backhoe build this fence
if you’re going to have one and you don’t have your own
front-end loader. The stump and large roots of an ash
seven inches in diameter weigh more than you think!
Also be careful cutting the roots of a stump —the rocks
and gravel attached to them will be hard on your cutting
tools, although several seasons of rain may remove some
of this grit.
The stones also have uses. Besides their value in building
foundations, chimneys, wells and walls, you might think
of leaving a few just to sit on or make a pile for kids (goats
and/or people) to climb on. Anyway, the backhoe can
move these large rocks with ease so have plans for some
large rocks before the backhoe arrives.
he backhoe has come and gone and you have land
that now looks like it’s been chewed up by a mon
ster. The land is covered with debris; many roots
are still in the ground that have only been loosened. More
work is necessary before the land can be considered clear
ed. This mess can be removed in three ways. First, you
can bring in pigs to clean it up. Second, you can carry
off the larger stuff and hire a plow or tractor-pulled tiller
to bury the smaller stuff. Third, you can do a slow but
very clean and complete job by hand. It all depends on
how much time you have and how much land you’re
clearing. The last method seems best to me and is the
only one I’ll explain in detail here. After you’ve hauled
away the branches that make good armfuls, you’ve got
to make piles of the smaller stuff. A potato rake, a clam
hoe with a long handle, is the best tool for this. It rakes
deeper than an ordinary rake yet makes a smaller swathe
and, therefore, seems to work more easily yet better than
a rake. If the ground is dust dry, as in August, then the
stones and old sticks and roots will rake out more easily
than if the soil is wetter. If the ground is wet you’ll have
to either throw away a lot of good soil or screen the soil
out. The mess you’re raking and screening out is just
about useless except for fill, although perhaps the organic
matter will bum in the intense brush fire you’ll be making
in the first snow from the limbs of those trees.
So now you’re exhausted but you’ve got a thin layer of
productive soil. What are you going to plant so that you
can manage this space and say that you’ve really cleared
it? Remember nature wants to cover everthing —it must
be directed! If you have no specific plans, then how a
about a vegetable garden or a flower garden or a berry
patch or an orchard or a windbreak? And if you have no
other use for the land you must manage, grass (animal
cropped or people mowed) is better than the locust and
cherry weeds that will sprout naturally.
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Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds
We're really excited about the
new 7 6 catalog. Everything
in there will grow just super in
Maine, because we make sure
it will first. Not one seed you
order will have any chemical treatment, and a good
many are grown orgnaically. What's new this year?
Well, you'll find a couple knockout cabbage varieties
from Denmark; 7 new Canadian-grown tomato strains
which ripen in summer, not when you're getting
ready to bank your house, several open pollinated
sweet and dry corns; muskmelons for direct seed
ing; more additions to our big list of dry beans;
etc, etc.........
Look: Do yourself a favor, really. Drop us a note
and 50 i for your copy of the new catalog, (if you
ordered last year just sit back and wait)
Seriously now, give us your business for the 7 6
season. Smiles are guaranteed.
JOHNNY'S SELECTED SEEDS,
Dept. F, Albion, Maine 04910
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TRY OUR ROUGH CUT LUMBER & SAVE
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CORPORATION
Engineers Contractors
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R aven s
by Susan Shetterly
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f a young Indian chose the aid of the raven, he
would profit from its sagacity, its keen eye sight
and its quick, graceful courage. In time, he might
become like the bird. With that hope, he would kill just
one, and in a skin pouch carry the tokens of its body; the
wedged bill, the claws. For the rest of his life, he would
listen for its call and honor its counsel.
Before the discovery of this country, Europeans knew
the raven in their own. It longed to be white, they said,
for black is the Devil’s color. The color was so potent, it
dyed an old man’s hair, but dangerous, for it could rot
his teeth. As the bird flew croaking before them, it called
down catastrophe.
The raven’s intelligence is undisputed. Hunters claim it
is almost impossible to shoot because it has learned a bul
let’s range, and scientists have found that it has a prelinguistic number sense equal to that of man.
Ravens are primarily carrion eaters, but when pressed
by hunger, they know how to co-operate in the hunt.
They run down arctic hares in relays, hoisting the animals
up by the ears, and heaving them to the ground. On a
seal hunt, two ravens silently will approach the basking
animal near its water hole in the ice. One raven drops
into the hole to plug the escape, while the other drives
the terrified seal out onto the snow, hammering the bone
between the eyes until it shatters. They have been obSusan Shetterly lives, writes, and gardens in Gouldshoro.
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served forcing a gannet too high above tne sea rocks. A
raven circles beneath, pushing the unfortunate bird higher,
as the other circles above. Suddenly, they converge over
the bird who grabs frantically at the air, then plunges to the
the rocks below.
hen their hunger is appeased, adult ravens have a
fine sense of play. Groups of ravens gather at mud
slides and skim down one by one, to the raucous
cheers of the others. They tease and chase with bright
objects, and hunch on open branches of trees to enter
tain each other with bird and animal mimicry of astound
ing variety. Even alone, a raven may perch after feeding
and talk to himself. He seems to chuckle at his own jokes,
his shoulders shaking ever so slightly, and mutter forget
fully to himself, as if he’s hidden a trinket somewhere,
and now can’t possibly recall when or where.
The Northern raven shares the half-light of the winter
tundra with the snowy owl and the ptarmigan. Its range
extends into northern and coastal Maine, and once con
tinued down the Eastern border states. It still occurs
occasionally in the mountains of North Carolina. The
American raven, which is a bit smaller, but otherwise in
distinguishable, is a bird of the west and open prairies.
With a body length of two feet and a wing span of four
the Northern raven is the largest perching bird. It looks
like an enormous crow with a grizzled beard. Generally
non-migratory, it tends to move near open water in the
fall. In flight, ravens are identified by their heavy, trian-

gular-shaped head, the long primary feathers which spread
like fingers from the wings, and the rounded tail. Other
wise, it is difficult to identify a crow from a raven at a
distance.
lthough ravens, like crows, are gregarious, they
nest in isolated pairs. If one dies, it may be
replaced by another, but the pairing bond is
strong, and they mate for life. They are solicitous parents
and guard the nesting area with care and courage. The
only intruder they fear is man.
The nest is attached to the highest branches of a tall
tree, or, more often, rests on ledges of remote island
cliffs, overlooking sea bird colonies. It is made of huge
amounts of driftwood, twigs, moss and animal hair, and
is refurbished every year.
Ravens spend much of their time walking. They move
from side to side with the solemn dignity of patient and
gentle judges. They are capable of emitting a startling
sound which ornithologists refer to as “cork-popping,”
but which more closely resembles the clink of tin spoons.
In the far north, these birds follow the bear, wolves and
man for the shreds of a gutted carcass or trap bait. Dur
ing 1800s, Canadian and American government agents
began the strychnine program for wolves, and the ravens,
too, died by the hundreds. But in the Western plains of
this country, they benefited briefly from the white man’s
incursions. With the slaughter of the buffalo herds, ravens
grew fat and silken on carrion. Beaver carcasses piled
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outside of the log encampments of trappers attracted
wolves at night, and ravens by day.
raven will eat anything: dead fish, eggs, insects,
other birds, small mammals, and the steaming dung
of Eskimo sled dogs. It used to frequent Indian
villages where it was valued as a scavenger. It benefits
the farmer, for it will take grubs from the garden, and
rats and mice from the grain. But this seems to make
little difference to either the farmer or the rancher.
Historically, they have hated the bird with a strange, dis
turbing vengence. Most ornithologists insist that the dam
age to young lambs and domestic fowl is infrequent, and
is more than off-set by the bird’s helpfulness. Audubon
states that farmers once risked their necks to destroy
young ravens in the nest, and suspects that the secret
lies in its blackness.
But all agree that the raven loves to fly. It can coast
like an owl, hover like a hawk, and in play, it summer
saults ahead of the high clouds on a windy day.
his fall, a hand raised yearling stopped at our
clearing for two days and played with our five year
old son. It waited for him on the roof above the
front door, looking slightly self-conscious and extremely
earnest. It enjoyed walking beside him down to the gar
den in search of grasshoppers, but it liked my son’s stories
the best. Nodding in grave attention, blinking and tuttuting at appropriate intervals as the plots thickened, it
was a most welcome guest.
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H o w to G ro w B e a u tifu l
C h ris tm a s T re e s
by Brooks Mills
is often said that a good Christmas tree is hard to
find. This may be true if you wait until early De
cember to hunt one up in your own woodlot or in
your neighbor’s back pasture. For those of you living in
town the choice may not be much better among the trees
available on most Christmas tree lots. A few cultured trees
may be found, but it seems that the best are committed
to big city markets out of state long before the holidays.
The scarcity of good natural trees at a reasonable price has
been a large factor in the growing popularity of the arti
ficial Christmas trees. Perhaps we are a little old fashioneded, but we hope that we are not alone in feeling that Christ
mas is not Christmas without a real balsam fir tree and all
the pleasures that go with it. With a little common sense, a
fresh cut tree set up in a stand that can supply water to
keep it from drying out will not become a fire hazard.
Many evergreen trees other than balsam fir make good
Christmas trees. Nationally, both scotch pine and Douglas
fir have led balsam fir in popularity for many years. Al
though these trees as well as several spruces are grown com
mercially here in Maine —and people are discovering that
white pine can be shaped into an unusually graceful tree —
Maine is really balsam fir country. Fir grows well under
most of our soil conditions and has always been our most
popular Christmas tree. Although the balsam woolly aphid,
spruce bud worm, and several wood-rotting fungi cause con
siderable damage to mature balsam fir in the forest, young
and vigorous trees are seldom affected by these organisms.
These trees make the best Christmas trees and potentially
represent the highest end value for an individual tree. A
ten-year-old good Christmas tree is worth far more than
the logs or pulpwood in a fifty-year-old mature balsam fir —
and with a far less involvement of equipment, labor, and
energy.
We’d like to prove the old saying about a picture being
worth many words and show you how you can turn some
of those ragged little balsam firs in your back field or woodlot into what may be some of the best trees that ever graced
your holidays. With a little experience, it will take less of
your own time to treat an individual tree over the three to
five year period that this tree may require to develop than
it will to read and understand this article. You may want
to take this FARMSTEAD in hand for the first few trees
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Brooks Mills raises his Christmas trees on Edgewood Tree
Farm in East Holden, Maine. The photos are by Nancy
Woodward.
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to get the art fully in mind. The only tools that you will
need are a pair of pruning shears —we like the Seymour
Smith No. 19 Snap-Cut model —and a hand saw such as
the popular Sandvik Swifty bow saw, both readily available
at most hardware stores for under five dollars. These are
useful tools around most farmsteads in any event.
et’s start with a few backgound thoughts to help
you choose the best areas and individual trees to
work on for your own pleasure, and perhaps in
time you may want to profit from this as well. Balsam fir
grows practically everywhere, but develops best on well
drained soils. Good natural air drainage is also important
when you are considering Christmas trees. “Frost pockets,”
or areas where cold air settles and late spring frosts are
likely to occur, can be a problem. The breaking buds and
newly emerged growth tips are very vulnerable to frost.
When you find buds that failed to develop for no apparent
reason, or reddish-brown growth tips here and there in
mid-June when everything is growing vigorously, chances are
are that you had a late frost. Are your trees in a level area,
at the bottom of a slope, or in a slight depression where this
cold air can settle? Before you get started on your tree pro
ject you may be able to check your area early in the morning
after light spring or fall frost to see if the frost evidence is
heavier here than elsewhere. Individual trees and indivi
dual buds even break dormancy at different times so that
the damage can be very variable. Although these late frosts
often may affect only the first foot or two of a tree so
that eventually it grows out of this problem, this takes time
and wastes the valuable tree height that you can work on
effectively. You don’t want to shape the top three feet
of a seven foot tree from a sawhorse or stepladder. Pro
lific budding with its subsequent tip growth and symmetri
cal natural tree growth are essential to develop good Christ
mas trees. You, not Jack Frost, should choose the growth
tips to work with.
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ake a close look at a group of fir trees in the wild.
You’ll notice that the branches in shade are smaller,
the brush looks flat and has fewer needles. Those
growing in full sunlight are robust, with longer and darker
green needles that develop around the full circumference
of the twig and curl up towards the light. This is the full
bodied brush that gives a tree —or a wreath for that mat
ter —the appearance that you may prefer. Open-grown
trees can grow more naturally and symmetrically when
freed from competition and overhead shade. Remove all
brush and shade from around natural stand trees. Planted

trees should be about knee high when set out and kept
free of grass by mowing, mulching, or other means.
Prolific budding develops the branches and growth that
you manipulate to direct the tree’s natural growth responses
into the shape and form that you desire. Those trees are
dynamically growing entities with great inherent differences
between individuals. It takes time and close observation to
learn how to treat the tree variations that you find so that
you end up with the shape and density you are after.
Shaping with your pruning shears will stimulate bud de
velopment and the growth that results after you have
made your cuts, but fertilization during the growing season,
prior to shaping, is important to develop more buds and
speed up the tree’s response. We have found that wet
litter from our sheep, goat, and pig pens —urine soaked
sawdust and manure hauled out in five-gallon driveway
sealer pails does a good job with minimal time and cost.
We are careful not to leave any manure on the needles.
The organic materials provide a slow release of nutrients
over most of the growing season. Height and branch
growth and bud development increase, needles are longer
and darker green —sometimes almost bluish —and the
tree holds its needles far longer after cutting, improving
market quality.
The trees shown here that Nancy has photographed
were hand planted in a run-out hayfield next to our farm
house during the summer of 1969. We had pulled them
two years previously as three-to eight-inch seedlings from
woods nearby, and raised them to about knee height in
our transplant beds to keep our investment down. We
believe that your best trees may be those that nature has
selected over countless generations in your immediate
locale rather than purchased planting stock raised from
seed sources many miles away. After six years we have
had very little natural mortality and already have many

Photo One: This four-foot balsam fir was set out six
years ago and has been fertilized during
each o f the past two years.

trees ready for market. We use the same techniques illus
trated here on the wild trees in our natural stand nearby.
hoto One shows a four-foot tree that has never
been touched. Let’s diverge for a moment to iden
tify the parts of a tree’s anatomy that we are con
cerned with. The leader is the top spike of new growth,
about a foot long, that developed this year from a terminal
bud. Atop this leader is the terminal bud that will develop
into next season’s leader and surrounding it are six lateral
buds. The lateral buds that surrounded last year’s terminal
bud developed into the whorl of six lateral branches clearly
evident at the base of the leader. Note the numerous internodal buds scattered along the length of the leader that
will become internodal branches. The longer the leader, the
more important these internodal buds become, for they
must fill in the space between the whorls of lateral branches
to develop a full-bodied tree. We cannot emphasize too
greatly the importance of having as many vigorous buds as
possible. Budding is said to be a genetic characteristic
but we have noticed that it often varies from year to year
and is definitely increased by fertilization. We find many
trees with six to eight lateral buds on a leader and some
with as many as ten or eleven. This tree received about
a third of a pail of barn litter in the fall of 1973 and again
last fall, scattered around the periphery of the branches
to reach the feeding roots. Note that height growth has
doubled in two years. Part of this is due to the litter, but
this tree also had several slower growing years after plant
ing, during which it was establishing a strong system of
support and feeder roots; it was ready to put on good
height growth.
Although you can’t see all of them in the photo, this
tree has the following numbers of lateral branches in
each year’s whorl—six in 1975; seven in 1974; six in 1973;
four in 1972; and five in 1971. Our first operation is to
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Photo Two: The same tree after initial tip pruning. The
handle has been formed and the basic frame
of the tree is well developed.
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remove the lowest branch whorls below 1971, for they are
often poorly developed or imperfect in the early years and
seldom contribute to the tree’s frame, and every tree needs
a “handle” for the convenience of the grower as well as
the eventual user. This handle should be at least a foot
long and may have to be longer if the base whorls are not
symmetrical. You may have to cut some trees back to
one or two good lateral branches, allow a good “turn up”
to develop and start all over again. Yes, you can get more
than one tree from a vigorous stump and root system!
e show the initial tip cuts in Photo Two. Even
among groups of experienced tree growers, each
man has his own system and techniques. Some
use shearing knives, others use hedge shears, and here we
are using pruning shears and tip pruning — removing this
year’s lateral branch tip growth at the base where it emerg
ed from the bud. Note in Photo Two that each of the
branch tips evident in Photo One has been cut. A light
spot may show where light is reflecting off the pitch seal
ing the fresh cut. These cuts are also evident in Photos
Four and Five. This cut stimulates the growth of each
side branchlet, which now starts to develop as if it were
a lateral branch. With younger trees you can tip each
branch during its second year of growth to start this new
branching habit as early as possible. The dense base formed
by the 1971-1973 whorls made an earlier start unnecessary
in the case of this particular tree. Tipping the leader cut
ting can be started on larger trees and they can be brought
to a marketable condition before they grow out of con
venient reach. Each tree is usually different, and this tip
pruning technique is very flexible.
hoto Three shows an instance where two years of
growth have been cut back at a point below my
right hand. Note how the cut has healed to give
the natural branching look that we are after without cut
stubs and other unnatural growth. This is a more drastic
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Photo Three: A close-up view o f a lateral branch with
two years o f tip growth cut back last year.
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step, and leaves a greater gap between side branches that
will take more time to fill in. The risk taken here is that
you are apt to cut down the width of the tree base too
much, and lose the tree taper, as the lower branch growth
slows down. This can be corrected by cutting back the
upper portion of the tree, but it adds a season or two to
the shaping process. The ideal tree taper exists when
the width of the tree base is two thirds the height of the
tree.
Is there any season when this tip pruning is best done?
It is much like the pruning of apple trees —the best time
is when you have the time. You can do it in any season.
During early spring the buds are swelling and can be
popped off with your fingernail; a few weeks later the
soft growth tips can be broken off by hand. An advantage
here is that the tipping stimulus comes at a time when the
trees can respond almost immediately and you, in effect,
save time in the shaping process. In late Summer, Fall,
and Winter we afe cutting the mature tips as we have
illustrated. If birds or squirrels are a problem (and they
can be notorious random tippers and budders, especially
in natural stands), perhaps you had better wait at least
until spring, when they have done their damage and turned
to other foods. Then you can tip to salvage as best you
can what remains of the tree. They have added several
seasons’ work to many of our trees, and completely ruined
others.
he results of our tip pruning can be clearly seen in
Photo Four. The end of my left index finger is
shown at the base of the 1973 whorl of branches,
and my right hand is touching the 1974 whorl. The sec
tion of tree stem in between was the leader in 1973.
Last year we tipped the 1973 branches, and the internodal
branches have already filled in the space between the
whorls. This year we have tipped the 1973 whorls again,
and most of the internodal branches as well. The branches
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Photo Four: This tree's leader was cut back, and it was
tip pruned last year, and again this year.
'IT.

are blending in nicely as they fill out the tree’s frame.
We started to limit this tree’s height growth last year
for the first time, so perhaps we should discuss this techni
que right here. Our aim should be to grow a six or seven
foot tree, including the handle. This is about all the tree
that most livingrooms can accommodate, leaving space
for the stand and top ornament. This means that we
must first develop a three or four foot frame on the tree
above the one foot handle and then fill it in over the next
two or three years. The remaining two feet of the height
growth is all that we can allow during this period. Dur
ing the final growing season before the tree is ready to
be cut we will allow it to grow naturally and only touch
it up where it needs it. The leader growth will probably
be a foot or more, leaving us with only about a foot of
height growth that we can allow for the growing seasons
we will be tip pruning prior to this. A look back at the
tree shown in Photos One and Two shows that we have
already developed a four-foot basic frame here. After
next season’s growth has been made we will tip this tree
for the second time and cut back the leader and top
whorl of new lateral branches in the same fashion that we
did last year to this second three shown in Photos Four and
Five. The tree in Photos Four and Five is very similar to
that in Photos One and Two, but it is two growing seasons
ahead in its development.
hoto Five shows a close-up view of the top. My
left index finger points to the cut made on one
of last year’s lateral branches. We also cut the
leader back to about eight inches just above the four inter
nodal buds that have been competing for the leader posi
tion. We have just cut back three of them, leaving the
straightest as a leader, and the next step will be to cut this
new leader back to a point about three inches above where
the point of the shears is now. Essentially, we are repeat
ing the same procedure that we followed last year. Next
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Photo Five: A close-up view o f the same tree, showing
details o f the leader cuts.

year this tree could be ready for harvest. We can always
repeat this entire process of leader and tip pruning another
year if need be, although we may have to carefully bend
down the leader to make the top cuts or resort to the saw
horse to continue this process beyond this point. The
alternative to controlling tree height is evident in wild
trees well established on good growing sites. They have a
beautiful base but then growth accelerates and the top
looks like a broomstick with a few branches stuck in
here and there.
n Photo Six you can see the results of five years
of our technique in this nine-foot tree. There are
many ways of shaping Christmas trees, but we pre
fer this “tip pruning” method because it develops a dense
but natural looking tree with depth to it; you can place
your ornaments and lights within the body of the tree
as well as on the outer branches. It also does not have
that “artificial tree” look!
Those readers seriously interested in growing Christmas
trees should contact the Maine Christmas Tree Association,
c/o Henry A. Plummer, Executive Secretary, Hampden,
Maine 04444. Meetings are held several times during the
year, enabling you to meet and exchange ideas with exper
ienced growers as well as see what others have done with
their own trees. We have benefitted greatly from our ten
year affiliation. Your local county extension agent and
state service forester can also provide further information
and perhaps put you in contact with growers in your area
who may be helpful.* Christmas trees can also help you
pay taxes on your land and provide a timely source of income before the holidays.___________________________
* The Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service Bulle
tin Center, Stockbridge Hall, U/Mass., Amherst, Mass.
01002 has a new publication entitled “Massachusetts
Christmas Tree Growers Handbook” for sale for one
dollar. It is a good reference.
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Photo Six: The finished product - a nine-foot tree after
five years of tip pruning.
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by Ethel Marbach
first discovered fruit leather in a large city A&P,
in the Reduced Items basket. It looked like a scar
let cigar rolled up in plastic wrap, exotic and intri
guing, and it was marked down to 254 a roll. Evidently
a slow-seller from the gourmet food section. I splurged,
ate it before I left the store, and was hooked. Right there,
between the shelves of cat food and Brillo pads, I read the
ingredients and had this moment of Great Insight: I
could do this myself, cheaper and with a known quality
of what went into it.
About this same time, I happened upon a book called
Passport to Survival, written by Esther Dickey and pub
lished by Bookcraft, Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah, in 1969,
which told, among other things, of the methods of food
preservation, including drying. One small paragraph gave
me the prod to get going:
“You can dry sheets of food in the oven. Try
making prune or applesauce leather by making
a puree and spread it thin on a teflon cookie sheet.
Peel off when dry and pliable, like leather. Cut
with scissors in small strips for snacks. Try a com
bination of fruits (grated apples with banana puree
over the top . . . ) and dry until crisp.. Apricot and
pineapple blended together is good. . . . ”*
The most natural method of drying is sun-drying and
is what I would prefer to do. But at that time, it was
not possible; we lived on a main highway and did not
have “roof or wood shed or flat bed of the hay rack”,
as Mrs. Dickey suggested. I used the next simplest means,
our oven.
utside of the indispensable requisities, imagina
tion and desire, you need little equipment. The
stove. A big pot, a food mill (mine goes by name
of Foley Food Mill and is still available). Two cookie
sheets and aluminum foil. If you use a food mill, don’t
pare or core fruits, just chop in chunks. Grapes and
berries go in whole; remove pits and kernels from fruits
that have them. If you don’t have a food mill, peel and
core fruits before cooking and puree when cooked in
blender, or mash with a potato masher.
Cook the fruits in one-third as much liquid as fruit
until it comes to a boil. Let simmer til soft, covered.
If there is much liquid, remove cooked fruit from pot
with slotted spoon and put through food mill; use liquid
for next batch of fruit leather, or strain and add to fruit
juice, Kool Aid, etc. If the consistency is fairly thick,
put everything throught the food mill.
Pour the puree onto lightly oiled aluminum foil-lined
cookie sheets and put into 150 degree oven. Leave the
door open at least one-half inch (for electric stove ) and
eight inches (for gas). Leave in the oven for eight to ten
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Mrs. Marbach, a well-known author o f children's books,
just moved to Brooksville from Ohio. _____________
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hours. The time depends upon the fruit and the thickness
of the puree. If you put it in about 8 P. M., it should be
done around 6 A.M. You simply must fool around with it
and judge for yourself.
When done to leathery consistency, peel it off the foil
and let hang (on the back of a chair, or whatever) to cool
for a few hours. Then cut into strips or however you want
it. I usually cut one sheet into quarters, roll it up in plas
tic wrap, place in glass jars or plastic bags, and put it
in a cool storage place. During the fall months, when har
vest abundance peaks, I average 40 rolls a week, give or
take those “failures” which get too crisp and are eaten
quickly as crunch scraps.
ou can make leather anytime of year, whenever
you have a quantity of fruit you aren’t going to
can, freeze, jell or jam. The combination of fruits
are as infinite and varied as the individual making the
leather. There are no set rules; you use what you have
on hand. You may sweeten with honey or not, according
to your taste. We rarely buy the fruit. It is foraged, culled,
grown by us, or given as a gift. A friendly owner of a fruit
stand calls us when he has too much or too ripe of a good
thing. So we pick up a few bushels of pungent melons,
black-skinned bananas, soft red grapes, shrivelled lemons,
a withered porcupine of a pineapple . . . and I visualize al
ready the luscious strips of golden leather, flexibly squash
ed and molded to fit the jeans pockets of boys on their
way to winter basketball practice.
You could use just one fruit, if that’s what you have to
work with, but a conglomeration seems so much more
challenging. We belong to the soup pot school of cooking put everything in together and see what happens. Some
how it works. Our leather, like our jellies, reflects spring,
summer, and fall, and we are never absolutely certain just
what went into each batch. We begin with the wild straw
berries of June and culminate with the quinces of Novem
ber. And once the wild apples come along, they go into
everything.
Experiment with varieties of the same fruit. A mixture
of Thompson seedless grapes, pulp of Concord grapes
(save and chop the skins to add to a pound cake), apples
and lemon juice (if you have it) makes an amber leather
with a mystery taste . . . “I could swear I’m eating purple
grapes” . . Try spices. Ginger goes nicely with bland
cantaloupe and peaches. Use fruit juices, wine or cider
instead of water for the liquid. I once used sassafras tea
with apples for a root beer flavor. For seasonal treats, add
some cinnamon red hots to apples while cooking, or pep
permint flavoring and green food coloring to pears.

Y

* A more recent book, very helpful, is Phyllis Hobson's
Home Drying Vegetables, Fruits & Herbs, a Garden Way
Publication, Charlotte, Vt., 05445, $2.50.

M A IN E
ALBUM
Maine Album is a continuing feature of FARM
STEAD MAGAZINE and presents interviews
with Maine natives. In the following interview ,
Andy Fox ofHartland talks about his life and
his bees.

by Bill Lippencott
ndy Fox has raised bees most of his life. He
has large colonies in Maine and New York (and
until recently, New Jersey) which he works for
pollination of various crops; honey is just a by-product.
Andy is glad to share his knowledge of bees with visitors,
and carries a full line of bee supplies. He lives in Hartland,
on the Athens road, half-way between the two towns.
How did you first become interested in bees, Andy?
I was hunting the wild bees in the woods with my father.
We had a good time together; I wasn’t interested in bees,
but I found a swarm in a tree that he had given up on.
He gave me the hive, and helped me put the bees in, and
the First summer we made fifty pounds of honey; the
second we made seventy, and I got interested and found
Five more trees in the woods on my own.
Did you expand from there?
Yes, I hunted some in the woods and bought outFits
from old fellas who’d stopped using their bees. I bought
em: fifteen hundred dollars’ worth in New York, twentyone hundred in New Jersey and put them out for pollinat
ing blueberries.
Did you start pollinating in Maine and out of state the
same year?
I started First, for years in Maine.
What made you go to New Jersey?
I wanted to see what it was like to keep bees in New
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Bill Lippencott lives in Dover-Foxcroft and raises hen,
Destiny, who lays one egg each day.

Jersey. I had fun in New York, made good down there:
it’s excellent country for brewing huge colonies of bees,
almost unbelievably huge ones.
What variety of bee do you use?
In New York, mostly Italians; my Maine bees are mongrels
of one kind or another; hybrids —Italian and Caucasian
mixed —usually do better in Maine.
Are the bees you have now descendents of your original
colonies?
Yes, they were part of a business which in the early
1900’s was the largest bee outfit in the world. I got my
bees and wed them and picked out the ugly hives and
swarmers; I developed them into an A-Number-One,
good as there is in the United States.
Do you still work with wild bees?
I haven’t the time to bother with them; it’s a fascina
ting thing to find them and hunt them out of the woods,
but I haven’t had the time. It’s a good way to get started
and get close to the bees.
Do they behave differently from domestic bees?
No, all bees are domestic, as far as man is concerned.
Bees in the woods come from hives somewhere, because
there were no native honey bees in the United States;
they were brought here by the Europeans. And a bee
doesn’t know its owner: I can work anybody’s bees. If
you understand the bees, why, that’s all you need.
What work do you do with your bees before you take
them out to the field?
Your strong colonies are divided in their home yards,
FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE
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wherever they happen to be. The divisions are screened
in and hauled to another yard, so they-11 stay in the hive
you put them in, and given a young queen. This way you
can fill your dead hives and increase your numbers for
pollination. By dividing them you get two pollination fees,
plus they won’t either one of them swarm while they’re in
whatever crop. (Swarming, is when a great number of bees
emigrate together from a hive in company with a queen to
start a new colony elsewhere.)
A t what point do the bees get ready to swarm?
This depends on the particular colony; some bees are
more apt to swarm than others. It is also dependent on the
honey flow; bees seldom swarm when there’s no honey
coming in, because there would be no new honey for the
new colony to work and expand with.
How can you tell when a hive is about to swarm?
The colony that is preparing to swarm will have eggs in
the queen cells; that shows they’re developing queen cells
for swarming.
Can a colony that's swarmed once build up to swarm again
that summer?
Most colonies will throw what we call a first swarm, with
the old queen. Later, the cells hatch, they’ll throw a
second swarm, and possibly a third, with three or four
queens in it. And that colony is not likely to swarm again
that season.
It seems as though an experienced beekeeper could expand
his colonies almost ad infinitum.
Some operators have as many as ten thousand hives, with
a foreman and trained crew to work the bees.
Are there any limitations?
The building up of an individual colony of bees depends
on the amount of room given the gueen and the capacity
of that individual queen. Some queens in a race are more
prolific than others and some races are more prolific. You
don’t know the capacity of that queen until you’ve given
her the room. In New Jersey I had a hive that was four
hive bodies high and had brood from cover to bottom
for it. But if she’d only had two hive bodies, you wouldn’t
have known she could fill up two more.
What do you do with a weak colony?
Give them brood if they need it, put ’em up to standard
from another hive. Bees can be united by spraying them
with sweetened water, or smoking them, or setting part
of a hive of bees over another one with a newspaper be
tween; they’ll gnaw it out and unite without fighting.
When do you move the bees from the yard to the field?
You move them for each particular crop when it’s twothirds in bloom. The grower usually informs you when
he wants bees, how many, and shows you where he wants
them.
And what time o f the day do you do that?
Either in the evening or early in the morning so your
field bees will all be at home. It doesn’t matter so long
as they’re all in; you can do it on a rainy day.
Do bees have any preference for one plant over another?
The bees work whatever is most aboundant in nectar
at that time of season. Scouts go out first, find the nectar
and then come in and do their dance: they dance to tell
the direction that the bees should go to find it. The other
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bees can smell the scent of the flower on the dancing bee
and that helps.
Each crop needs its own season to produce nectar in
abundance. What may be a poor year for one plant may
be excellent for another. Humidity and temperature must
meet the needs of each particular plant for it to bear nectar.
You're not just talking about cultivated crops?
No, it doesn’t have to be a cultivated crop, necessarily,
to produce honey. In Maine I’ve gotten large crops from
the wild raspberries where the woodlots have been cut off.
There’s very little logging in my area and wild raspberries
have grown up to brush: that makes Maine a hard place
to keep bees. But from two to five hives will take care of
themselves most anywhere.
Can you work bees year round if you want?
Yes, many of the larger growers take their bees to the
South, to build them up, to have an abundance of bees
to come back North with. Pollination may be done hedge
hopping: I’ve seen bees in Maine from Texas, as well as
Florida, that hedgehopped from one crop to another,
and ended up here in Maine.
Could you winter those bees in Maine?
They’ll winter in Maine if they’re a hardy stock; most
bees will winter in Maine, because most queen breeders
take care to keep some hardy stock, even in the South.
How do you winter your bees?
Your have to take care, see that they have a top vent
entrance to get rid of the humidity within the hive: the
moisture will condense inside the hive and kill the bees.
You need winter wrapping, which is asphalt paper wrap
ped around the hive, and two thicknesses of house insu
lation on top of the inner cover. The asphalt paper is
wrapped over the insulation and the cover put back on,
with a rock to hold it in place.
When will the bees leave the hive in the Winter?
Bees will fly, light on the snow and take off again, if
it’s 50° or warmer. You have to have a thaw or warm
spell that’s at least 50° for the bees to fly-vent themselves.
I understand you lost some bees this Winter.
I lost $5,000 worth of bees: I don’t know what caused
the loss; it’s not certain: various reasons, possibly an ice
storm which sealed the bees down and smothered them.
Bees were lost in thousands of colonies in the West; for
want of something else, they called it disappearance
disease. You have these cycles in which you lose a lot
of bees some years, for one reason or another. You can
put a colony in that hive and they’ll prosper, if there’s
no disease present.
What is the difference between European and American
foulbrood?
In American foulbrood, the brood dies after it’s capped
and sealed: they put a small hole, indentation, in the
capping and this brood will deteriorate into a gummy,
gooey substance; if you touch it with a toothpick, or a
stick, it will string out. This is a sure test for American
foulbrood. In European foulbrood, they die before they’re
capped, in the larvae stage: it turns yellowish, and it’s
dead. Some beens will remove it much better than others.
In treatment, the European foulbrood is usually easier
to cure, out American foulbrood, if not handled carefully,
will live in honey and hives for twenty years or more.

Hives that have had American foulbrood must be treated
with terramycin; this must be done systematically and
carefully for a cure. Honey must be uncapped and dusted
with a medicine.
What other problems do you have in the hive?
Well, under normal conditions, combs may become in
poor condition and have too much drone area in them,
and you simply pull out the poorer combs or work them
to the outside of the hive. Keep your best bees in the
middle of your brood nest so that in the Spring, the bees
will have good worker combs. There will be some drones
anyway even if they gnaw out a place in the good combs.
Is there any work you have to do with drones?
The drone is the male of the species. He cannot sting
or gather honey, and when the honey crop slows up, the
bees kill off the drones by driving them out. That’s the
bees’ problem; I don’t bother with the drones.
Do bears give you any trouble?
Bears are numerous in Maine, and will destroy a hive if
you don’t put an electric fence around. A man from Flor
ida, with 150 hives in Maine blueberries, moved them to a
large area in the northern part of the state. He was told to
put electric fence around them, he didn’t, and came back
three weeks later to find 150 hives destroyed.
Do you use electric fence?
No, I’ve taken my chance. I had a urine fence that I
put around the bed area. I soaked a clothesline in human
urine, and strung it around my yard, and the scent kept
the bears away all summer. You could see where they’d
set down in the grass and considered the thing, but it
smelled too human for them. Light tin cans that will
swing in the wind also are a deterrent. Not all bears will
destroy bee hives; they have to learn it. I’ve seen them
eating apples right amongst the bees and never touch the
hives.
Will honey keep indefinitely?
In finding some Bible papers in the old country that
had been buried two thousand years in a cave, there were
sealed earthen jars of honey that was still edible.
That answers that question! What about bee pollen? Do
you make any use o f it?
No, I haven’t. Pollen is rich in vitamins and protein, and
is being studied and used in many areas as a food for human
beings. It can be trapped from the bees as they return
home with a load of pollen. They go through two little
screens which brush the pollen off; it’s held in a container
below.
How much pollen can you take without weakening the
hives?
Check your hives and see that they have plenty of pollen
in the combs, and remove your trap that catches the pollen
if the combs are getting low. Artificial pollen can be
bought; it’s made from soybean flour, powdered sugar
and various other substances that will take the place of
pollen. If you want to hurry the thing up in the Spring
you can use it.
Does it bother you much to get stung?
You build up an immunity to stinging. Bees will sting
one person sometimes quicker than another because of
his odor.

Are there many professional beekeepers in the New Eng
land area?
There are far fewer beekeepers today than there were
twenty years ago. In the old days, every farmer had four
or five hives of bees for his honey needs and his pollination.
Today it’s rare to find a farm that has any bees on it.
You sell bee supplies manufactured by both Dadant and
A. I. Root. Which do you prefer?
Dadant makes equipment which is roughly made but for
all practical purposes, fills the need and is much cheaper.
Root’s is Number One equipment, carefully made and
high in price.
Vd like to end this interview with some information of
your life, outside o f beekeeping.
I was born in the mountains, in Dixmont, Maine and
have always lived in Maine. I originally worked in the
woods, and on construction, summers. I worked twenty
years on the railroad. I worked on Bangor Airport three
years. If I went out of work in one trade, I learned
another one. If y o u ’ve got to work, you should go by
what pays most.
Footnote: In October, every one of Andy’s hives in
Hartland was stolen. None have been recovered.
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Coping With Maine’s Climate
by Stewart M. Goltz
Why do we see the rose bursting out in spring,
the corn in scorching summer, the vine at au
tumn's coaxing, if it is not because, only when
the fixed seeds of things have streamed together
at their appropriate time, is any created thing
uncovered, while the attendant seasons assist
the prolific earth to deliver the frail objects into
the shores of light in safety ?
Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, ca. 55 BC
or more than two millennia people have been at
least indirectly aware of the intimate connection
between plant growth and climate. The American
farmer, as this country developed, became out of necessity
something of a climatologist; since introducing new crops
to new lands and new climate regimes made at least limit
ed understanding of crop-climate relationships imperative.
However, the fact that plants depend for development
and growth not only on their genetic inheritance and
soil conditions but upon their climatic environment as
well has been imperfectly appreciated until relatively
recently. In Maine, as elsewhere, soil and genetic factors
have been more thoroughly studied and better understood
than climate. Part of this may be due to the erroneous
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Stewart Goltz is Assistant Professor of Climatology and
Chairman of the Department of Plant and Soil Services
at the University o f Maine, Orono.
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conception that climatology has limited practical value.
Although we are incapable, as yet, of large scale weather
modification, we are capable of adjusting and planning
farming practices to fit the climate. Since both past and
present weather have an influence on biological events,
climate planning is based upon interpretation of expected
future climate, taking into account the interactions of
the plant, the soil, and the atmosphere. On this basis
climatology can benefit Maine farming in at least two
broad areas.
First of all, insight into future climate and weather con
ditions can be gained by examining past weather records.
In Maine, a moderately large body of climatological data
exists from many locations which represents a reasonably
good sample of our climate patterns. Examining these
data and weather patterns for North America in general
leads us to the following conclusions.
ome of the principal climate characteristics of our
state include (1) changeableness of the weather,

S

(2) large differences between the same months or
seasons in different years, (3) large ranges of both daily
and seasonal temperature changes, and (4) quite a diversity
from location to location. Maine lies in a region of the socalled “prevailing westerlies” which is a generally eastward
air movement found in the middle latitudes. Air masses
moving into the “prevailing westerlies” from the north
or south interact to produce storms, and a large number
of such storms pass near or over Maine. These air masses

are of three types: Cold, dry arctic air out of Canada;
warm, moist air out of the Gulf of Mexico and the Carribean Sea; and cool, damp air coming in from the North
Atlantic. Since our airflow is usually offshore, we are
more influenced by the first two types than by the last.
This explains why ocean effects do not dominate the
state but only modify the immediate coastal climate.
The influx of air masses and the subsequent passage of
storms brings Maine an approximately twice weekly
change from stormy or cloudy to fair conditions. Such
variations are the cause of very sudden changes in sun
shine, windspeed and direction, temperature and moisture.
Variety rather than monotony dominates our weather.
Unfortunately for farmers, there are frequent interruptions
to the alternate storm-fair sequence and the same weather
pattern may continue for days or, on occasion, for weeks.
When this occurs we usually have some extreme condition
existing —temperatures too high or too low, too little
rainfall or too much.
emperatures and rainfall are two of the principal
climate parameters which affect the farmer. Air
and soil temperatures influence the biological,
physical, and chemical processes that take place in soils
and plants growing in the soil. Germination, photosyn
thesis, transpiration, respiration, as well as growth itself,
are strongly temperature dependent. Most chemical
reactions in plants and soils go faster at high temperatures
than at lower ones. Even the movement of moisture in
soil and tbe development of soil structure are partially
temperature dependent, In Maine, the average annual
temperature ranges from about 40°F in the north to
about 44°F in the central region to nearly 45°F along the
coast. The highest temperatures ever recorded were
observed both last summer and during the summer of
1911 when temperatures reached close to 105°F. The
July long-time average temperature reaches 70°F only at
a few places and hot days, with maxima greater than 90°F,
are fortunately moderately rare. Average Winter time
temperatures vary much more from place to place than
do summertime temperatures. They range in January
from less than 10°F in the north to over 20°F along the
coast. Long-time monthly mean temperatures are shown
in Table 1. Of great importance to the farmer is the
average length of the growing season for crops subject
to freezing injury. Table 2 shows some general data for
Maine.
Crops may be roughly grouped by their relative hardiness
and temperature requirements into cool-season and warm-
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season crops. Maine exhibits an ideal climate for many
cool-season crops, but imposes severe climatic limitations
upon some warm-season crops. Some of the latter (such
as sweet potatoes, peanuts, etc.) are completely unsuited
to our conditions while some others (such as melons for
example) can be grown through the use of environmen
tal modification such as transplanting and mulches.
he other climate variable of great interest to far
mers is precipitation. If we look at long-time
averages, as shown in Table 3, Maine has precipi
tation rather evenly distributed throughout the year. The
distribution is most regular in the central region. Along
the coast, summer thunderstorms are suppressed by the
ocean while winter precipitation is increased by “north
easters”. Together, these effects give the coast more win
ter precipitation than summer precipitation. These con
ditions are reversed in the north with increased summer
thunderstorms and little effect of winter coastal storms.
Unfortunately, because of the variability about which
I spoke earlier, precipitation frequently can be deficient
during the growing period. At least one year out of three
in Maine there occurs one or more 10-day (or longer)
period during which rainfall is far less than our crops re
quire. During these periods plants begin to wilt, decrease
their photosynthesis and growth, decrease their transpira
tion and increase their temperature. Even if these condi
tions do not last long enough to produce permanent wilt
and plant death, the yield and quality of the crop may
suffer. Although little consideration has been given to
this in the past, in part because of our long-time high
average rainfall, one of the barriers to higher overall farm
yield and more uniform yearly productivity may be
plant stresses due to an inadequate water supply. In the
future, Maine farmers, as others in humid locales, may find
increased and more reliable yields through occasional
supplemental irrigation.
Much of the basic climatological information we have
discussed for Maine is available to everyone from either
the Federal Government or the University of Maine at
Orono. For example, the National Weather Service (for
merly the Weather Bureau) publishes a monthly and annual
bulletin, Climatological Data-New England, available
from the National Climatic Center, Asheville, N. C. 28801,
at $2.50 per year or 20 cents per copy. The Maine Agri
cultural Experiment Station of the University of Maine
at Orono also has published Bulletin 679, Freezes in
Maine, and Bulletin 715, Maine Rain, which are available
to the public.
(continued on next page)
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TABLE 1
MONTHLY MEAN TEMPERATURES FOR MAINE (°F)
DIVISION *

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

Coastal Maine
23.1
Central Maine
19.0
Northern Maine 13.3

24.0
20.6
14.9

31.9
30.0
25.0

42.1
42.3
38.4

52.1
54.1
51.4

60.3
63.0
60.8

66.3
68.6
66.3

65.6
76.0
64.3

58.6
58.7
55.8

49.1
48.1
44.9

39.1
36.6
32.6

26.7
23.0
17.9

44..9
44.3
40.5

* These are rough approximations of climatological divisions in Maine and have been designated to simplify the listing
of planting dates for various sections of Maine. The Coastal Maine division may be represented on a map connecting
Portland, Rockland, and Bar Harbor; the Central Maine zone may be located on a map connecting North Bridgton,
Farmington and Woodland, and the Northern Maine area is represented by a line connecting Quosson, Jackman and
the Millinocket Dam.
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esides broadly characterizing climate, there is yet
another way study of climate can be of benefit to
the farmers of Maine. This is through research by
both university and federal agricultural scientists into the
interactions a plant has with both the soil and the aerial
environment. There are at least four main problems these
scientists are examining. First, what is the rate at which
plants absorb carbon dioxide for photosynthesis in a
given environment, how does it depend upon climate, soil,
and plant factors, and how can the rate be maximized?
Second, what is the rate at which plants lose water in a
given environment, how does it depend upon climate,
soil, and plant factors, and how can the rate be minimized?
Third, what determines the temperature, humidity, and
wind regimes of a crop and what role do these factors
play in determining growth and development apart from
their effects on photosynthesis and transpiration?
Fourth, how does the climate of individual leaves, as dis
tinct from the climate of the entire crop, determine the
activity of the insects and microorganisms and the develop
ment of disorders and diseases which they cause?
This type of research in the Northeast and particularly
in Maine has just barely begun to scratch the surface.
As it develops and more information becomes available,
intelligent, non-destructive local modification of the plant’s
environment could be made to increase our farming pro
ductivity. Such local modifications might include irriga
tion, frost protection, mulching, changing planting density
and row orientation to capture more sunshine, use of reflectant materials to capture more sunshine or to modify
plant temperatures, and the use of carbon dioxide enrich

B

ment to enhance photosynthesis. This is an area of many
challenges where important problems await solutions,
o article about farming and climate would be
complete without some reference to climate
change. Is climate changing, and if so, how will
food production be affected? These questions are cur
rently in many peoples’ minds. As we have seen, climate
is a great variable in the food production equation. Is
our climate changing? No one seems sure, but what is
known for sure is that a change of just a few degrees in
the earth’s mean temperature could either melt all the
polar ice or induce a new ice age. What could cause
world-wide temperature changes? Several factors could
move the earth’s temperatures up or down. Some of these
are changes in the amounts of dust or carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere, changes in the sun’s energy output, and
changes in oceans’ currents.
For example, carbon dioxide in our atmosphere does
not significantly interfere with solar radiation (sunlight)
reaching the earth’s surface, but it does tend to block
infra-red radiation (heat) that tries to leave the earth.
This has been called the “greenhouse effect”. Our con
tinued burning of fossil fuels has led to a slow but steady
increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide during the past
50 years which may lead to an increase in temperature.
However, an opposite result may be occurring due to
changes in dust concentration in the atmosphere. Wind
blown soil, volcanoes, forest fires, and our industrial
activities all add dust particles to our atmosphere which
tend to reflect solar radiation (sunlight) back to space
before it can reach the earth’s surface. Man’s activities

TABLE 2
GENERAL FREEZE AND FROST-FREE DATA FOR MAINE
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DIVISION

Average Date
of last
spring freeze

Frost-Free
date in
spring

Average date
of first
fall freeze

Coastal Maine
Central Maine
Northern Maine

May 10
May 20
May 30

May 24
June 3
June 13

Sept. 30
Sept. 20
Sept. 10
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Freeze-free
season length
(days)
140
120
100

have somewhat increased the dust concentrations and
may lead to a decrease in the earth’s temperatures. Such
cooling might lead to greater and more extensive snow
fall, which in turn would reflect still more sunlight back
to space.
Confounding the issue is the fact that the sun may be
varying the amount of energy it gives off and sends to
earth. Both ice ages and warming trends over long per
iods might be accounted for by such variations.
In addition, if ocean currents change their flow pat
terns they may cause alterations of the polar ice which in
turn could change the amount of sunlight absorbed by
the earth. Reduction of the polar ice, which is highly
reflective, could allow more energy to be absorbed by
arctic oceans.
Basically our weather is produced by temperature
differences between the poles and the equator. These
differences cause warm air to rise from equatorial regions
and flow to replace cooler air moving away from the poles.
This movement becomes quite complex and can lead to the
production of large flow waves in air patterns in the upper
atmosphere. Changes in these flow patterns can also be

blamed for changes in weather patterns. New England’s
mild winters and the western United States’ colder winters
of the past few years may have been caused by a more
southward projection of one of these waves over the
middle of our country. Such a wave would tend to draw
cold air southward along its western border and then push
warmer air northward along its eastern border.
s becomes evident, our climate and weather are
very complex phenomena, and man’s activities
may be inducing some changes in them. At this
point, no one knows for sure whether climate is indeed
changing, or to what extent these changes are caused by
man. However, it behooves all of us interested in raising
food to be aware of the fact that the weather we have
known for the past 25 years may not be indicative of that
for the next 25. We must prepare ourselves in advance
for the possible necessity of growing different varieties
or different species in different ways if our current pre
carious balance between food supply and population is
to be maintained or improved. We must be alert to
changes and learn how to contend with them. This may
be one of our greatest struggles in the future.
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TABLE 3
MONTHLY MEAN PRECIPITATION FOR MAINE (INCHES)
Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Annual

4.22
Coastal Maine
3.46
Central Maine
Northern Maine 2.82

3.60
2.93
2.48

3.96
3.45
2.88

3.65
3.50
3.16

3.42
3.57
3.14

3.24
3.43
3.95

3.07
3.38
3.81

2.80
2.92
3.59

3.77
3.75
3.57

3.68
3.70
3.69

4.70
4.26
3.64

3.96
3.49
3.06

44.07
41.64
39.79
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S&ilCirt 4
89 Fireside Road, Falmouth
781-3860 M AINE M ALL
Skillin's Town
& Country Store
Bath Road, Brunswick
422-8111

ALL YOUR NEEDS FOR CHRISTMAS
DECORATING AND
CHRISTMAS GIFTS:

- X J c l 11& ,* H! a n x ui aj fv L J
Twin City Plaza
Brewer, Maine
Rapidayton Pumps, Dupont Paint
Touraine Paint, Myers Pumps
H-0 Trains, Garden Supplies
Pipe Threading and Other Services

* Wreaths
* Trees & Roping
* Decorations
*House Plants

* Terrariums
* Cutflowers
* Corsages
* Plant Arrangements
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Heating
With
Wood
by Ariel Wilcox
%
ot so long ago, a winter’s security was measured
by the fullness of the woodshed against the cold
season. Now, wood heat is returning as a modern
way to self-sufficiency in the face of shortage of non
renewable fuels, supply breakdowns, and the economic
situation.
Heating with wood has many advantages over the usual
contemporary heating systems. Power failures often oc
cur when weather is severe, just when you need heat most.
Some people keep a woodstove especially for such emer
gencies, so they can keep warm, heat water, and possibly
cook food when electricity is unavailable. Oil and gas
fuels may be rationed in the future, and folks may not
be able to keep as warm as they’d like. Fuel prices also
limit comfort and create a burden for the householder
in this northern climate. Supplementing or supplanting
such systems can ease the situation greatly.
A wood Fire offers more comfort from its direct radi
ation of steady heat —nice when you’ve just come in
from the cold and want to warm up! A kettle kept on
the stove will evaporate water for a more natural indoor
atmosphere. One feels a healthy glow from a cheery fire
as the sun’s energy is released from its storage in the wood.
Ancients used to revere the spirit of the hearth which
maintained the life within the home by making possible
warmth and food cooking. The modern home can en
joy the security of the friendly fire and its peaceful,
powerful presence, free from the vibrations of a furnacemachine. And though the fueling of the fire entails many
chores, one is the richer for the satisfying exercise and
personal experiences of interaction with the natural
world.______ ________________________________
Ariel Wilcox and her husband are farmsteading on Peacemeal Farm in Dixmont, Maine.
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hat are the drawbacks to heating with wood?
After all, people had switched to other fuels
when they became available . . . Well, it took a
lot of (human ) energy to provide the woodfuel: to fell,
trim, transport, cut to size, split, stack, restack, and
stoke. Today, however, most of us understand that there
is a great deal more (non-renewable) energy involved in
getting the fossil fuel to the homeowner’s storage tank so
heat can be obtained “automatically.” We pay for that
convenience, both financially and environmentally, spend
ing from a depleting trust fund. Wood fuel as an alter
native is especially reasonable here in Maine, where it is
plentiful. Handling it can be simplified somewhat, by
using a cordwood saw driven from a power take-off in
stead of chainsawing each individual piece, for example.
If you don’t have your own woodlot, it’s not difficult to
work out an arrangement with neighbors, find a local fire
wood supplier, or waylay a pulpcutter on his way to the
mill and offer a better price. You can also reduce the
quantity of fuel needed, and the accompanying labor, by
using more efficient stoves than were available to our
ancestors.
Other disadvantages of wood heat were related to the
comfort factor. Given a drafty farmhouse, sub-zero winds
swirling outside, and an old “parlor” stove —you’d find
yourself huddled in the parlor most of the time (when
you weren’t making a trip to the woodshed)! Storm
windows and insulation in walls and ceiling will signifi
cantly reduce heat loss no matter what fuel you use.
Adequate heat production is not so much a question
of quantity as it is of quality and management. It is not
comfortable to fluctuate between too hot and too cold,
with many trips required to regulate the stove. Such un
even heat production consumes an excessive amount of
fuel, too. When the area is cooled down during low points
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in the fuel supply to the fire, it must be heated up to the
point where it will feel comfortable again. This recovery
of lost room temperature uses more fuel. Later, heat is
wasted when all the fuel is aflame, giving off excessive
heat.
he burning rate of the woodfire is controlled by
the amount of air that reaches it. You ostensibly
have control of the air (and heat) by opening and
closing the air intake (damper). However, stoves that are
not airtight also allow air to reach the fire from joints,
around the door, cracks, etc. This is the drawback to
poorly designed stoves. The fire gets more air than desired
and you get more heat than is needed. Some stoves utilize
large quantity and mass of wood so the fire will burn down
slowly.
Sheet metal stoves give a quick, high heat but lose it just
as quickly when the fire dies down. Cheap sheet metal
stoves wear out easily, and safety is a problem if the stove
is not properly installed. Sheet metal stoves equipped
with automatic dampers give far better control and are
more dependable when unattended. Some brands of
steel stoves have firebrick or cast iron liners and the Ashley
has a cast iron top, which increase the life of the stoves
and absorb and transfer heat for less severe room tempera
ture changes. Stoves like the Ashley, Rite way, Shenandoah,
and Wonderwood control air intake enough to slow down
combustion so a long “simmering” process occurs.
Cast iron is more durable and more expensive than steel
and is better for equalizing temperature fluctuations.
Remember, though, that old stoves can look attractive
but may require repair to cracks in the iron, which gets
brittle with age. For safety and efficiency, make sure that
a stove is in good shape before putting it into use.
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he American designs of parlor and box stoves in
tend that the mass of the fuel will prolong the
rate of combustion. European stoves are more
efficient, perhaps due to an awareness of Europe’s limited
fuel resources. In the U. S., the tendancy has been to
build bigger stoves to hold quantities of wood to feed a
longer lasting fire. The European stoves use materials such
as brick, stone, and very heavy cast iron to collect and
hold heat for gradual radiation, and baffle systems are
used to prevent direct flow of smoke out the flue and
consequent loss of heat up the chimney.
Fireplaces let most of the fire’s warmth go up the chim
ney. A shallow design throws more heat forward, into the
room. A built-in heat exchanger unit will direct more
heat into the room (while the fire is burning), a free
standing model will radiate the greatest amount of warm
th. Regulation of the fire for efficiency can be better ac
complished with a Franklin-type, or a Jotul combination
fireplace style, which closes airtight.

T

ookstoves are regaining popularity, since their
utility is two-fold. The heat is welcome, especi
ally in large, “country” kitchens. A small kitchen
may become a miniature inferno, though, with the hapless
cook sweating away like a boiler-stoker. It’s no disgrace
to avail oneself of a compact gas stove or hotplate in the
summer. Much more cooking takes place when weather
is cooler anyway, and that’s when it’s very economical to

use a cookstove. Long cooking of stews, soups, beans,
cereals, and such becomes more convenient as well as less
expensive. And the oven is always “on”, so baking is al
ways possible at no extra cost. A few bricks in the oven
conserve heat for overnight cereals or all-day baked beans.
Each cookstove is unique: some are near-impossible, but
the majority prove to be excellent kitchen tools. Take
time to become familiar with the workings of your cook
stove as well as the characteristics of types of wood fuel
for various types of cooking. There are new styles of
cookstoves, designed for cooking the food, not the cook —
—they are made by Fawcett of Montreal, Canada and
Jotul of Norway.
Detailed descriptions of types of wood and their char
acteristics can be found in Heating With Wood by Larry
Gay (Garden Way) and The Woodturner's Handbook by
David Havens (Media House). The ideal is dry hardwood
which gives most heat and burns most completely and
cleanly. For a stove that isn’t airtight a mixture with
green wood will give more gradual heat, but more creosote
may be deposited in the chimney.
hen combustion takes place, water in the firewood
is evaporated. Chemical changes also occur which
produce gases. These gases account for half the
fuel value of the wood but in most stoves they are not
burned, lacking oxygen and necessary high temperatures.
Few stoves are designed to conduct essential air to the
upper part of the firebox, where the gases collect. On
their way up the chimney, the molecules in the gases com
bine with moisture from the wood to form acids. If the
chimney draft is slow and the “smoke” is cool from a
smoldering fire, the aforementioned acids dry, leaving a
solidified creosote deposit. Wet or green wood will pro
duce more water vapor, aiding formation of acids. Also,
heat is used up by the drying-out process of the fuel, so
the draft is cooler and favorable to creosote production.
The “simmering” method of prolonging the burning rate
can cause excessive creosote due to low temperatures in
the firebox and flue. Creosote is extremely flammable
and you would want to minimize its occurence by good
stove management. Combustion is more complete and
“clean” at higher temperatures, so a small fire burning
at a faster rate would be more efficient than a lot of fuel
that is kept smoldering.
Be aware of the condition of the flues. Tap the stove
pipe and listen for creosote that may rattle down. This
indicates that the pipe should be cleaned of the flammable
deposits; the chimney would probably need a check, too.
Clean the chimney before each winter and during the mid
winter thaw. Another time for attention is during the
long, late spring when the stove may be kept damped
down for long periods, smoldering and producing lots of
creosote. Comes a cold day, and a bigger fire blazing may
trigger a chimney fire. Another dangerous situation is
when a stove is filled with much wood in hopes of the
fire lasting overnight. Sometime in the early morning
hours all the wood will be ignited, creating excessive heat
in both house and chimney.
Once you find a method that works well for cleaning
your chimney, it shouldn’t take a great deal of effort to
keep it safe. A young tree or a hoe on a long pole can be
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used to scrape the chimney sides; a dangling chain can
knock off the deposits. If your chimney has an angle *
in it, try cropping a rope down it to the cleanout opening
and attaching a sack filled with crumpled newspaper
or such. Pull it up through the chimney for an effective
cleaning job.
word here to emphasize the importance of a chim
ney. Since so much of a stove’s efficiency depends
on draft, as previously explained, a stove should
be operated in conjunction with the chimney. The chim ney material (brick, concrete, or steel and asbestos prefab)
provides insulation to keep the draft warm and rising.
Long lengths of single-wall stovepipe, used from stove to
(or instead of ) a chimney, may be a possibility of recover
ing heat that may be lost with the smoke. But the uninsu
lated walls of the pipe will provide a cool surface for con
densation to occur, and prodigious amounts of creosote
can be expected. The loss through the pipe of the heat
of the draft will cause inefficient combustion and its by
products (especially if the pipe passes through a cold
area). Such stovepipe cannot long withstand the stress
of burning creosote, should it ignite. For safety and
efficiency, a chimney is essential. The prefab type is
easily installed since it doesn’t require a foundation,
and it can be moved to another location if desired. A
masonry chimney could be less expensive if you provide
your own labor, but plan its location carefully, since it
will be permanent!
Older houses had chimneys and stoves located centrally
so heat could circulate through the living areas and rise
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naturally to upper floors. Even distribution of heat was
one more advantage gained when central heating became
the style. Heat could be piped to each room, so layout
of the floor plan was no longer a critical factor for com
fort or efficiency. Some modem house designs will not
easily lend themselves to heating with radiant woodstoves,
and woodburning furnaces may be a solution for some
situations. Most Maine houses are of older traditional
styles which allow heat circulation, especially if insulated.
Many owner-designers of new homes who plan for wood
heat will be able to enjoy convenience and comfort with
their woodstoves. Operation of a stove for maintenance
of even temperatures will aid thorough circulation of heat.
Since fire consumes air when it burns, a newly-construct
ed, totally-insulated house may be too “tight” to provide
enough oxygen for both the inhabitants and the fire. In
old houses there are simply increased drafts pulled in from
the many “leaky” places. A system that is helpful in new
houses is a discreet opening in the hearth or floor in front
of the stove that connects with a fresh-air flue to the out
doors.
It isn’t too difficult to maintain safe conditions for
wood heat. The attention required is a good discipline
these days when everything else is done in a manner far
removed from our personal experience. Operating a
stove need not be an intricate process, though you may
well appreciate the benefits of economical practices.
Your forethought, awareness, and the proper working
order of your stove will reward you with economical
and self-sufficient warmth to sustain your northern win
ter’s existence.

Shepard Hardware
AND CYCLE CENTER

ALADDIN LAMPS AND HEATERS
PARTS & SERVICE

...........

ICE FISHING SUPPLIES
SNOW & NEALLY AXES
AND DRAW SHAVES
STANLEY HAND TOOLS
BLACK AND DECKER POWER TOOLS

SABATIER CARBON
STEEL CUTLERY
Authorized
BUCK KNIVES
Dealer
Woodenware, Ironware, Enamelware, Stainless Steel Cookery
Toboggans / Lamps / Sleds / Iron Cooking Pots
WEST MAIN STREET ELLSWORTH 667 -8675
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P r e serv in g H erbal F rag rances
by Marilyn Seguin
n medieval times it was rumored that breathing
the night air was unhealthy. In lieu of throwing
open the windows, flower petals and fragrant
herbs were scattered on the stone floors and upon the
fire, to disinfect and deoderize the stale air. Herbal blends
were also captured in pomander balls made from hollowedout fruit filled with a mixture of aromatics, and hung
from ribbons about the neck or on belts to ward off bad
luck and disease.
Today, pomanders are used to scent and deoderize closets
and stale rooms. Sachets, small cloth bags filled with herbs,
are used to scent clothing and linens stored in chests and
drawers. Potpourri, a blend of herbs, spices and dried,
whole flowers, may be stored in containers to release a
delicate aroma when uncapped.
You too can capture the aroma of herbal essence, using
ingredients from your spice rack, and flowers and herbs
harvested from your own garden. To create your own
special blend, experiment with combinations of the listed
ingredients.
From the Spice Rack
From the Herb Garden
Cinnamon
Basil
Coriander seeds
Citrus fruit peel
Cloves
Lavendar
Ginger
Majoram
Nutmeg
Mint
Vanilla bean
Rosemary
Sage
From the Flower Bed
Thyme
Gardenias —Honeysuckles
Woodruff
Carnations —Pinks
Rose geranium
Mock orange, Mignonette, Stocks, Sweet Peas
Rose ( Old Fashioned Roses better)
(Note: Some flowers lose their scent when dried. Others,
such as Pansies and Bachelor Buttons, have no scent, but
retain their vivid colors when dried and are therefore very
decorative when combined with other flowers and used
in potpourri, stored in glass containers.)
f you plan to grow your own herbs to use in cook
ing and for aroma, gather the flowers and leaves
when the flowers first open. It is then that the
flavor and aroma are most concentrated. If you plan to
use lavendar, rosemary or thyme, gather these when the
flowers are fully bloomed, and sage when the flower first
appears as a bud. Use pruning shears to cut healthy branch
es, discarding the yellowed leaves and blossoms.
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Dry the leaves only if using them as a seasoning for food.
To dry them, strip the leaves and flowers from their stems
and spread them on a large sheet of paper or cheesecloth
screen. Spread thinly so that the air can circulate and
dry all the surfaces. Place the herbs in a warm, airy spot
out of direct sunlight to dry for two or three weeks. Stir
occasionally to assure complete drying. Whole flowers
may be dried by the same method, but require additional
drying time. Flowers are best dried in darkness, for that
way they retain their colors. When leaves and flowers are
crackly dry, they are ready for blending. Experiment with
several scents until you find a pleasing fragrance, but for
best results do not blend too many ingredients into one
fragrance.
When you are happy with the aroma you have blended,
pour your herbs into an airtight container. Add one-half
ounce ground orris root powder or gum benzoin per quart
of dried herbs. These ingredients may be purchased at a
pharmacy and serve to blend and preserve the fragrance
you have created. Cap and shake the container. Let it
stand unopened for a month before transferring to the
final form.
There are three popular forms for releasing your herbal
blend.
Sachets: Cut two-inch squares of cheesecloth or a simi
lar gauzy fabric. Stitch two squares together on three sides
and fill with one tablespoon of dried herbs. Stitch the
fourth side. Trim with bits of lace and ribbon and place
in stationery boxes, linen closets and lingerie drawers for
lasting fragance.
Pomanders: Cut off the top of an orange, lemon or tan
gerine, and remove the pulp. Let dry for two weeks.
Stud the outside with whole cloves and fill with dry
herbs. Hang the pomander by a ribbon in a stuffy closet
to deodorize the air and scent clothing.
Potpourri: Potpourri is both decorative and aromatic
when stored in pretty glass bottles and jars, with straight
stoppers. Fill the container with a blend of dried herbs.
Arrange whole, dried flowers next to the glass for a pretty
appearance. Shake occasionally before uncapping to re
lease the fragrance into the air. If the mixture seems to be
losing its scent, add a few drops of brandy. The scent
in a moist potpourri is stronger and more lasting than if
the potpourri is dry. Your herbal blends in any form are
longlasting and decorative. Try experimenting with sever
al blends. In any form, your unique and fragrant crea
tions make lovely and lasting gifts.
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Thompson’s Amazing Electric Seedling Machine
by Walter Thompson

I

start vegetable and flower seedlings in a growing
area I built in the basement. I used a door for
the base of my unit raising it up to a comfortable
working height. On each corner I nailed a 30” piece of
2”x4” in an upright position. Across the top I nailed a
l ”x4” piece of board for a rail. I covered the top of the
frame with clear plastic, stapling it to the board rails.
Next I drilled two holes V2 ” diameter in each of the end
rails about eight inches from the 2”x4” corner posts. Plas
tic side and end panels completely enclose the growing area.
These panels are stapled only at the top, so I can roll them
up to tend the plants. I installed a 70° heating cable on
the door, being careful not to let the wires touch each
other, and held the cable in place with masking tape.
A four-foot ceiling fluorescent light fixture with growlux bulbs are hung inside. The hanging chains are threading
through the holes in the end rails and fastened with a nail
through the chain and across the hole. This arrangement
allows me to vary the height of the light as the plants grow
larger. One end of the light can be raised higher than the
other to accommodate plants of different growing rates.
I plant seeds in a sterile growing mixture in flats. After
planting the seeds, I enclose the flat in a plastic bag to
maintain a high humidity and put them in my growing
box on top of the 70° heat cable. After a few days I
turn on the grow-lux light, so when the seedlings first ap
pear they will get plenty of light to develop into sturdy
healthy plants. At this time the light is only about four
Walter Thompson is director of the Cooperative Extension
Service for Hancock County.
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inches above the flat. A timer on the light keeps it burn
ing 16 hours each day.
he side and ends of the plastic curtains are
kept closed except to water the plants. The 70°
cable and the enclosed area keep the temperature
and humidity near the ideal level. The 16-hour light is
also near optimum for these seedlings.
I have now added another four foot lighting fixture so
I have a growing area three feet wide by six feet long. The
two lights cover this area well and I can grow a lot of
plants in this area.
I start my plants earlier than most people; peppers,
about the middle of February; egg plants, tomatoes and
and cole crops about the first of March.
In early April, I put together a temporary green house
against the south side of my barn. This is a take-a-part
plastic covered one made by covering 3’ x 6’ screen frames
with clear plastic. I transfer my growing plants to the
greenhouse as soon as I get it up and provide heat at
night to prevent frost damage. In early May, the cole
crops are transplanted to the garden and covered with
hot caps. Tomatoes, peppers and eggplants are handled
the same way in late May or early June. Often the toma
toes will blossom in the greenhouse and I spray them with
Blossom Set.
I gradually remove the hot caps from the plants after a
couple of weeks. By using early varieties. I am usually
eating cabbage, cauliflower and broccoli by the third week
in June, tomatoes and peppers by mid-July. My egg plant
fully matures before cold weather.
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Steps For Starting Seeds
by Rob Hohner

o <3

1. Avoid cheap seeds, since you gain nothing if you
save a few pennies on seeds and later get a weak plant
or no plant at all. Hybrid seeds have much to offer in
vigor and eventual plant stamina. Also, note the length
of time it takes to grow a plant to m aturity. I have seen
a 75 day tom ato brought to m aturity before a 67 day
tom ato. So if one variety is slightly later than another,
d o n ’t ignore it, experim ent with it, since m any times a
later variety has substantially better taste and size. When
ordering cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli and brussel sprouts,
make sure th at they are hot water treated. This reduces
germ ination som ewhat, but keeps your crop disease free
and increases yields.
2. Sow your seeds in a good loose growing medium,
consisting of one half peat moss and one half vermiculite
or perlite. Should you choose to use soil or com post,
loosen it up with one or both of these materials. Soil
and com post should be sterilized by placing the m ixture
on a tray and putting it in an oven set at 200 degrees
(NO MORE) for about 15 m inutes to kill any weeds and
fungi present. Place this soil in a container which has
proper drainage, preferably with holes in the bottom .
3. Before sowing your seeds, wet the medium com plete
ly. Then place the seeds on the m edium , m aking sure to
leave space between seeds to forestall tall, spindly plants.
When necessary, cover the seeds with about V4” soil. Re
m em ber, however, that not all seeds can be covered.
Some forms of Boston lettuce, for exam ple, should, for
proper germ ination, not be covered. Check instructions
on the seed package for procedure in this m atter.
4. As a rule of thum b, m ost vegetable seeds need at
least 70 degree soil tem perature to germinate. Air tem 
perature may be 70 degrees, b u t'th e soil tem perature
may only be 60 degrees and this 10 degrees may be the
difference between success and failure. One of the best
ways you can get heat to the seeds is to place the con
tainer near a heat vent or wood stove and then place a
piece of glass or plastic over, b ut not touching, the soil.
Too much heat, generally over 100 degrees, will cook
and kill y o u r seeds.
5. A fter about a week to ten days you should have
y o u r first flush of green. Remove the glass or plastic

Rob Hohner lives in Brooksville where he and his wife ,
Pam, operate two gigantic greenhouses which supply
potted plants to their road-side stand.

covering to circulate air around the new plant. This
helps to prevent disease problems. Using sterilized soil
decreases significantly the chance of dam ping-off (a fungus
which attacks the plants’ stem at the soil line), but it does
not eliminate the possibility. Only a fungicide used pro
perly can be effective. However, proper air circulation,
just enough m oisture in the soil, and cleanliness can go a
long way in solving the problem . N ext, lower the tem per
ature to 60 degrees to slow the growth of the plant and
to obtain a stockier seedling. If the tem perature is too
high the plant will get spindly, and if the tem perature is
too low, the plant will harden off and will be less likely
to grow properly when you set it out.
B. A fter about two weeks, or when the second set of
leaves show (the first true leaves), transplant your seed
lings. A good transplanting m edium would be one part
sand, one part leaf m old, two parts loam , one part wellro tted , sifted cow manure or good com post, sterilized of
course! Rem em ber m ost seedlings, with the exception of
tom atoes, should be planted only as deep as they were in
their original container. Water the plant im m ediately
after transplanting and then only when the plant shows
a need for it. While in your house, the plants will no
doubt receive insufficient light, so place it near a window
and turn it one quarter turn daily. A plant does m ost of
i t ’s growing at night when it is searching for light. You
will note th at the side away from the light puts on more
growth than the side towards the light, thus the leaning
effect.
7. I suggested th at peat moss and vermiculite or perlite
be used as a germinating m ix, but these agents contain
no fertilizer so you will have to add your own. Use a
well-balanced liquid fertilizer and use it according to
directions. However, for about the first m onth of the
seedling’s life, use only one-half of the recom m ended
dosage. This will prevent you from burning the roots
of the tender plant.
8. When to plant your seeds? I suggest the following
guide for starting your seedlings. Eggplant and peppers
should be planted at least twelve weeks before y o u ’re
ready to set them out. Tom atoes about eight weeks.
Cabbage, cauliflower and broccoli about five weeks.
Cucumbers and squash about three weeks.
9. Keep good notes on successes and failures and you
will find your problem s decreasing as y our knowledge
increases.
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What happened to the Baltimore Oriole is only a part
of the general destruction that in recent years has left
Maine bird watchers in confusion. The A. 0. U.’s Com
mittee on Classification and Nomenclature has been de
liberating various changes for a long time, hoping to bring
birds’ names into conformity with taxonomic reality.
Several times, notably in a 1973 supplement to its CheckList of North American Birds, the committee published
its decisions. The news has hardly filtered through to the
public, which remains convinced that the bird calling
from a nearby bush is still an Olive-backed Thrush, a
Yellow-shafted Flicker or a Myrtle Warbler.
he A. O. U.’s committee has both its “lumpers”
and its “splitters,” with the latter apparently win
ning out. In some cases, a familiar species has
been split into two, but more often two birds which had
been recognized as separate species were rudely lumped.
That was the oriole’s fate. Until recently, a western
species called the Bullock’s Oriole occasionally flew east
and delighted those birders sharp enough to distinguish
its plumage from that of the look-alike Baltimore Oriole.
But, after sifting the scientific evidence, the A. O. U. de
cided that the two birds are simply races of the same
species and lumped them as the Northern Oriole.
Admirers of those colorful birds that weave their hang
ing nests in tall trees howled in outrage. If the name had
to be changed, they asked, why couldn’t the A. O. U. at
least use its collective imagination? After all, Thoreau
recorded one of the folk names for the oriole that came
closer than its present one to describing some of its more
notable attributes: the Fiery Hangbird.
Those big noisy woodpeckers called flickers met with
even greater violence. Until 1973 there were three North
American species, the Yellow-shafted, Red-shafted and
Gilded Flickers. But the evidence indicated that where
their ranges overlap the birds freely cohabit, a sign of
open-mindedness, perhaps, but hardly one of species that
are supposed to be distinct. With a stroke of the pen the
A. O. U. converted them into three races called, en masse,
the Common Flicker.
If those rulings didn’t upset the birds, they played hell
with the life lists of bird watchers. Having laboriously
identified one species after another to swell their totals,
birders abruptly found themselves dropped back a few
pegs on the listing ladder.
“Bird golfers found life lists and A. O. U. area lists
mercilessly reduced by as many as 13 species,” Robert S.
Arbib, Jr., Editor of American Birds, wrote, “Joseph
Taylor of Rochester, the sole member of the ‘700 Club’
(meaning he had seen 700-odd species of North American
birds) found his organization, like some illicit nightclub,
summarily closed down.”
Conservationists worked hard for many years to pre
serve a rare species called the Cape Sable Sparrow. Now
the A. O. U. has wrought what even the gunners and de
velopers failed to do: it says that the Cape Sable Sparrow
was never really a species anyway, and is to be swallowed
up by the Seaside Sparrow. Let us hope that the A.O.U.
never takes a close look at the Whooping Crane.
othing, indeed, is sacred. Even Audubon’s Warb
ler (a western species) got the ax. It has been
tossed with the Myrtle Warbler into a species call
ed the Yellow-rumped Warbler. The Blue Goose lives
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To Kill
An Oriole
by Frank Graham, Jr. *
t seems that an essential item of equipment for
every Maine farmer or gardener these days is a
reputable bird guide. Birds steal seeds from the
garden, they come to the window feeder, they sing from
the alder thicket. We rush for the guide to identify the
little fellow —and only too often the guide supplies us
with an obsolete name. The sad truth is that even Roger
Tory Peterson’s A Field Guide to the Birds (a sort of
Who's Whoot of eastern birds) is out of date.
Just consider for a moment a single instance: the only
Baltimore Orioles in existence today are wearing baseball
uniforms. The original of that name, the familiar bird of
the orange and black plumage, was wiped out several
years ago as a species by order of the American Ornitho
logists’ Union. Our field guides have yet to catch up with
that change, and dozens more.

I

Frank Graham, Jr. lives in Milbridge and is a field editor
for Audubon Magazine.
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on only as a morph (or color phase) of the Snow Goose,
and the Great White Heron as a morph of the Great Blue
Heron.
Not all is lost. Some years ago the Alder Flycatcher
was changed to the Traill’s Flycatcher. Then, in 1973,
the Traill’s itself was split into two species, the Alder
Flycatcher and the Willow Flycatcher, which can be dis
tinguished in the field only by their voices. The Alder
says “Fee-bee-o,” apparently a Down East accent because
it is the bird we have here in Maine. The Willow, which
nests farther south, sneezes “Fitz-bew/ ”
The A. O. U. made honest birds out of several species.
Everybody else has known all along that the Wood Ibis is
really North America’s only stork. The A. O. U. finally
agreed, announcing that we can call it the Wood Stork.
That tall sandpiper of the blueberry barrens, called the
Upland Plover in all the guide books, is now officially
the Upland Sandpiper. The little falcons get their due,
too: Wrongly called hawks for so long, the Sparrow
Hawk becomes the American Kestrel and the Pigeon
Hawk becomes the Merlin.
It is said that Roger Tory Peterson is frantically updat
ing his bird guide so that we can all catch up with the
A. 0. U. But remember that General De Gaulle found
it impossible to persuade his countrymen to Gallicize
weekend and striptease. The question remains, will
Peterson be able to make us look at such an old friend
as the Myrtle Warbler and call it the Yellow-rumped
Warbler?
Familiar Plumage — New Names
Following is a list o f some o f the familiar (and not so familiar) birds o f Maine whose names no longer coincide with
the ones used in the standard field guides:
New Name
Old Name
New Name
Old Name
Leach’s Storm-Petrel
Alder or Traill’s Flycatcher Alder and Willow
Leach’s Petrel
Flycatcher
Wilson’s Storm-Petrel
Wilson’s Petrel
Eastern Wood Pewee
Great Cormorant
Wood Pewee
European Cormorant
Gray Jay
American (common) Egret Great Egret
Canada Jay
Common Goldeneye
Common Raven
American Golden-eye
Raven
Black Scoter
Common Crow
American (or Common)
Crow
Boreal Chickadee
Scoter
Brown-capped Chickadee
Common Merganser
Gray Catbird
American Merganser
Catbird
Peregrine Falcon
Duck Hawk
American Robin
Robin
Merlin
Swainson’s Thrush
Pigeon Hawk
Olive-backed Thrush
American Kestrel
Water Pipit
Sparrow Hawk
American Pipit
American Woodcock
Solitary Vireo
Woodcock
Blue-headed Vireo
Common Snipe
Northern Parula
Wilson’s Snipe
Parula Warbler
Yellow-rumped
Whimbrel
Hudsonian Curlew
Myrtle Warbler
Upland Sandpiper
Warbler
Upland Plover
Short-billed Dowitcher
Common Yellowthroat
Dowitcher
Yellowthroat
Black-legged Kittiwake
House Sparrow
Kittiwake
English Sparrow
Eastern Meadowlark
Razorbill
Meadowlark
Razor-billed Auk
Red-winged Blackbird
Common Murre
Atlantic Murre
Red-wing
Northern Oriole
Thick-billed Murre
Brunnich’s Murre
Baltimore Oriole
Common Grackle
Common Puffin
Atlantic Puffin
Purple and Bronzed
Nighthawk
Common Nighthawk
Grackles
Brown-headed Cowbird
Common Flicker
Yellow-shafted Flicker
Eastern Cowbird
Common Redpoll
Arctic Three-toed or Black- Black-backed Three
Redpoll
toed Woodpecker
American Goldfinch
backed Woodpecker
Common Goldfinch
Northern Three-toed
Rufous-sided Towhee
American Three-toed
Towhee or Chewink
Woodpecker
Dark-eyed Junco
Woodpecker
Slate-colored and Oregon
Great Crested Flycatcher
Crested Flycatcher
Juncos
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Around
the
W ood Stove
by Karen Frangoulis

CHRISTMAS BREAD

CHRISTMAS COOKIES

One of my favorite gifts to give!
6 cups flour
2 packages yeast
V2 cup warm milk
1 teaspoon salt
V2 pound butter
5 Tablespoons honey
3 eggs
1 cup sour cream
Dissolve yeast in milk. Combine all ingredients, blending
well. Divide into 6 balls. Dough will be soft, but add a
little extra flour if needed to handle the dough. Set aside
to rise. Roll out thin and spread with filling:
IV2 pound ground nuts
lA pound melted butter
V2 cup sugar
1 cup honey
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 lemon, grated rind and juice
1 cup scalded milk

1. 3 cups flour
1 teaspoon soda
V2 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon allspice
V2 teaspoon ginger
2. 1 cup butter
2 cups light brown sugar
Cream and add
4 well beaten eggs
3. 2 Tablespoons buttermilk
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon almond extract
4. 1 pound candied mixed fruit
1 pound dates, cut up
IV2 pound nuts, cut (pecans)
V2 pound raisins
5. V2 cup rum

Roll up like a jelly roll and place each roll in a small,
well greased loaf pan. Let rise one hour in a warm place,
covered with waxed paper or a damp cloth. Bake at
350° about 40-50 minutes.
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Add 1 and 4 alternately with 3 to 2. Add 5 last. Drop by
teaspoonful onto cookie sheet. Bake at 350° for 10 or
12 minutes.

CRANBERRY GLOGG

BEET SOUP

6 whole cloves
2 cinnamon sticks
4 whole cardamom, shelled
1 quart cranberry juice cocktail
1 cup raisins
1 orange, halved and sliced
lA cup honey
2 cups burgundy (dry red wine)

12 medium-small beets, cleaned, boiled, skinned and
and grated
1 quart beet juice plus 2 cups water
2 cups chopped cabbage
1 medium onion, diced
8 beef boullion cubes
3 Tablespoons vinegar
2 Tablespoons lemon juice
dash pepper
2 tomatoes, cut up
V2 cup diced celery tops

Mix together in a large pot. Bring to a boil and simmer
10 minutes. Serve hot in mugs. Makes 6 cups. This is
wonderful after ice skating.

CHINESE CHICKEN AND EGGS
1 Tablespoon butter
IV2 cup chicken, raw and cut up
IV2 cup stock
4 Tablespoons Tamari
IV2 teaspoon honey
V2 teaspoon salt
5 eggs
3 Tablespoons green onion, chopped
3 cups hot, cooked rice
Melt butter; saute chicken; add stock. Cook until chicken
is done. Add Tamari, honey and salt. Beat eggs with a
fork and pour over chicken, stirring over the heat until
the eggs are cooked. Pour over rice and serve immediately.
Serves 4.
MOLASSES COOKIES
1 pound lard
2 cups sugar
2 cups molasses
2 eggs
2 cups buttermilk
10 cups flour (V2 whole wheat, V2 unbleached white)
8 teaspoons soda
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons ginger
2 teaspoons cinnamon
1 teaspoon mace
Melt lard; and sugar and molasses; beat in eggs and butter
milk. Add the dry ingredients and mix well. Refrigerate
four hours. Roll out dough quickly on a floured surface;
cut in round shapes; bake at 400° for 12 minutes.
Lucille Hickson, Searsport
NOTE CORRECTION: The mincemeat cookies in the
Fall 1975 issue were misprinted. Please always read
through a recipe and use common sense. Here is the
corrected MINCEMEAT COOKIES: 1 cup shortening,
IV2 cup sugar, 1 egg, V2 teaspoon salt, 1 teaspoon soda,
3V4 cups flour, VA cups mincemeat. Mix together and
drop by spoon onto greased cookie sheet. Bake 375°
‘til done.

Set aside prepared beets. Cook cabbage, onion, tomato
and celery in beet juice and water. Add beets, seasonings,
vinegar and lemon juice] Simmer awhile. Meanwhile
prepare hot mashed potato mixed with sauteed onion and
bacon bits. Ladle hot soup into bowls. Put a spoonful
of prepared potato into each bowl of soup and top with
sour cream, a sprig of parsley and one half slice of lemon.
A work of art and delicious too!

F a ir -w in d -S

G re e n h o u s e s
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South Blue Hill / 207-374-5621
Monday - Friday 9:00 to 4:00
Now offering fresh cut flowers arranged
for all occasions (birthday, thank you, I
wedding, anniversary, special holiday,
hospital). A wide variety of hanging
plants, flowering plants, potted plants
in all sizes, dish gardens,
terrariums, dried arrange
ments.
Member of Tele-Flora

Thistleware
Beautiful Stoneware
Imported
From Scotland
Decorated With
The Traditional
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The Children’s Page

Finding Animal Tracks
by Jane and Charles Lansing

I

t ’s Saturday morning. No school today! And, best
of all, there’s snow on the ground. On this snowy
morning, why not get out in the fine winter wea
ther and try tracking animals.
I bet you’ve seen a lot of man-made tracks around
your house. But while you’re out making your own
tracks in the snow, have you ever come across a house
cat’s track? And maybe right behind that, a dog’s print.
What other tracks will you see around your house?
Well, you might find the track of a little deer mouse, or
if you live near fields or woods you might see the tracks
of a snowshoe hare or a red squirrel.
It’s fun to walk around your yard. But if you walk a
little way into the woods you will find many more tracks.
Maybe you’ll see a track made from the hoof of the white
tail deer. Walk a little while longer and you may come
upon a print made by a raccoon, or a fox, or maybe a
short-tail weasel. Prints made by a ruffed grouse or a
porcupine are also two common tracks you may find.
Down near a snowy river, you may find a big imprint
made by a moose, or a smaller one, made by a muskrat.
ecognizing the track is the beginning, but tracks
don’t tell the whole story. There are other things
that make the animal’s story complete. You must
keep your eyes wide open for other evidence is harder to
see.
Scan the ground for all kinds of signs. Besides the ani
mal’s actual print, are there any signs that he was feeding?

R

Charles Lansing teaches science at George Stevens Academy
in Blue Hill. His wife Jane is art teacher there, and did
the illustrations.
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Are there droppings near by? Are there feathers or tuffs
of hair around? Is there a burrow or a thicket nearby that
could be the animal’s home? Let your eyes first sweep
the ground in front of you. Now, look carefully all
around you, both far ahead and behind. This way, you
will not miss any important signs.
Take a good look at the track. How old is it? If it is
softened by rain or snow, ask yourself: “When did it
snow or rain last?” If there are seeds or twigs in the
print, ask yourself: “When was the wind blowing?”
A good idea is to get some 3x5 cards. On the plain
side, draw or paste a picture of the animal and his track.
On the lined side of the card, write down all kinds of in
formation about him, such as where the animal lives and
what he eats. You can take these cards outside with you
—they can help you a lot.
ow that you have identified the track, why not
try to find the animal? Try to track towards the
sun. The tracks are much easier to see because the
shadows are deeper. You must remember that animals de
pend on their keen senses for protection. Many animals
have very alert noses —they can smell someone coming
very easily. Therefore, you should approach an animal
with the wind in your face. This will mean that you are
downwind from the animal and he won’t be able to smell
you as easily. If you do come upon an animal when you
are upwind, circle around him until you are downwind.
Also, most animals have good eyes and ears. You must
be very quiet when you stalk, walking carefully and slowly.
In a quiet wood, a sudden noise can sound like thunder!
Keep low when you cross a ridge. Look out from behind
the sides of trees or boulders. And, don’t forget your
shadow. Hide it among trees, rocks, and shrubs. If an
animal sees you —freeze. If you are perfectly still, the
animal may overlook you and not run away.
Careful now! Those last tracks looked very fresh: There,
just ahead of you —there he is!

N

Animal Track Guide

Moose
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Peter Zacharias:
Registered
Holstein
Breeder
by Aynne Brown Ames
hen Ernest Zacharias arrived here from Greece
in 1935 he had $17.00 in his pocket and couldn’t
speak a word of English. But he had a sponsor
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire and a dream common to
many immigrants to the United States.
His first job in America was as a dishwasher in a diner
in Portsmouth. Eventually, he saved enough money to
buy the Presto Lunch in Portland, Maine, a well thought
of and very successful restaurant in the 1940’s and 50’s.
He was married in Portland but he and his wife Dora
wanted to raise their future family in the country, so
they bought farm land in then undeveloped West Falmouth,
Maine and added to it as their business prospered. Ernest
knew nothing about farming and got into it entirely by
chance. When the milk supplier to the restaurant kept
running short of milk, someone, half kidding, suggested
to Mr. Zacharias that he put a few cows on his land “out
there” to supply the milk for the restaurant and pay his
taxes. He did that, hired some help, eventually built a
house for his wife and two children, and one for the hired
help. Later he added a barn and went into the poultry
business. That set-up, plus 160 acres, still constitutes
what has become known as Eureka Farm.
The first Registered Holstein came to Eureka in 1942,
the year before son Peter was born, and today both Peter
and the Holsteins are the backbone of Eureka.
Ernest and Dora still own and run the poultry section
of the farm, but their son, Peter, his wife Corrie and four
children own and manage the rest of the operation and
have for the past eight years. The operation now includes
a prosperous dairy farm plus one of the most successful
Registered Holstein breeding farms in New England.
eter considers his dairy farm-breeding operation to
be on a medium to small scale. He sells milk only
to meet expenses and considers Holstein breeding
his primary business. When asked if he’d eventually like
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the farm to include more cattle, he replied, “To me, once
you start milking eighty or ninety cows you end up with
an eighty-or ninety-piece assembly line. The cows lose
all their individuality. I like to treat each cow as a singu
lar animal, breed her and try to make her a better and
more productive animal. I raise cattle, not only to give
milk but to use as breeding stock. No matter how good
a grade cow (one without registration papers) is, she still
wouldn’t be worth more than $600; on the other hand, a
registered cow can go for as much as $120,000 , as did
one sold here in Maine last spring. The price is determined
on the correctness of configuration of the animal, the
productive ability of the animal and the pedigree. What
I am trying to do is breed a cow that can last, not a cow
that is in my herd one year and to the butcher shop the
next. She should be able to withstand ten or twelve
lactations (the time from one calving to the next). A
cow that has the strength of body and correctness of feet
and legs, etc., can do this, but a grade cow of poor breed
ing cannot.”
Zacharias selects and breeds Holsteins for two reasons:
They give the greatest quantity of milk, and they are the
largest breed of dairy animal in the U. S. This means that
buying and selling them is easier, as there is a large choice
of markets.
“I had a great advantage over someone starting into the
business cold,” says Peter. “I’m the second generation on
this farm. My father had registered cattle but he didn’t
promote them. He milked them and sold some, but didn’t
advertise. We advertise in the trade magazines extensive
ly and that is the main reason for the growth of our re
gistered business. For someone starting right from scratch
it is a tough row to hoe.”
Aynne Brown Ames, once a high-school classmate o f
Peter Zacharias, now lives in Castine, Maine.

“One would have to have so much money to invest for
the money he’d make. Now an operation like this, with
160-170 acres, this barn, and cows not even as good as
these would mean an investment of $200,000 or $250,000
to realize a $10,000 a year living as a commercial farmer.
Now that isn’t much of a return on your investment. No
matter how smart a person is, or how much ability he may
have, anyone who would buy a farm completely on bor
rowed money is really up against it. The only way I can
see for someone with a desire to run a farm like this, and
who has to start from scratch, is to work with somebody
with money who is interested in investing in something
like this. A gentlemen farmer type. There is more and
more of this going on, because it is one way for wealthy
people to diversify their holdings; also, many of them
enjoy the idea of owning a farm without any real respon
sibility for its daily management. In a way that is good
because it opens up more markets for breeders to sell to,
but in a way it’s a shame because they don’t really care
about raising cattle, but just use it as a hobby and a tax
write-off.”
“My interest with breeding animals started when I was
a youngster. It really worked on my curiosity to think
that you could mate this particular cow with that bull
and improve the strain of animal. I found that prospect
really challenging. It certainly isn’t the outside work
that inspires me. It doesn’t give me a lot of kick to get
on a piece of equipment and plow land. Basically, I like
working with cows and promoting cattle. The only other
profession I would have chosen is veterinary medicine
and I just wasn’t the student for that. I go to as many
meetings as I can and try to make all the sales, from
Pennsylvania and upper New York to Quebec province.”
ureka has sold registered Holsteins to buyers in
Honduras, Japan, Greece, Italy, Canada, Spain and
all the states. When foreign buyers visit they usual
ly come to a territory like New England and buy one or
two cows or bulls from each breeder. They are not buying
them for milk, but for breeding, to upgrade their strain of
cattle.
The average commercial cow (grade cow) sells for
$400. The average registered sells for $800. “My highest
priced sale is a real sad story,” comments Zacharias. “I
had a cow that sold for $8,000 but she calved a week
before she was to be shipped and died two days before
departure date. You can bet that the vets and I did every

E

thing we could to save her, but it was just one of those
things.”
The Zacharias’ use artificial insemination to do most
of the breeding at Eureka. Corrie, who is the breeding
technician on the farm, explains why and how: “The
conception rate using artifical insemination is about 70%,
whereas the traditional conception rate is 75%, but the
efficiency is improved as semen used in artificial insemi
nation is only 1/100 of what the bull discharges when he
breeds a cow.”
“Bull semen is ordered from the ‘Sire Performance
Summary Catalogue,’ which lists the qualifications of
each bull. The most important qualification is the record
of the type of offspring he has sired. The semen ordered
is shipped to the breeder in capsule form and is kept in
a tank of liquid nitrogen at 320 degrees below zero.”
“The capsule contains a mixture of semen and egg
solution. The capsule fluid is injected into a ‘straw’ about
a foot long. The ‘straw’ is then manually inserted by the
technician into the uterus of the cow and the solution is
deposited there. The cow comes in heat every twenty-one
days, and of course we do the breeding then. A cow’s
gestation period is approximately 9 months.”
Corrie went to school to learn about artificial insemi
nation at the Curtis Breeding Service in Cary, Illinois.
She also buys semen and breeding supplies from Curtis.
If the farmer doesn’t care to do the artificial insemina
tion himself, then he can check in the “Bull Manual”
that is used as a reference by nearly every farmer work
ing with cows. In it are listed all the technicians in his
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area. Each technician has a territory to cover in the
manner of a traveling salesman.
The technicians are licensed by their own breed registary, which in the case of Holsteins is headquartered in
Brattleboro, Vermont.
Zacharias states, “The commercial dairymen don’t
bother with all this selection process because they care
little as to the quality of the offspring. The commercial
dairyman does use artificial insemination, but the sire
is of little importance to him. That,” says Zach, “ is
the main difference between a commercial dairyman and
a registered breeder.”
he major improvement to Eureka Farm, since
Peter took over, is the addition of a new bam.

T

The older barn is now used only for young stock
and storage.
The new barn is 120 feet long and 10 feet high, with an
eight foot clearance at the doors. From the window sills
up is pine paneling covered with three coats of urethane.
From the sills down is fiberglass. The barn is immaculate
and even a layman can see how well laid-out it is. Nothing
looks crowded, inconvenient, or hazardous. Peter states
that the entire barn can be washed down in about two
hours with a pressure hose. Manure removal is done with
a barn cleaner, a chain and paddle device which travels
around the barn in a circular pattern scraping all the gut
ters. The manure is then automatically loaded into the
manure spreader and is then spread on the hay fields.
The ceiling of the new barn is aluminum and there are
six inches of insulation in the walls and ceiling. The insu
lation works so well that, with all the animals in the bam,
the fan must be kept running even in winter; in summer
it’s cooler inside the barn than in the fields.
The animals are head to head in what are called
‘comfort stalls’. There is a section through the middle
of the barn which allows for ‘drive through’ feeding, which
means the passage is wide enough for a chuck wagon to
drive through and feed corn silage or such from a self
unloading wagon. In this way the farmer is able to feed
the animals very simply and economically. The average
Holstein cow will eat 30-40 lbs. of hay a day plus 20-30
lbs. of grain. Eureka raises all its own hay for feeding
plus enough left over to sell. They buy all their grain.
There are three levels of pipes which run the length of the
stalls in front of the cattle, one for milking machine hook
up, one for water and one as a brace to the other two.

BLUE SEAL FEEDS
High Quality Dog Foods & Feeds
for Horses, Rabbits, WildBirds,
Dairy and Beef Cattle, Poultry,
and Other Livestock.

D.A. Lane &Son, Inc.

878 Stillwater Ave. Bangor, Maine 04401
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The barn ties forty head in the ‘comfort’ or conventional type of tie-up. Peter prefers this type of arrange
ment over the commercial pattern of loose housing which
is economically more desirable when there are over 60
head. Zach’s experience is that it is easier to care for the
individual cow in the stall. There is also a large pen that
is used for young stock or as a maternity pen.
The milk room consists of a stainless steel 500 gallon
tank, which will hold a two day’s supply of milk. The
milk comes from the cow at 102 degrees. It is pumped
from the milking machine directly to the tank and within
ten minutes is cooled to 35 degrees. A man from the
dairy comes every two days, passes the truck tank hose
through a porthole in the milkroom, connects it to a

ELLSW ORTH CHAIN SAW SA LES
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Shop 667-2275
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sprocket on the side of the steel tank and pumps the milk
into the stainless steel truck. It is then taken to the dairy
for processing.
he sight of a new barn and a lot of equipment
brought to mind questions of financing an opera
tion of this size. Peter states that the Farmers
Home Administration and Production Credit are the best
sources for loans. He says that commercial banks are not
usually interested in farm loans, as this type of loan is
customarily for a 40 year term. Peter, however, feels that
farmers are a particularily good risk because a farm can’t
be a fly-by-night operation, there is too much physical
equipment and stock. “You aren’t likely to just abandon
a farm.”
Speaking about mortgage money, Zacharias said he
doesn’t feel that most farmers expect to “pay off” their
original mortgage.“I don’t think that is the idea of it. Of
course you pay up your short term notes on equipment
and so forth, but you just buy more land or you mort
gage or expand in some other way. It is a price you pay
to live and prosper.”
“I don’t raise corn, so all my equipment is hay machi
nery. I have three tractors, one baler, a mower-conditioner,
a rake, a tedder, a plow and harrow and of course all the
barn equipment like cleaner, vacuum pumps, milk tank,
dumping station, etc. I hate investing in machinery
because it is hard to get your money back. You can only
use it for three or four months a year. If I have money to
invest, I’d rather invest it in cows. Now, last July I bought

three cows, one for $1200, one for $800 and one for $700,
and sold the same cows for $1500, $2200 and $3700. Of
course that was part luck to6. Those cows turned out the
way I hoped they would when I bought them. It doesn’t
always work that way. I have some cows that I have had
since the beginning of the herd. I don’t want to ever sell
these because they keep the quality of the herd at a high
level.”
eter completed two years of a four year course at
the University of Maine, Orono, Animal Science
Department. “Then we had to have help back here,
so I kept my summer job as a regular job until the farm
was able to support two families.” Peter feels that a com
bination of both formal education with a farm background
is the best possible prerequisite to being a farmer of any
type, and stressed that being brought up on a farm is an
irreplaceable asset: “Not only to being a farmer, but to
being a person. I wouldn’t choose any other childhood
for myself or my children.” Nor would the children,
apparently. When asked about farm life they all had one
special job they didn’t care for, but all felt strongly that
they preferred farm life to any other style of living they
see among their friends. (Falmouth is primarily a subur
ban community.)
The Zacharias’ rarely go away unless it directly involves
the Registered Holstein business. A vacation for them
usually means going to a sale, or Peter doing some fairjudging or showing. Peter remarks, “That’s as long as I
care to be away. There is just too much responsibility
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S e e -T h ro u g h In cu b a to rs
the ROLL-X
holds
209 Quail Eggs
109 Pheasant Eggs
89 Chicken Eggs

here. Too much to be lost. After two or three days I’m
crazy to get back.”
Part time help is hired during haying season but the
rest of the year there is only occasional help. The bulk
of the farm operation is run by Peter, his wife and David,
13, who drives the machinery (except for the dangerous
mower conditioner); Nancy, 12, who helps mostly with
the housework and care of her two-year old sister, Karen,
and Mark, 9, who helps with the animal pens and general
ground care.
Nancy and David are both very active in 4H and each
have several animals of their own, including cows registered
to them. David was chosen this year as a 4H representative
to the Eastern States Exhibition Fair in Springfield, Mass.,
one of 30 in the state to go.
Both Peter and Corrie agree that the children’s efforts
are a necessity to the maintenance of the farm but that
their school and social life comes first. “They’re only
kids once,” they echo.
More than anything else, this writer was struck by the
naturalness of Eureka Farm; by the lack of intensity, or
the need to prove something. The hard work and deft
planning were obvious all around but it was the lack of
pretense that was impressive. One doubts that the Zacharais’ sit and ponder their lot too often. They are too busy
just living. . . and living they are.
Ernest Zacharias named this farm. If he was looking
for a place where he and his family could make hard work
and decency payoff, where wholesomeness was common
and where work and life were conducive to healthy minds
and bodies —then he aptly named his land. In Greek,
Eureka means, “I’ve found it!”

RUFUS A. CANDAGE
REAL ESTATE BROKEN
Blue Hill, Maine
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Sell Your Crafts!
by Arlene Coley
ave you ever stopped to think that the sort of
crafts you’ve made for yourself and friends
could mean extra income for you and your family?
Surely, someone else would find pleasure curling up
under one of your quilts, placing a rose in a vase that you
molded, or eating salad from your hand-made bowl?
No matter what your craft specialty is, or the craft
specialty you intend to create, you should want your craft
to sell. And quality crafts will sell. The key word is qual
ity. It makes no difference whether you’re consuming
your raw materials by the board foot or hundred yards,
it is imperative that the material used, be quality material.
It is equally important that your finished craft be of the
same high quality. Your best bet is to produce those
crafts made from natural material, such as natural fibers,
wool, cotton, wood, clay, or any other material that is
basically a product of nature.
Items of a historical nature have a real selling appeal.
If you are selling an item that has any historical signifi
cance, it is imperative that the item be accompanied by a
tag describing it’s historical significance, clearly and
briefly.
Quite often, a crafter will make an item which will
unexpectedly turn into a big seller, only to find out that
Arlene Coley is the Publicity Director o f H.O.M.E., Inc.
She lives with her family in Sedgwick, Maine.
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he or she hadn’t secured a reliable source of materials
to use in the production of the craft. So before you put
your item on the market, be sure that your source of
materials is readily available to insure your ability to make
repeats, unless, you are making one-of-a-kind items
Develop a line of craft, or a product within your line
of craft that has salability. Don’t further flood the mar
ket or waste your time and effort on a product that can
be reproduced in most every home.
The right color combination is vital to the salability
of your item. Select colors that harmonize with one
another and that are true to nature. (Trees are green,
not orange). If you’re making your craft for your friends
as a novelty, that’s one thing, but if you’re making your
craft to place on the competitive market, adhere to the
colors intended by nature.
f you find you are making an item that has tre
mendous selling appeal, and that you are making
it by the dozens, don’t get lax on the 60th one.
Demonstrate and maintain the same expert craftsmanship
on the last one that you demonstrated on the first. After
all, your item is in demand because of expert craftsmanship.
Before you pick-up the saw or sit at the loom, be sure
to find out what is selling. One caution: things you have
humored your friends with may not have selling appeal on
the competitive market. Investigate your market thorough
ly to find out what is presently in demand. Buyers are
reliable people and they want to make money too, so talk
with them to determine what craft is selling best within
your talent range. Take along a sample of your craft.
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hat to charge is a question that baffles many a new
or would-be crafter. Don’t overestimate the value
of your craft; be fair to the person buying it. Don’t
underestimate the value of your craft; be fair to yourself.
A reliable rule of thumb to use in evaluating the price of
an item is cost of material, overhead, handling and labor.
A fair labor charge is $2.00 per hour, if possible. Be
sure to ascertain a reasonably fixed price for the item you
are selling. Do not charge $5.00 for an item, only to find
out that when it sells, you have to raise the price to
$11.50 to make a profit. The buyer will be aware of the
price jump, and although you must charge the higher price
to continue production, he will get the feeling that he is
being taken. Be a square shooter from the beginning and
then everyone is happy.
If you sell wholesale, be aware that the buyer is going
to double the price that you charge him. Do not sell, by
any other medium, for less than the buyer will charge
retail on that specific item. Make no attempt to undersell
the wholesaler or he may not be back. In other words, if you
sell an item to a buyer for $5.00, knowing that the buyer is
going to sell it for $10.00, do not sell it from your home
for $7.50.
ou have made your craft expertly, priced it fairly,
and tagged it securely. Now, how do you sell your
craft? There are several ways to (lo this. You can
install a sign on the front lawn and turn the living room
into a craft shop. This is fine, but unless you are centrally
located, your sales will be few. Wholesale is another out
let, but your margin of profit will be less than retail, and
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you to compare the compact tractor
of the ye a r...
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B6000
4 wheel drive
Big tractor
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tractor prices.
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c o nstructio n . Features a 12.5 H P. w ater cooled
2-cvlinder diesel engine. 6 fo rw ard, 2 reverse
speeds, 4 wheel drive. Power take-off shafts
both fro n t and rear. A full line of im p lem en ts
available. . ^and all backed by Smith's fu lly
staffed and e qu ip pe d
service and
pafts
d ep artm ent. Com e in, phone or w rite fo r more
in fo rm a tio n .

HAROLD D. SMITH
& SONS. INC.
Industrial & Farm Machinery
Outer Broadway at 6 Mile balls
Bangor Tel. 945-0121

production quantity will be expected to be higher, or a sale
can not be finalized until a quantity is produced. Or you
can sell your craft through a cooperative, such as H.O.M.E.,
Inc. in Orland, which specializes in selling and displaying
a variety of crafts from diversified sources. Using the
H.O.M.E. method of selling, the craft is placed in the
store on consignment. The seller establishes the price to
be charged, and the cooperative receives a percentage
only if and when the item is sold. The charge involved
contributes toward the payment of overhead on the store.
Still another outlet for your craft is through a craft show.
Watch the newspapers and craft magazines for announce
ments of upcoming craft shows. Besides being an excellent
avenue for periodic retail outlet, participation in a craft
show is an excellent source of knowledge by comparison.
The market for crafts is broadly based and extremely
diversified. Select the market that will fill your needs.
The location of your outlet will also determine how
readily your item will sell. A craft that doesn’t move
in one location, may be dynamite in another.
The best season to sell your craft to the local clientele
is between Memorial Day and Labor Day. It is advisable to
stockpile a quantity of your craft during the winter months
to insure customer satisfaction during the busy summer
So the next time you pull that warm, exquisite hand
made quilt up around your chin, and worry about tomor
rows bills, make one to sell. Or if you just happen to be one
of the lucky ones who doesn’t have to think about an extra
income, be venturesome. Sell your craft for fun! The best
of luck!

- CHAIN SAW SALES & SERVICE Chain Saws - Snapper Mowers
Generators - Space Heaters
Water Pumps
Partner Chain Saws
Ellsworth Falls, Maine
667-9727

Jr Norumbega Mountain Shop *
185 Main Street / Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
"EQUIPPERS TO THE M AINE OUTDOORS"
Open Seven Days A Week
Rental and sales o f cross co u n try ski equipm ent
and accessories, rugged clothing including warm
up suits, w ool sweaters, mittens, hats, and socks
fo r children and adults as well as down parkas,
vests, and k its plus much more fo r "w a rm "
Christmas gifts,
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Sell Your Crafts!
by Arlene Coley
ave you ever stopped to think that the sort of
crafts you’ve made for yourself and friends
could mean extra income for you and your family?
Surely, someone else would find pleasure curling up
under one of your quilts, placing a rose in a vase that you
molded, or eating salad from your hand-made bowl?
No matter what your craft specialty is, or the craft
specialty you intend to create, you should want your craft
to sell. And quality crafts will sell. The key word is qual
ity. It makes no difference whether you’re consuming
your raw materials by the board foot or hundred yards,
it is imperative that the material used, be quality material.
It is equally important that your finished craft be of the
same high quality. Your best bet is to produce those
crafts made from natural material, such as natural fibers,
wool, cotton, wood, clay, or any other material that is
basically a product of nature.
Items of a historical nature have a real selling appeal.
If you are selling an item that has any historical signifi
cance, it is imperative that the item be accompanied by a
tag describing it’s historical significance, clearly and
briefly.
Quite often, a crafter will make an item which will
unexpectedly turn into a big seller, only to find out that
Arlene Coley is the Publicity Director o f H.O.M.E., Inc.
She lives with her family in Sedgwick, Maine.
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he or she hadn’t secured a reliable source of materials
to use in the production of the craft. So before you put
your item on the market, be sure that your source of
materials is readily available to insure your ability to make
repeats, unless, you are making one-of-a-kind items
Develop a line of craft, or a product within your line
of craft that has salability. Don’t further flood the mar
ket or waste your time and effort on a product that can
be reproduced in most every home.
The right color combination is vital to the salability
of your item. Select colors that harmonize with one
another and that are true to nature. (Trees are green,
not orange). If you’re making your craft for your friends
as a novelty, that’s one thing, but if you’re making your
craft to place on the competitive market, adhere to the
colors intended by nature.
f you find you are making an item that has tre
mendous selling appeal, and that you are making
it by the dozens, don’t get lax on the 60th one.
Demonstrate and maintain the same expert craftsmanship
on the last one that you demonstrated on the first. After
all, your item is in demand because of expert craftsmanship.
Before you pick-up the saw or sit at the loom, be sure
to find out what is selling. One caution: things you have
humored your friends with may not have selling appeal on
the competitive market. Investigate your market thorough
ly to find out what is presently in demand. Buyers are
reliable people and they want to make money too, so talk
with them to determine what craft is selling best within
your talent range. Take along a sample of your craft.
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hat to charge is a question that baffles many a new
or would-be crafter. Don’t overestimate the value
of your craft; be fair to the person buying it. Don’t
underestimate the value of your craft; be fair to yourself.
A reliable rule of thumb to use in evaluating the price of
an item is cost of material, overhead, handling and labor.
A fair labor charge is $2.00 per hour, if possible. Be
sure to ascertain a reasonably fixed price for the item you
are selling. Do not charge $5.00 for an item, only to find
out that when it sells, you have to raise the price to
$11.50 to make a profit. The buyer will be aware of the
price jump, and although you must charge the higher price
to continue production, he will get the feeling that he is
being taken. Be a square shooter from the beginning and
then everyone is happy.
If you sell wholesale, be aware that the buyer is going
to double the price that you charge him. Do not sell, by
any other medium, for less than the buyer will charge
retail on that specific item. Make no attempt to undersell
the wholesaler or he may not be back. In other words, if you
sell an item to a buyer for $5.00, knowing that the buyer is
going to sell it for $10.00, do not sell it from your home
for $7.50.
ou have made your craft expertly, priced it fairly,
and tagged it securely. Now, how do you sell your
craft? There are several ways tp do this. You can
install a sign on the front lawn and turn the living room
into a craft shop. This is fine, but unless you are centrally
located, your sales will be few. Wholesale is another out
let, but your margin of profit will be less than retail, and

production quantity will be expected to be higher, or a sale
can not be finalized until a quantity is produced. Or you
can sell your craft through a cooperative, such as H.O.M.E.,
Inc. in Orland, which specializes in selling and displaying
a variety of crafts from diversified sources. Using the
H.O.M.E. method of selling, the craft is placed in the
store on consignment. The seller establishes the price to
be charged, and the cooperative receives a percentage
only if and when the item is sold. The charge involved
contributes toward the payment of overhead on the store.
Still another outlet for your craft is through a craft show.
Watch the newspapers and craft magazines for announce
ments of upcoming craft shows. Besides being an excellent
avenue for periodic retail outlet, participation in a craft
show is an excellent source of knowledge by comparison.
The market for crafts is broadly based and extremely
diversified. Select the market that will fill your needs.
The location of your outlet will also determine how
readily your item will sell. A craft that doesn’t move
in one location, may be dynamite in another.
The best season to sell your craft to the local clientele
is between Memorial Day and Labor Day. It is advisable to
stockpile a quantity of your craft during the winter months
to insure customer satisfaction during the busy summer
So the next time you pull that warm, exquisite hand
made quilt up around your chin, and worry about tomor
rows bills, make one to sell. Or if you just happen to be one
of the lucky ones who doesn’t have to think about an extra
income, be venturesome. Sell your craft for fun! The best
of luck!
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cerned. Four pages with thirteen helpful illustrations on
tomatoes. Lay your seedlings in a furrow and cover the
entire length of the stem with 2V&inches of soil. Grow
tomatoe plants around your compost bin fencing and they
will grow up into the rich compost. Just a couple of the
really good and to me at least, innovative suggestions in
this fine book.
So —what’s the verdict on the three? Vegetable Gar
den Know-How, with its emphasis on personal experience
and proven experimentation and its focus on northern
climates, seems tops for readers of FARMSTEAD MAGA
ZINE. Food Gardens has a tremendous quantity of
material, valuable although mostly culled from other illdefined sources. The material is probably there if you
have the time to find it. Thalassa Cruso’s book is profes
sionally written, fun to read, a good gardener’s review for
bedside reading. I suspect Thalassa is more knowledgeable
and helpful with her flowers.
One more book should be mentioned, Organic Garden
ing Under Glass, by George (Doc) and Katy Abraham
(Rodale, 308 pages, $8.95). The Abrahams, college horti
culture teachers, garden columnists, in the greenhouse and
landscape business for twenty-five years, know thier onions
(and petunias.) Their new book is an A to Z guide includ
ing helpful information on building your own greenhouse,
soil, diseases and insects, plant propagation, and it covers
vegetables, fruits, herbs and flowers.

B ooks

by Joe Allen
Zn«uiwttUI*
The garden books keep coming, coming and you wonder
how anyone can find a new angle or new material or a new
way to say something old. Most of the new garden books
can be thrown into the compost heap, but there are three
which deserve attention: Vegetable Garden Know-How,
featuring Dick Raymond (Garden Way Publishing, 160
pages, 8x11, paper $4.95, Food Gardens, the Gardener’s
Catalogue (Morrow, 320 pages, 10V6xl4, paper $6.95),
and finally Making Vegetables Grow by Thalassa Cruso
(Knopf, 230 pages, 6x9*4, cloth, $8.95). Note the wide
variety in size and price. Makes no sense, you publishers.
The three books cover pretty much the same material
so how to pinpoint a comparison? Why not examine the
treatment each book gives to the universal tomato?
Food Gardens, a Sears-catalogue size of a book, devotes
four of its gigantic pages to the tomato. As is the entire
book the pages are scissored and pasted from the works of
others. The Coop Extension Service at the University of
Connecticut contributes a good part of the tomato mater
ial. Much of the remainder is obviously angled at the South
west. Nothing new here on the love apple.
Making Vegetables Grow by Thalassa Cruso, the
Julia Child of the begonia, also has four but smaller tomato
pages. As is the entire book they are charmingly written,
somehow making familiar material sound fresh and excit
ing. The lovely woodcuts help make this book ideal for
the suburban not the subsistence gardener.
It is Garden Way’s Vegetable Garden Know-How that
runs an easy first so far as the Maine farmsteader is con
ere's how to advertise in
FARMSTEAD PEDDLER
Your ad in this section costs only $2.00
for the first 10 words (minimum) and 10
cents for each additional word. You get
a 10% discount if you run the same ad in
two or more consecutive issues. Closing
dates are February 1st for the Spring
issue; May 1st for Summer; August 1st
for Fall; & November 1st for Winter.
You may use this coupon to submit your
ad; however payment must by included.

Now Available —delightful reading
for young and old —

A Seal Called
Andre
T h e tw o w orlds of a M aine harbor seal — by H a rry G o odrid ge
and L e w D ie tz . Published by Praeger. L im ite d q u a n tity of
pre -p u b lic a tio n autographed copies available by m ail in hard
cover fo r $ 7 .9 5 . Postpaid. ( M aine residents please add 5%
Sales T a x )

The Ovul and The Turtle
Dept. C, Camden, Maine 04843
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G O O D S U P P L Y o f T h e rm o s ta tic a lly
co n tro lle d w o od heaters, F ra n k lin F ire 
places, b o x stoves, stove pipes and acces
sory. L .A . G ra y C o ., H an co ck-S u llivan
B ridge. 4 4 2 -3 2 6 8 .
W l-P

C H R IS T M A S W R E A T H S , hand m ade.
B e a u tifu l gifts. F ir: natural cone and
red bo w d e c o ra tio n , $ 7 .5 0 ; 2 fo r $ 1 4 ..
A ll cone w re a th : lasts fo r years, $ 9 .
Shipped p ro m p tly a n y w h e re . B ox 3 3 2 ,
M achias, M e. 0 4 6 5 4 .
F-1P -W B

T H E G O O D L I F E P IC T U R E A L B U M :
H elen and S c o tt N earing in 1 2 7 pages
o f ph otographs, fro m th e ir present ac
tive 9 0 ’s back to one year old and ear
lier. $ 6 postpaid and a utog raph ed .
Forest F a rm , H arbo rsid e, M aine 0 4 6 4 2 .
F -2 P

1 0 0 W A T T N O N -E L E C T R IC light!
Sm okeless, odorless, noisless; requires
no pu m p in g . A la d d in kerosene lamps
and heaters, 2 0% o ff. C atalog 2 5 0 .
C o u n try L ig h t, B ox 1 9 6 3 , A th e n s ,
G eorgia, 3 0 6 0 1 .
FP-W B
N A T U R A L S T O N E H O U S E . G a th e r
rocks free (any ty p e ), bu ild fullsize low
cost ho m e , or cottage, in one sum m er!
Need p ic k u p , han d to o ls, a bsolu tely no
exp erien ce! G u aranteed “ H ouse of
S to n e ” m anual shows, tells h o w , $ 3 .0 0 .
S T O N E H O U S E , B ox 7 8 , S w e e t, Id ah o
83670.

Mr. Paperback

S E C U R E H O M E W A N T E D : 3.5 year
Irish w a te r spaniel, m ale, fa m ily m em b e r.
M ust be able to ru n . J. Le w is, B ox 9 5 ,
F itz w illia m , N .H . 0 3 4 4 7 .
W l-P

For

K -B -L H erbal D iu re tic P ow der fo r w eak
kidn eys-blad der; bed w e ttin g , gettin g up
night fre q u e n tly - passages, backaches,
liver. R ecom m ended fo r adults, children
B ox $ 1 .0 0 po stp aid. D .L .H u n te r & C o .
4 0 5 E . M a ry S tre e t, D u b lin , G eorgia
31021.
W l-B

E \ie ry o n e
o il a 9 e s
a n d in te re s ts

C U S T O M W E A V IN G : S pecializing in
N ew England coverlets; fa m ily and clan
ta rta n s , any size; w eig ht fa b ric desired.
R ab b it G o o d y , M o o m in H o llo w F a rm ,
R D 2 , C h e rry V a lle y , N .Y . 1 3 3 2 0 .
W 2-P

MAINE'S
MOST COMPLETE
BOOKSTORES

mr.IiU,

F O R S A L E by o w n e r: 85 hillside acres
w ith gorgeous views, 2 houses (one post
and beam s tru c tu re ), organic garden,
ro o t cellar under k itc h e n . S o u th o f
F a rm in g to n , $ 4 0 ,0 0 0 . 6 4 5 -4 7 1 2 .

.

paperback
I AUGUSTA • CALAIS • FARMING IO N . SKOWHtGAN I
I BANGOR» tLtSWORTH» MIUINOCKiT.WATERVILLE |

Q U IL T S M A D E to y o u r order in C u tle r,
M e . 0 4 6 2 6 . T r a d itio n a l pattern s, hand
s titc h e ry . A rle n e Dennison & Barbara
P atterson, 2 5 9 -7 7 3 1 and 2 6 9 -3 9 9 7 .
W l-P

W l- P

W IL D E R N E S S B A S E - U n iq u e boys
wilderness cam p now accepting 1 9 7 6
registrations. F o r in fo rm a tio n : D irigo
W ilderness Base, B o x 6 3 3 , A u b u rn , M e .
04210.
W 2-P

MINIATURE &0RI6MTAU
VEGETABLES'
^
•FA^emmOr COLOR PHOTOdRAPHSll
y o u CAN GROW/
’

• exemNG STORIES OF GARDEN GIANTS/- WORlp&U-S RECORD}!

ftP O O r REWARD/
DETAILS'/'

___ __
\W

J 06AUTUMN LANE

HACKETTSTOWN.
NEN JERSEY, USA 078^/0

•k PLBAje IHCLUOC 2 S t TP HELP COVtR fO}T*b6» REQCl/E FKCE GIFT-

m
FOR

i

~

W AV*

— & > -l
TOOLS
MILLS
P R E SSE S
PUMPS
BOOKS
BASKETS
OAK TUBS
WI ND MI LLS, WATER RAMS, HORSEL
DRAWN PLOWS, L IVEST O C K NEE DS ,
D A I R Y S U P P L IE S AND MUCH MORE
ALL

NEW GOODS

250 P AG E CATALOGUE
$3.00 (refundable)

CUMBERLAND GENERAL STORE
D E P T. FSX R T . 3 B O X 479
C R O S S V IL L E , T N 3 8 5 5 5
M IL T O N C H R IS T IA N S O N , o f W e llin g to n ,
M a in e , 0 4 9 9 0 has vegetable design t-shirts
fo r sale, o f fin e q u a lity . Send stam p fo r
free bro c h u re .
W -2P
C O U P L E ( R .N . and fo rm e r fa rm e r) seek
coop erative rural living s itu a tio n . Can
invest. M in g , 7 9 N e w to n S t., S o m e rv ille ,
Mass. 0 2 1 4 3 .
W l-P
C U S T O M H U L L IN G , C lean ing , G rading
and Bagging done right on y o u r fa rm .
A ll grains, beans, vegetable and forage
seeds fo r m ark e t or seed. E specially:
w h e a t-1 2 0 0 lb s ./h r., B u c k w h e a t-1 0 0 0
lb s ./h r., C arro t Seed. F o r 1 9 7 6 A u tu m n
R eservation w rite : G . C rane, H arvestore
C o m p a n y , 4 4 5 C oncord R o a d , B e d fo rd ,
Mass. 0 1 7 3 0 ( 6 1 7 ) 2 7 5 - 6 9 5 0 .
W 5-B

CATCH ANIM AL RAIDERSI

P U R E B R E D R E G IS T E R E D *B French
A lp in e bu ck at stud. Som e registered
kids available M arch firs t. D ay S tar
F a rm , Deer Isle, Fred & K ate Pearce,
3 4 8 -6 6 0 0 .
W 2-P
C R E A M S E P A R A T O R , D e L a v a l, never
used, flo o r or c o u n te r, $ 1 0 0 . W rite
Denise Rose, Sm yrna M ills , M e . 0 4 7 8 0
fo r m ore d etails.
W l-P

R are & G igantic

B L A C K S H E E P Breeding S to c k Produce
6 inch long w o o l also good m eat p ro d u 
cers. Jones Sheep F a rm , R R 2 , P eabody,
Kansas. 6 6 8 6 6 .
W 2-P

B E A T T H E H E A T p ro b le m . M ake th a t
fireplace w o rk . W rite fo r free lite ra tu re
on our custom -m ade T h e rm a l F ire g ra te ,
guaranteed to d o uble y o u r fire p la c e ’s
heat o u tp u t. T h e G o ld e n E nterprise,
P .O .B o x 4 2 2 B , W indsor, V t . 0 5 0 8 9
W 2-P
H E R B S F O R H E A L T H ! S ix ty proven
H erbal rem edies, plus fascinating H erb
catalog o ffe rin g over 3 5 0 dried herbs,
seeds, capsules, b o oks. Send 5 00 ; G o od
C o u n try H erbs, 5 D u rh a m S t., B elfast,
M aine 0 4 9 1 5 .
W l-P

Simple, safe HAVAHART traps catch raiding rabbits,
coons, squirrels, pigeons, sparrows, etc., without injury.
Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Fully assembled.
No Jaws or springs to break. Galvanized; many in use
20 years. Open ends give animal confidence. Sizes for all
needs. Send 25c for valuable illustrated guide and price list.

HAVAHART, 1 6 6 -t Water St., Ossining, N. Y. 10562
Here’s my 25c. Please send price list, trapping guide.
Name__ ___________________________________________
Address--------------------- —------------------------- Zip--------------M A IN E - N E W B R U N S W IC K . 2 0 8 acres
w ith 1 3 0 acres of prim e fields in Fre n c h ville, M a in e . O n e large barn and tw o
sm aller out buildings spectacular views.
O n ly $ 2 9 ,9 0 0 . Real M ic h a u d , G eneral
D e liv e ry , F o rt K e n t, M aine 0 4 7 4 3 , T e l.
5 0 6 -9 9 2 -2 6 1 9 .
W l-B
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M aine’s only “ how to” magazine for gardeners and small farmers

Invites N ew Subscribers
at a Special Rate . , .

$400

ONE YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION
S*- (FIVE ISSUES)
Includes
Includes INCLUDING THE FARMSTEAD ANNUAL

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE MONEY
FARMSTEAD is a unique, brand-new magazine. Published
in Maine by Mainers, it is for all who have a love of grow
ing things Downeast. We offer authoritative and enter
taining articles on all aspects of gardening and small farm
ing —from herbs to greenhouses, from bees to workhorses.
What’s more, we give encouragement and advice for liv
ing self-sufficiently.
We’d like you to become a regular reader of FARMSTEAD,
and invite you to subscribe. Enroll right now and
receive the next five issues including
the FARMSTEAD ANNUAL
for only $4.00. That’s right, we’ll
send you the next five publica
tions at a savings off the
newsstand price.

FARMSTEAD ARTICLES
PAST AND FUTURE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maine planting calendar
Organic gardening tips
The Maine Grange
You can raise turkeys
Low-cost building techniques
Maine folklore
Woodlot cashcrop
Alternative power sources
Roadside selling
New Maine farmsteaders
How to grow grain
N otes on goats
Herb growing
9 How to make soap
• Greenhorn tries workhorses
• Growing under glass

• Composting
• Helen Nearing and E. B. White

FARMSTEAD
MAGAZINE

Box 392 Blue Hill. Maine 04614

Please enroll me as a subscriber to FARMSTEAD, I
enclose □ check □ money order, for $4.00. I under
stand this offer includes a year’s subscription (five
issues) including FARMSTEAD ANNUAL.
NAME:............................ 1....................................................................

• Hardy vegetable varieties

• Co-op farming in Maine
• Restoring old apple orchards
• Maine wild edibles

MAIL COUPON TODAY «!

FARMSTEAD MAGAZINE

ZIP
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T J IV IO IV
T H U S T
Com pany
Member Federal

Reserve System

of E L L S W O R T H
ELLSW O R TH , M A IN E 04605
B r a n c h e s in BLUE HILL
C H ER RY FIELD • JO N E S P O R T
M ILBR ID GE • S T O N IN G T O N
E LLSW O R TH Shopping: C en ter

•

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

THE SEVEN GREENHOUSES OF

m. a. clark
FOR ALL YOUR

gardening
needs
In th e p a s t fe w y ea rs th e re has b e e n a m a r k e d in c r e a s e in th e n u m 
b e r o f p e o p l e w h o g a r d e n . S o m e of th is g r o w t h ha s b e e n by its
n a tu re e c o n o m i c a n d s o m e e n v i r o n m e n t a l . W h a t e v e r y o u r p e r s u a 
s io n
M . A. C L A R K ha s all th e n a tu ra l a n d s y n t h e t ic m a t e r ia l s
a n d in g r e d i e n t s re q u ire d fo r a h e a lth y a n d b o u n t i f u l g a r d e n .

BULK SEED
PLANT FOODS
SOIL CO NDITIO NERS
%

SEEDLINGS
i

PEST CONTROL AGENTS
TOOLS

INSECT TRAPS

THE SEVEN GREENHOUSES OF
M. A. CLARK
46 MAIN ST.

52 PARK ST.

ORONO

ELLSWORTH

866-2100

667-2000

